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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

1. Pf'ocedwre.f<Yr State Planning: In the second Report of the Reconstruc
tion Committee of the Council, after e:mmllring certain fundamental condition& 
affecting the planning of the industrial development of the country, the Govern
ment of India laid down the procedure by which it was proposed to prepare the 
First Five-Year Plan.. · 

!mong other things, it was stated that: 
"for the direction of planning, an Industrial Adviser to the . Govern

merit of India has been appointed. He will be assisted by Deputy and 
Assistant Industrial Advisers;· ·n is intended to set up a. representative. 
Industries- Committee from among ~he foremost industrialists in India to
gether with representatives of Provinces and States. This Commi~tee will 
be consulted from time to timeonquestionsofpolicypertainingtoindustrial 
development. · For the actual development work, panels consisting :of pne, 
or two industriali'lts concerned with the particular industry or group of' 
industries and assisted by experts and an officer from the Planning a.nd 
Development Department, will be ;fol:med. Side by side with this, Proviilces: 
a.nd' States are also being advised to set up Industries Committees of their: 
own so:as to see that their special.needs are notlost sigh& of.· The recom· 
mendation& of .tha Indrietrial Panels would' be co'ordin&ted with .those· of 
the Provincial and States Committees before they a.re . considered by.· tht> 
Government of India •. This Should not prevent Provinces from going a.head 
with the- sohemes of'indnstrial development ·that may: be ready~' Such 
:proposals will be exaririned. by the Goveinmerit;of India on their merits and 
the point of view·ofany controls that may be reqriired and any assistance 
that Illliy be desired.'~ 
~- Cbnstitutum of tlui Pane! :: Having la.id down the proeedilre as indicated 

above; the Govermilent of India· appointed various Panels, ~:me of which ·was 
the Iron & Steel (Minor) Panel. Along' with the' letters of appointment issued 
to the Chairman and the members individually was als-o sent a general directive 
indicating the procedure to be followed and the lines· on which the recommenda-
tions shoqld. be made. · · 

$. ·The following temis of .reference· were particularly considered by the 
Panel in ca.rrying out their investigations lind in submitting this Report. 
· (i) The s-cope and. exte~t .of flt<velopment including the type of products 

to be manillact,ured. . 
(ii) . The looa.tion of. the Industry. 

(iii) In the case of industries to. be developed other. than under State 
. ownership, capital required for such-development, whether the whole 
of it is· likely to be. available by public investment and if not, extent 

.. .'to which Government assistance may be required. 
(iv) ·The extent to which. technic~ advice from abroad may be neeessary. 
(v)' 'If the indUstry is to be under private-ownership a.nd ,me.Iiagement, 

: · what control if any, should be exercised by the Governmen,t. 
:(vi) . The manner an'd· the degree of co-operation with foreign firms consi

.dered.necessary and desirable both as regards capital and manage-
............. +. . 



(vii) Should the Industry cater for the export market. 
(viii) Should the Industry ~e deu]oped a.s.in Japan on the cottage industry 

basis and if so, to what·extent. 
(ix) The natnre of the e,.'ISistanoe required from Government in the form 

of protective duties, "boimties, research grant, expert advice, etc. 
-4. . As required .in the directive, a note· on tlie 'preliminary survey. 'of t~e 

Irmi & Steel Industries (Minor)cprepared by Mr. K. C. Cooper, Deputy Industrial 
Adviser, who. was also appointed Secretary of the Panel-was also issued; • .The 
aote contained for the information.of the member factual information regarding 
the current organization, output and problems of such industries as-hardwate, 
hollow-ware, cutl_eryware, enamel'!!'re, surgical, ~ents, •too.! f~tu_re and 
fittings, etc •. OngmaUy thtl planning and developm~nt of. the surg~_cSI mstru

. Jjierits industry was to be _tak~n ~p by the Panel appomted for the developme~t 
of the manufacture ofscrentific instruments, but later.on, Government :con.'l
dered it- desirable that the development of· this industry should be·. handled 
oy this Panel and. therefore a sub-committee comprising Brigadier Woolfe, 
Mr.. Rafi Butt and Dr. M: Verikatrao was formed to help the Panel on this subject. 
'. ' · t;; · 0~ 'the ·conclusion of hostilities in Europe, 'when the Government of 

lJ#ia decided to establish a temporary "Tariff Board, with- a 'view to safeguard 
tlie interests <>f new industries which'were started during the pendency of the war, 
~tory jri.stcictious on ~e general directive to Industrial Panela ~ were 
iSsu~ by the ;lnd~_?-ia!. Adviser io the Government: of India u under : 

. --~~One of the points on which' Panela- ·are expected to make recom
mendations is the·natnre of the assistsnce :required froin Governinent in the 
form of proteotive duties, bounties, research grants, etc. The question has 
been raised. whether this item eaJ!a for :a detailed· investigation by panela on 
tli.e degree- of :protection xequired :and recommendations thereon; -What is 
:reqUired .fr<im. -the: Panel. is only a :broad . indication. that • protection would 
or .would _notllie.ooqliD;ed. by ILn.industrJ and n_oodletailed recoJim!endations 
which should be left to the Tariff Board to detemiin:e. ·: Iti. would, :not, there
fore, be necessary. for _ PBJ).eia to investigate, the coating.<>£. individual-. firma 

.,9r to·make-~ny-otlier elaliorate:~vei~ati.ori o£ the. conditiOwi of particuilJr, 
.:ilrms for the purpose but to base their recominendations on the ,broad facts 
-of_ the indwitries with, which ,thfiJ are eoncenied. 

. . The relative. incideni!e . of:. import duty · on finished gooda in oom-< 
parison with the duty on raw materials from which they can be manufactured: 
is another point ~n which paneia.haye to .make. recommen<\ations. So far 

-as t)!iS P<?in~ is con(iem~, <i?v~m~rit m~iely expects_ that ~here t)le ;pal!.lll" 
consi<ler that_ tM re4trye mcrden~ of ,nnport duty on fimshe<\ ,go,ods and 
theinaw materials is· hmnperin!f or likely 'tO .haiiipei Indian industtt, they 
will recommend that the matter be examined'by·Government. 'The panels 
need not themselves examine and ~kec fn:eeise:reconuiiend!.tions oDJ what 

d~t)ls of i!jlp~rt,du~_llligh~ lwlevi~'! · 
· L.:6. hoceedii!gs. of the Panel~ . The Panel held fits firs~ meeting in Delhi on 

6th Jnly,': 1945: ;D_onsidering: the very: comprehensive. n&tnre 'o£ the inquiry 
to be earned out m respect of these different. types: .of industries ·utilizing iron 
a'!Jl si;eel as their basic '!'Sterial, it .waB' tl!~ugh~ advisa~le to form c"opa\ sub
colD.llllttees of the Panel m Bombay., Madras, Calcutta and Lahore in 9rder to 
assis!' the Pan_el in' t~e collection uf 'as mqch·fa<ltual information _as inight:be of 
ll!'e m preparmg ~~ Report. Between the "date of its first meetin_g ~nd the 
tune of the subllllS8lon ·of the Report, altogether the !Panel held 19 meetings. 
M~be~ in ~h zqne liad, their own ·-ineetingsLwitlp:epresentatiws of the 
varwus mdustries, etc. 
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. 7 .. A comprehensive questioimaire was issued requesting· roll .fdctual 
1uformat1mi· from the various firmJI who were known to be interested -in the 
ma!lnfaoture of the products covered .. by the. industries: mentioned. aboye, and 
theu. post;. war plans. In addition to the questionnaire, the Directors .otlndWI-' 
tries, in the various Provinces were also requested to inform the Panel of ·any 
schemes pertaining to the development of the minor steel indW!tries which they 
might have. under consideration so·.that ·where possible the provincial planning. 
of these industries might be co-ordinated with that.of.t~ ;Panel. 

8. In course of their tours of the various zones the Panel discussed v-arious 
problems pertaining to the industries within the scope of their inquiry with 
re1>resentstives of the following firms :- · 

1, M fs. Natio~l Iron & St.eel Co. Ltd., Belur. 
2. ., Guest, Keen, Williams, Ltd., Shalimar. 
3. ., Metal Box Co .. of India Ltd.; Calcutta. 
4. , Indian Steel & Wire ,Products Ltd. 
5. ., Powells Ltd., Bombay.· 
6. , Godroj & Boyce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Bombay.. 
7. , Acme Manufacturing Co. U!I., Bombay. · · 
·s. , E. Eyre & Co. Ltd., .Bombay. · 
9. ., Oriental Metal Pressing WorkS,' Bmnbay. 

· .10. , Kamani ;Engineering Co. Ltd., Bombay. 
n: , Praga Tool· Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Hyderabad. 
12. , Hyderabad Steel & Wire Products Ltd., Hyderabad. 
13. , Indian Rolling Mills, Negapatam. · · 
14. , Mysore Implements Factory, Bangalore. 
15.. , Mysore Iron & Steel Works, Bhadravati. · . . 
16. , Sri Jayachamarajendra Occupational Institute, Bangalore. 

. 9. During 'the tour of South l;lldia, . the Pan~ call~ on. the Hon'ble 
Mr. V •. V; Giri, M.L.A.,. Minister in-charge .of Industries Department when 
they were given an opportunity to discuss the Madras Government's Industrial. 
Policy particularly with reference to the development of small S<".ale mdustries 
utilizing iron and steel as their basic raw ·material.. , AS the Government of 
Madras had expressed a desire to be associated with our planning of the develop· 
ment of these industries in South India, all replies to the questionnaire issued 
to firmJI there, were accepted through the Director of Industries and during our 
mt there, opportunity was also·tsken to -discuss their problems with Mr. S. Y. 
Krishnaswami, I.C.S.', Additional Secretary to the Government of Madras in 
the Development, Department; · 

· 10. · Similarly at Bangalore, opportunity, was .taken to discuss the post· 
war schemes of the Government of Mysore with the Development Commissioner, 
the Director of lndustrie.•, Manager, Mysore Implements FactOry and the 
Manager.of the Mysore Iron. & Steel WorkS at Bhadravati'. · 

l:he Panel also visited the following factoriea :.,..-
1. ,·National Bolts, Nuts, & Rivets Co. Ltd . 
.2,' . Guest, Keen, Williams Ltd., Shalimar. 
3. Metal Box Co. of India Ltd. 
4. Powells Ltd., Bombay. r 

5. Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Bombsy.• 
6. Acme Manufacturing Co' Ltd., Bombay. 
7. E. Eyre & Co. Ltd.; Bombay. · · 
8. Oriental Metal Preslling WorkS, Bombay. 
9. Kamani Engineering Co. Ltd., Bombay. 

10. Mysore Implements Fa.oteoy,-Bangalore. 



11. Myaore Iron & S~ Works, B~vati. . 
12. Sri Jayachamara]endra Occupational Inst1tute, Bangalore. 
11. The scope of the inqUiry : It ~y not b~ out o_f place to ~ention here 

that the word ' Minor ' as affixed to this Panel 18 a JlliSllomer. We feel, we 
should explain that the word ' Minor ' in oonnootion with this Panel was used to 
distinguish it from the Panel dealing with the basic production of steel which 
was designated • Major'. The word minor relates to secondary as oppoeed to 
primary industry and is not to be taken as indicative of the size or scope of the 
industries concerned. Statistical information perteining to the consumption 
of the products. of these industries is scanty and of a nature which was of very 
little use in an enquiry of this nature. . The one notable exception was th&t of 
the manufacture of wire, wire produt'ts and fasteners. For these steel producte 
manufactured in this country, the Iron & Steel Control have compiled valuable 
statistical data. The statistical abstract of the Seaborne Trade of British 
India gives accurate information abou~ the' total ~port of th~se produ~ta in this 
countrv but unfortunately· not sufficiently detailed to prov1de suffiment data 
as to t~ import of the separate categories, commonly grouped under the heading 
"Hardware". Wire, wire producte and fasteners are produced in large scale 
factories and reliable production figures are available, but there are other minor 
steel products which are produced on small or cottage scale for which it has not 
been 80 far possible to collect any statistical data. This particularly applies 
in the case of hollow-ware, hand-tools, enamelware, etc. and unfortunately, no 
proper clas'!ificstion has been made in the statistics of imports into this coimtry 
and all such items have been cla.'ISified as hardware. It has. therefore been 
exceedinglv difficult for us to fut the target which should be ainied at during 
the first fi;.e years of the Fifteen-Year Plan and the attempt we have made in 
this direction is based on the information and experience of those who are 
actively associated with the development of those industries or who have been 
importers of their products for inany years in this country. As a result, the 
recommendations we have made, have of necessity been based largely on the 
incomplete data available and in consequence are limited. 

12. · In the circumstances, we would most strongly urge upon the Govern
ment to revise immediately the categories of imported goods, 80 that in future 
the statistical abstract of the Seaborne Trade of India may contain sufficiently 
detailed information to guide future planning. 

~3. Persorw.l: S;oon after _we examined the materials placed before us, 
the Witnesses who are mterested m the manufacture of producte covered by this 
inquiry and the factories which it was worthwhile for us to visit, in order to 
formnlet.: our planning, ~e had the misfortune to lose -our esteemed colleague, 
Mr. B. VIBWanath, who died after a short illness towards the end of September 
1946. Mr. Viswanath had spent a lifetime in the Steel Industry and was closely 
associated ~or many years with the development. of the Myaore Iron & Steel 
Wor~. His vS;Bt knowledge_ of the industry acquired in this country and abroad 
and _his enth~ for the ·.development of ·secondary steel indnstries, was of 
collll;'demble assistance to us m our work. He took a very active part in our dis
cu88lons and was fully aware of the plan we had prepared before writing this 
Report. It was unfortunate that he was taken from amongst us before signing 
thl:& _Report; but we have no hesitation in saying that he fully endorsed the 
opm10ns we have expressed. and the advice which we have tendsred . to the 
Government.. In him, we lost an esteemed colleague and the Government of 
Myaore, a fBlthful servant, who we know has contributed much to the develop
JQent of its Steel Industry. 



CHAPTER II 

BASIS OF OUR PLANNING 

14. Mass production methods to capture internal and foreign· markets 
have played a prominent part in the indnstrial growt4 of. those nations, who 
occupy the premier positions in international trade and commerce .. ' There is, 
as a result, a· tendency to under-estimatE! the importance !'nd significance of 
small scale enterprise in the productive organizations which have been built 
up in industrially advanced countries. It is ·certain that small scale industry 
has pia yed a great part in the indnstrial growth of these countries. 'l In the 
U.S.A.-the most outstanding example of industrial . mass production-the 
small scale producer has not been ousted from the field 'of industry. Similarly, 
in Germany, small scsle industry has existed side by side with mammoth plants 
producing the same commodity. Japan before the war developed ·most success
fully cottage and small scale industries to a degree never before attempted. 
She linked up her large scale and small scsle industries so tht they both func
tioned-if not without friction-at any rate for the benefit of the industry 
and of the country. 

15. In India, which has yet to go a long way iD. building up her industries, 
particularly the basic ones, the small scale and cottage scale industries hav~ 
enjoyed a preponderant importance in the country's economic growth since the 
'sixties of the last century, and even to-day from the point of view of giving 
employment, it is estimated that far more people are employed in small and 
cottage scale industries than the million and a half knowri to be employed in 
large scale ones. The Indian Industrial CollllllisSion·•which carried out the 
first official enquiry in 1916-18 on the development of industries in this eountry 
on systematic and scientific lines, has sufficiently streRSed the need for develop
ing our industries on (I) large scale, (2) small scale and (3)' ilottage scale. 
Methods were suggested as to the lines on which these should be developed and 
the amount of State assistance that ·could be given under the conditions then 
prevailing. The continuance of such an industrial development was dependent 
upon private enterprise of varying capo.cities finding scope to enter into business 
on any one of these scales. Even in the future economic structure wherein 
State planning is to play a more prominent role, development on these scales 
has to continue, if opportunities for increasing' employment are ·to be provided 
in the various regions of the countay, where opportunities are so scarce to-day, 
owing to the concentration of Industry in certain large towns and ports. 

16. As·the development of the basic and large scale industries is limited 
to certain regions by auch restricting factors as the availability of raw materials, 
cheap power, water supply, transport and similar considerations, it is essential 
that sinal1 scale and cottage scale . industries should be established all over 
the country to create conditions of better employment. Unless. this is done 
even after the creation of the capital goods industry, which involves employ
ment of comparatively less labour than the consumer goods industry, it is not 
unreasonable to expect a large volume of the Indian population to be left with~ 
out work, unless small scale and cottage scale industries run pari passu, and are 
linked up with large scale enterprise as in Japan. So the first basis of our 
planning is to see that the development of the industries with which we are · 
concerned is so planned as to give the large ·scale, the small ·scale and ·the 
cottage scale producers, sufficient scope to run their business ·on healthy lines 
a11d to ensure their growth in various regions, which would result . Jn wider · 

II 
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diffusion of purchasing power and creation of large internal markets for the 
products of th~.se industries. 

17. The second point, wliich ~sa ~eiv~ our. <;a~ful. consideration ~ 
the planning of the differ?nt proc~mg mdustries ut1?zing u;on a1_1d steel,_ IS 

that we have borne in mmd these unportant econonuo conSiderations which 
guided the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel. We refer to Chapter Ill of the Report, 
which r<lads Qs under;...:... 

. •• The Government or' India have declared that. thev wish to bring 
about' better balance betw~n agriculture· ap.d industry.. 'They have felt 
that there· bas been too mu9h concentration of the principal industries in 
the large towns and in one'·or two Provinces: . They are therefore of the 
opinion that as far as . possible, 11ew· in,dustrial establishments under the 
Fifteen-Year Plan sboul!i be regionalized when p\lssible. 

. .. It' must be ad:!Ditted that thi!l policy ~. ~o~d when it can be carried 
out:":In india, it is essei\tial tha~ every part of it should share inits general 
industrialization ;and sm;ne of .lhe inunense agricultural. population should 
be absorbed in the industries and trained for technical work also. There 
are however certain ci.rcm:itstsnces inherent in some industries which made 
their regionalization difficult, if not impossible, unleSij several. essential condi.· 
tions are fulfilled, The iron and steel industry is one of these·" 

W- E;avin!l then d~bed the conditions which 111ade it .. impossible for 
them, to implement Government's policy of regionalizatio11 as far as it applied to 
the baSic.· steel industry, the Major Panel stste tha.t : 

"The U;on and steel industcy,. it is needless to emphasize, does not 
mEljln ()nly the. prqduction frol)1 the primary raw materials. . It also includes 
l!he processing of iroXL and steel made by the primary producerS into ~her 
prodqcts .. cThe manufacture of agricultural implements including mechanical 
appliances .W 011e of the -most important of these from tlie national point of 
view,,. Mecllanized units of reasonable sizes can be establiahed in many 
parts of t~ Q<1Untry to manufa<;tlll'!l the implements and appliances. Then 
again, tbete seems to be a future for the canning indu.stry. Large quantities 
of cans and containers will be required for packing tea, coffee, preserved food, 
fish, vegetablP.s, edible oils, ghee, butter, fats; tobacco, cigarettes, kerosene, 
petrol, lubricants and many other articles for human or industrial !usea. 
Tinplatea and sbee_ts can be supplied from the. major works for making 
th~ cans or _containers in factQries; established in those localities' where 
t~ey ~ )ikpy to be used. There are many other major and· minor industries• 
)];Bing U;on a11d steel which can be established in. different parts of the 
count~. Among these may h!l mentioned structural engineering, sbip
l)nilding, arma_ments, iron and, steel castings, pipes and fittings, motqr. oars, 
railway ~oiling-stock fittings, bolts and nuts, rivets, screws, wire nails, safes, 
locks~ 'I>ad,loc.ks,, furniture,, cutlery, haberdashery, etc.. lt ia in, tb-W. way 
that th~ ihm·. and steel mdustry. <;an be most economically regionalized. 
The ests!>lisbiJ;ien,t of such constuning industries as these is tied up as we 
have. expl~in,e4 s,lso with tb~ e:>qlansion of the parent industry." 

~ the :s!'bsequeq.~ chapters, w~ have recoiDlD;ended the setting up of industries 
With wbicl,. w:e. '!re.(lOncemed, m as J;U8ny regtons of the country as possible. 

~9- . The Iron & Steel (~jor) Panel have explained at length in Chapter II 
o! tbeu: Rep~rt, t~e causes whio~ hav<! contributed towards the low consump· 
t1o'!- of steel m _this country, which remained stagnant for over 30 yea~ in the 
regton_,of a millton to'!-8 P':" ann!liD· . ~the sev~ral probable reasons _submitted 
for t~ low consumption; n;t tbeu: opmton, the high price of steel was one of the 
most. unportant. ' Thay,. pointed .out that the price structure based aS' it was; 
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hnfqrl!l. the Wllf on, the· inlpo~tr priQe of fo~· at.eellanlled at·ma.jor pQrts in 
Inqi& wa~ respolll!ible for · tb,e. extra: ~urden throWII on the Indian ~onsumer:. 
which varied by .6~-tQ-100 per cent.over the actual. woo:ks:costs.· T)lia was due 
to the fact that. the cost o~ steamer freigb.t, inBUiance and landiog. charges had 
to be computed in arriving at the _landed price of foreig!l eteel to which protec-. 
tive and other duties, with surcharges had to be added, in apite of. the. fa.G~ that 
steel was fabricated in the coun,try and despatched by rail to coi).81Uiling_ centres 
without having actually to incur the abQve expenditure, 

20. Again the railway freight chargeable was from the nearest port to 
the destination upoountry and not from the works to the' consuming centre. 
ThJg additional' burden ·on· the consumer of steel in the 'distant markets' was 
additionally'responsible for the·low consumption there. · As·'the Industry was 
to pass in the post-war period from the '' protective., to' the' ·" expansionist 1'· 
stage, -in theil' opinion, the price ·structure required· complete modification .and 
they stated " that prices are high and that they should be related no ·Jonger 
to foreign price but. based on the works costs to which are added inter alia, 

(a) a liberal percentage for the depreciation and nsual overheads; 
(b) a rate Qf profit which on the one hand would maintain the existing 

industry in a healthy and financially sound position and on the 
other would attract the amount of capital which would be required 
for this rapid development ; 

(c) all direct and indirect charges for aale and distribution which 
cannot be directly recovered from the consumer ; and 

(d) an adequate margin to stabilize prices at levels which will not neces
sitate frequent alterations. 

21. In proposing to alter the price structure, the point which the Major 
Panel had prominently in view was to bring about a substantial reduction in 
price, eliminating such factors which would not enter in the make-up of the 
prices of the indigenous products. If the price of basic steel has to be brought 
down to a level at which the primary producers can and will market their 
products at a reasonable profit and at the same time encourage the consumers to 
make as much use of steel as they possibly can, then the same argument in our 
opinion also applies for the processing industries making use of basic steel as a 
primary raw material. If the capital resources of the country are to be utilized 
in initiating as many schemes as ·possible of industrial, agricultursl and social 
development, then the products of industry must be made available at prices, 
which encourage their optimum consumption. We have therefore felt the 
necessity to take into account the fact that if basic steel is to be made available 
at the cheapest price to the producers engaged in the industries in the develop· 
ment of which we are concerned, then it is imperative that they should pass on 
the benefits ariaing out of the low cost of their raw material to the consumers 
of their products. We have therefore thought it advisable to make certain 
recommendations in the subsequent chapters dealing with these industries 
individnally to see that their products are marketed at a fair selling price. 

22. That India should be made self-sufficient in meeting the entire 
demand for the products of the various industries with which we are concerned, 
is another important basis of our planning. We have seen to it that in so doing, 
no monopolies are to be created or a combination of manufacturers, who by 
withholding supplies or by arbitrary fixation of high prices, deprive the con
sumers of steel products of the benefits of low cost basic steel. We have at the 
same time endeavoured to guard against conditions of over-production and the 
resultant out-throat competition. 
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23. We have also conSidered the possi'bilities of development of the 
Industries with which we are conoemed, on lines similar to those on which 
they were developed in Japan and the possibilities of exporting their products 
to markets east of Suez, to where Japanese products of similar nature are 
unlikely to be exported for some time to come. We have dealt with this matter 
fully in Chapter X, where we have pointed out some important aspects of pre
war Japanese indastrial development. We have also stated the reason why 
India is in a position to develop her indlll!tries on similar lines, eliminating 
certain undesirable features which permeated Japanese industrial economy. 
We have shown ,the desirability and possibilities of 6l!Oporting the products of 
the indlll!tries dealt with in this Report to markets in .East Africa, Arabia, 
Persian Gulf, Burma, Malaya and countries in South East Aaia. Having thus 
indicated briefiythe basis of our planning, we take np in the subsequent chapters, 
the post-war development of the various industries with which we are conoemed. 



CHAPTER Ill 

PRIMARY HARDWARE: (a) WmB; (b) WIRE .NAILS and OTHER WIRE 

PRODUCTS 

24. Besides the manufacture of Agricultural Implements and Tinplates 
for the manufacture of containers to pack lubricants, kerosene oil and other 
products which can be conveniently distributed in tin cans and containers,. the 
manufacture of Wire and Wire Products was the principal secondary industry, 
which was developed in Jamshedpur adjacent to the Steel Works, being the 
principal source of supply of the basic material. 

25. In 1923, the first Indian Steel & Wire Products Limited, was formed. 
under an arrangement with Messrs. Tats Iron & Steel Company Limited for the 
supply of rods required for the manufacutre of wire and wire products. The 
company applied in 1924 for the protection of wire and wire nails industry to 
the Indian Tariff Board who were then carrying out the first inquiry into the 
working of the steel industry. It was then held by the Board that: 

" The industry has satisfied the conditions laid down by the Fiscal 
Commission on the aesumption that the wire rod required for the manu
facture of wire would be produced in sufiicient quantities by the Tats Iron 
& Steel Co., Ltd. Taking this view of the question, the Board recommended 
a duty of Rs. 60 per ton on wire and wire nails. ,No duties were recom
mended on barbed wire and stranded fencing wire, which were then not 
manufactured in the country. ~· ' 

26. · These recommendations were aocepted by the Legislature and em-· 
bodied in the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1924. In the course of the Tariff 
Board's Supplementary Inquiry in 1925, it became appare_nt th~t the Tats 
Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. were unsble to manufacture the required WJre rod;· The 
protective duty on wire and wire rod was therefore withdrawn and the revenue 
duty of ten per cent ad 11alorem was re-imposed. It was also decided that the 
whole question of granting protection with particular reference to the condition 
laid down by the Fiscal Commission regarding the availsbility of basic material, 
should be reviewed by the Statutory Inquiry, which was to be held in the subse
quent year. At this Inquiry, the Tats Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. stated that no 
wire rod had been delivered to the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd., and there 
was no chance of their putting up the rolling mill required for the purpose, for 
at least another three years. · Meanwhile, the Indian Steel & Wire Products 
~imited, having defaulted payment of interest on the debentures, were served 
with notice of fore-closure by the chief debenture-holders, viz., the Bihar f 
Orissa Governments and the Tate. Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., and in consequence. 
the company went into liquidation early in 1927. 

27. The company was then sold by the Trustees of the Debenture-holder& 
to Sardar (now) Sir lnder Singh who resumed production of wire and wire·nails 
on 7th March, 1928. The raw materials used were imported rods. In Februsrv 
1930, the company again {lpproached the Tariff Board to grant them protection 
on the ground phat; while the Tats Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., were still Une.ble to 
produce wire rods, and had iio intention of undertaking their production within 
a definite period, the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd., intended to install a 
rod mill for manufacturing wire rods from billets which the Tats Iron & Steel 
Co~, Ltd. agreed to_supply. This time the Tariff Board fully satisfied themselves 

9 
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that the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. were in a position to supply the required 
billets and the Indian Steel & Wire..Products Ltd. had completed arrangements 
to install a rod mill. Having thus satisfied themselves that the first condition 
laid down by the J!lscal_ Commis•ion regarding the grant of protection. was being 
fnlfilled, they recommended·a·tariff duty of~- 45'.per ton_in 1931 on~ ~nd 
wire nails. From that day onward the Indian St.e.el & W1re Products Lnmted 
went on gathering strength, and to-day-the oompa_ny ~one o~ the most efficient, 
well-map.aged and up-t;o-date large scale enterpnses m India. . Th~y met the 
urgent requirements of _the Defence Services dnril)g the critical years of the war 
and fully justified their claim f{)r ·the assistance which Government rendered 
to them in tl!e shape of tariff duties. 
. . 28. Whim _the last Tariff ~oard Jnquiry was. held in 1934,. two. other 

firms were established in the country manufacturing wire .and wire products. 
These were Messrs. Devidas and Jethanand of Karachi and the Indian Hume· 
Pipe Company of BOmbay. Both th<is!> firms were n.'ling imported rods on which 
they obtained a rebat~ of the customs duty.· The latter firm had taken up 
production of wire f11r use in·thc manufacture of Hume Pipes. The former firm 
had asked ~r a larger measure ofprotection and also suggested that a bounty 
should be given to them in order that they might develop the induStry to meet 
the demand of the consumers. in Ndrth-Western India, who were fed by the port 
of Karachi. 

2 '· The Tariff Board refused the request. because the company's con
version coat from rod to n~ was Rs. 120 per ton and it compared unf~vonrably 
with the conversion cost of the Indian Steel & Wm Products Limited which 
was Rs. 82 per ·ton. · The Board considered th!'t the grant of bounty. was out 
of question; because even -with dilty-free impprted 'rods, the. firm's costs were 
higher and they would not be in a position to ·compete with the Indian Steel 
& Wire Products Limited, even in markets where ·they had a very high advan
tage on- railway freight charges. With a protective duty which they. had 
suggested, the Board felt. the company,. would be •able to compete with foreign 
import;s only af'tez drastically reducing their costs. 

30. In the circumstances, the only assistance which the TarifF Board 
could' afford was to allow them to import 1,500 tons of rods· per annum duty-· 
free from• abroad for a period of two years. The Karachi firm's suggestion of 
setting up a rod mill was not approved by 'the Tan"ff Board on the ground that 
the market to be supplied required at the most about 4,000 tons of wire and 
wire nails per annlliil; whereas a· really• economical rod mill would require to 
roll many times more than that quantity. 

·· · 31. The Tarlff Board also· turned down the claim of this firm for protec-
tion on the manufacture of wood screws. The firm's capacity was calculated 
to. be. one tholllland gross per day which the firm submitted could be increased 
to five thousand gross, .which vronld be, equivalent tO 670- tonS per annum where~· 
as the c~nsumption of '!'"ood 'sc_rewa fu lndi.~ dUring .the, tw~ years prececling 
the Inqwry wag approXIID8tely 1,748 tons. per annum. Thell cost of produc
tion ·was 6 as. 6 ps. por gross inch whereas 'the continental screw's were -sold at 
2 as. 7 ps. per gross inch and .Japanese 8crews'were sold at 1 anna 6 pies per gross 
inch. As th•' cost of wire was only 1- anrni 8 piea ·out of'th~ total cost of 6 .annas 
6 pies, in the opinion of the Tariff Board even a. drastic .reduction i)i the cost of 
wire would not appreciallly· bridge the gap in the price of Indian and foreign 
screw•, ~~:nd the~fore: proteetion was not jristified. 
, · 31l.' When the last fnquii-y for protection tc:i the Iron and Steel Indust:uy 

was carried ont. by the Indian ~arifF Board in I\\33-34, it> was known that tlj.ere 
~~re some· _small factories' m ana· '~'rinind Calcut~a nianhractnring nails fidm 
11Dported WU"e. Requests were rece1ved from two such firms for prot.ection and 
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th'l Bilard .felt that they· did not fulfil-the .fundani.ental condition h.id' dowD: by 
the .Fiscal Commission .for grant of protection,, owing to tbirir j}epend'enoo. upon 
imported raw material, and therefote-.protection could not~UBtifi!l,h!Jl;be• . .granteii: 
With th~ outbreak of the war, the necessity of obtaining all supplies of wire and 
wire nails from any sources gave ian. impetmi .'to these firms and others which 
were started in different part<~ of the country on a small scale. Besides these 
sm.all-!iims;-one· more large· scare-elitiirpruecame ontne·scene -iii-1i11e National· 
SCJ1e\'l: &.·:Wire Products Ltd. at Belur near Calcutts. The vast majority of 
J;~ ~m~~ firms yr.re'l!(lt properly organized am;l had no-np-1;9-date equipment 
~!1 Jh'l, ~~ult that their cost of production was exorbitant. 

-·-~-Ctimm iiipiinilfi anaOiltput:·-n-e·'Ill"iffiinsteei '&" "'W"-u""eProauct8Lt(l.' 
~l!uf~re the following products :-

(1) Rods below half inch diameter. 

(2) Hard Bright W !!"• 
(3) Annealed Wue .. 
(4) Galvanized Wirb. 
(5) Barjled Wue. 
(6) Wire Nails. 
(7) Nuts, Bolts. and Rivets. 

During the war, the entire outpl'\t <if the company was·. ®ntrPlled and jm 
production was dirQC~d mainly tQ __ the Defence Services. Besides,.tbe above 
the company- manufao~ur~~ :-. 

11} Teleg'raph and telepb.one wire.' 
(2) Signal wfre. . 
(3); Be~-~ (fortyr~s); 

· (4) High tensils wire. 
(5) Spring steel wire. 
(6) Strand wire. 

Their estimate(\ monthly 'l"P'!~}ty of the pfi!icipal,prodqc~ is ·as .UIJde~ :m 
(I) Bars and_ wire·:rods.5,000 tons per mensem. 
(2) Hard bright arid anhealed wir'l 3,600 tons per mensem; 
(3) Galvanized •an,d tele~apJ!. · wn:., 606 torui per mensem.: 
(4) Barbed Wire 500. tons per mensem. 
(5) Wire nails 1,200 tons per 'm.ihsem.~ .... / . ' ' ' . . ' . . .. 
(6) Nuts, bolts and ,rivets 75 tons per .ril.imsem. 

The above is the maldiuthn-,b~paoity' Of wire and Wire riails· thatl-cari: be; 
mamrl'aotured individually throughout the month, but the aggregate produc
tive-:cil.pacity when assorted products are rolled is about 36,000 tons of wire 
and·wit:e _proc!ucts. 

. . . 24.; ;r'he .oo,mpa!ly qqn~nll!l';4 apllroximately 50!000;to 1\5,000 tons of ~illets 
before tlie war." · 0Wlllg to restrtcted output of semi-finished steel due to l~"k , 
of coal and transport facilities· during the last four years; their capacity was' 
not:folly utilized. · 

85. 'l;'h~ ·Nation~! Screw· & Wue Products Ltd. :produce 11nn~led 'aD.ci·i 
hard bright Wile o£16 and tbi?keqanges and n,ails in sizes ofl to 6 .inohes •. 
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Their estimated capacity is 1,800 tons of wire and 840 tons of wire nails per 
annum. The capacity of small producers of wire and wire nails, who came on 
the aoene during the war is given as under :-

TABLB No.1. 

Name of firms. 

Wire 

1. Calcutta Wire Nails Co., Ltd., 
Calcutta 

Products; 

Wire, annealed and 

Approxi· 
mats month· 
ly capacity; 

(In tons) 

hard bright 8 to 16 g. 
2. W. Leslie & Co., Jaipur 2 g. _to 12 g. wire 
3. W. Leslie & Co., Aligarh ... 2 g. to 12 g. wire 

140 
98 
45 

4. Benarea Steel Rolling Mills, Benares Cantt. 10 g., 12 g. and 14 g. 
annealed and hard 

11. Lilooah Steel & Wire Co., Lilooah 
6. Bhartia Steel & Engineering Co., Ltd., 

Calcutta ... 
7. Wire Nail Ltd., Bombay 
8. Hydembad Wire Products Co., Hydembad 

9. Hindnstan Wire Products Co., Benarea ... 

Wire Nai'Z. 

bright 
ditto 

7 
39 

ditto 12 
10 g., 12 g. and 14 g. wire 78 
10 g.,12, g. and 14 g. an,

nealed and hard 
bright wire 

Wire 14 g. and thicker 
166 
60 

625 

10. Padam Engg. Works, Bombay ... Wire NailS 9 
11. Wire Nail Mfg. Co., Bombay ,.,, Wire Nails t• to 4" 26 
12. India Metal Products, Bombay ... Wire Nails i" to 8" 35 
13. Bharat Wire Netting & Metal Products, 

Karachi ... Wire Nails i" to 1" 1 
14. Wire Nails Ltd., Bombay ... Wire Nails 4 
111. National Insulated Cable Co. of India Ltd. 

Calcutta. (Works at Mahgaon, C.P.) Nails 20 
16. Knshirem Taraohand, Karachi ,;, Nails 20 
17.- Small Industries,Manapuram, Triohinopoly Nails 10 

125 

Therefore the total estimated capacity of the above producers is 7,600 
tons of wire and 1,1500 tons of wire nails per annum. 

36. In Table No. 2 below, we give the actual total manufaoture of wil'e 
and wire products in British India during the last six yea.rs from the statistical 
information collected by the Steel Commissioner in India. The production was 
not up to capacity for reasons explained below : 
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TABLII No. 11. 
Total production of tDire and tllire product~, 1939-19U (in ton..). 

Description 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 19« 

Indian Steel cf Wire Product~ Ltd.: 
(a) Wire (Barbed) 897 11,132 4,793 5,805 5,428 267 
(b) Wire (Tele.) 1,013 1,870 3,528 7,019 3,297 6,929 
(c) Wire (Misc.) ... 3,4« 4,1~ 5,850 6,117 6,128 6,015 
(d) Wire Nails 10,895 12,129 12,492 11,587 11,511 8,731 

Other Re-roUing Mills: 
W1r6 & Wire Products· N.A. 4« 545 308 528 1,194 

Total 16,249 20,717 27,208 30,836 26,892 23,136 

37. It will be seen that the current capacity of Indian Steel & Wire 
Products is 60,000 tons of rods of under 1• of which ~h..'J. utilize about .0,000 to 
42,000 tons in the manufacture of wire, and wire · and fasteners because 
the estimated capacity of the manufacture of wire and wire naila is about 
36,000 tons and that of fasteners is about 1,200 tollll per annnm. So with an 
approximate loss of 10 per cent in production, the finn would consume about 
40,000 to 42,000 tons of wire rods for thia ~urpoae. The productive capacity of 
the National Screw & Wire Products Ltd. 18 about 1,800 tons of wire and about 
850 tons of nails. The estimated capacity of other small producers is about 
7,600 tons of wire and 1,620 tons of wire nails per annum. Therefore, the 
total annual capacity is : 

Willi 
Wire Nails ... 

... ... 29,300 tons 
16,480 .. 

Total 45,780 tone 

38. Against this, the oduol output during the five yeare 1940-45 was on 
an average 25,459 tons as will be seen from Table II above. Thia lag between 
actual production and capacity was attributed to two reaaons. First, the lack 
of coal and transport facilities. Second, the inability of the small manufacturer 
to run their mills efficiently owing to the very improvised nature of their equip
ment. Thia deficit in indigenous production was made good by an averagQ 
import of about 31,000 tons of wire and wire products. 

39. In Table No. 3, we also give the imports of wire and wire products 
excluding fencing wire during the quinquennium 1935-40. 

TABLII No. 3. 

Import of Wire and Wire Product. (=luding "fencing tllirej 1935 t419l0 (in ton..) 

Description 1935-36 193&-37 1937-38 1~9 1939-40 

W1r6 Nails (Protected) 15,274 8,025 6,23-l 4,9« 5,591 
Wire Rope (Black) 1,892 11,423 3,104 2,347 11,331 
Wire Rope (Galv.) 1,126 940 2,347 804 1,011 
Wire other than fencing wire 9,583 8,623 8,401 9,186 10.~7 
Government Imports protected ... 57 30 69 194 109 
Government Imports not protected 945 11 633 81 147 

Total 27,977 20,~11 20,788 17,556 19,296 

&/IIIUI "~ AboVact • ofU.-bonleThde of BriiUii lwl;.. 
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40. Therefore, the average 'import' ot' -'Wire and wire nails exclu~g fen
cing wire,and wire,rods during th'! qujaquannitUp'.l93640' was' approllllllately 
21,000. tOns as stated above. 'rhis coupled with t~e indigenollS pr~duc~on ~f . 
abm 25,000 tons :per· annum indicatelllan approllllll&te ·coJiSumptton m this 

-co=try-befor&-.the-war,-ef- abeu&-45;00() tons- per-annum. 

41 .. Es#mate of.thefuturp tlema'Qdjor ,tea· ani/, t'he.'target: Toarrh'e ~~a 
reliable estimate bf the future' demBlid· for'Wir~ and· mre 'products, w~ mu$t 
'teke'into·acconnt'-the'new fact;ors'·which ate likely-to come into promjnen~e 
~~h''the ~~en-'i:~, flail t¥~ is ~o;w: being w~rk~d out rath~r thru_l b~~e '?llr 
estimates' on· conditions prevailing ·berote and dunng the wat penod. litllt 
and foremost, we must take into account the p<ist-war ~evelopment. soh11me]! 
of .the Central and P):ovincW .Gove~ente. Secondly, th~ requirementa of the 
post;: war 'tn'ined ~otee:' and last_ly ,_ the po~"bll!tr of export. ~he_ vario~s 
government depaftmenta-Centiaf ani! :J:'rovmcie.l nave already mdJCated ln 

broa'd ontlinell the plans which they are propal,ed to put through during a period 
of 15 to 20 years, to raise the economic and so cis! standard of thw masses in this 
country. • They have also indicated the line of action to be taken during th<i 
first five years. The Major.Steel Panel formally addressed the principal depart
menta of the Government ·of Indis and ·the Provincial-Governp1enta and some
of. the major lndisn States, to ascertain' what in their opinion should be the 
consilmption,of steel in their· areas and· whether they. were interested ·in · the 
production of steel and steel prodncta in the area within their jurisdiction;· WEi 
too asked the Directors of II1dnstries in. tho! :various'provinces and Indisn State!f 
to indicate if they were interested in the steel processing industries. · · As most. 
of the schemes exist-only in broad outline; only·:BI general idea of•the. nature7 
and extent of the demands is indicated. 

42. The Major'Steel'Panel·have considered thes~ ichemes at length in 
their first Report _in.Ch_aptet; I, pamgraphs 15· to' 42 and ~e feel thst a similar 
attempt on our p\'ft. w~u\d, merel:y)nvol!'!' "d)lplication of work. 

, . ·' d' .. ',l'aking into aoconnt. ~ ,th~· pirownBtanoes an~ ~Oplti.I>g, :Silven :years 
or so ahead; •we a;re .satislied tbJt~,the lik>vermtlent's, proposed.target otin· 
creasing .the o11tput of .steel by about a million: and a ·helf,.tons per annum 
is-both feasible, and: desirable. in; ~he J;rational iJ;tterest.~'. 

So, in their opinion, th~re 'would be 'a 'demana in' the colintry for. basic iron ahd 
steel a!id their prOducts which would j¥tify the ~XJ)a!lllion · o£ .the industry- hi 
two and a half times. · · 

43. · Iii fixing th~ _targe~ {o'\',:the processing indus~es:based Qir.steei, :WI! 
are throughout faced with a very difficult problem in assessing the potential 
demand for such steel products as. :l)a,rcl;w"¥_e,, in; eluding wire and wire products, 
hollor~ware,, .e~melw~, ,c~tlerywAAe f\tc, . Our. ~ulties ,are. ~~e,rably 
ehhanced by the tact that none o'r the Plann1ng Departm-enta of'·the Gdtre-roment 
hp.~e, b.een, l!l>le ~ ~~: hi'W; m!l"li · o(: t4ese i products Wf!ulQ.. ;!)e . utilized in their 
po~:j"ar_ i!-eyelo~t~~'!i.IIChemes._ )towever, _'IV!te!:l_j;he_ proposed nation-wide 
b~ pr~amms Ja I??t _i!lli9 ~xecuf1on, 1a v_ery large quantity,, of .. har.~ w-!'re' 
wlll.be req~~· i'J;l _b~~ ~a~e. ,_of'. r.eiD::~t and coilcre~, ol'n~t111' .. .P tlQ. D! 
o~ ,~nonnoWI. quan~qes. of 1~e will .. be necessary. When 1the :Mri~nltwl!l;· 
Df!.Partp:tent ~heme~. ar~ put into ~p~rati!111, thousandlt of iniles of fencing wiJ:e. 
w?Jl· be reqwred for .. orc~ar4s, ~t g":rdens, :aairy ari.d~ poUltry 1 farms, etc,; 
Sim¥arly, f~large 'lU&ntity of. Wile for 'l::lephone an:d Tel.~grap)l Wi\l.be n~edeP,, 
for r~newal ... P'!lJ>O~ a~~ for the ex:t.ens1on of serVJces to keep pace with· the 
ever irl.Crea8ihg -demand ... None of the aepartments ate able to state and for 

od ha•- th . . . fl·· . . ' . . . . . -go reas@S..,, y; .. r.·. _~IF 1!l!i'!'l:\lmE!9lj;ij,o_;,...~ci'IY'lo~e. V<il.J :1!\',. 
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44. In paragraph 37 above, we have shown the total productive capacity 
of all the manufacturers of wire and wire products in the country to·day is about 
46,000 to~. We. have als? shown in paragraph 40 how we arrived at. pre-war 
consumpt~on of wtre and wtre products of about 45,000 tons per aun111n. · During 
the last SIX years, more than 60 per cent of this pre-war consumption was 
diverted into war channels, with the result that a shorta"e was created in the 
civilian consumption of these products which will have to be met during the 
post-war period. We estimate the back-log of demand at about 216,000 tons 
of wire and wire products and if this is to be met durin" the first five years of 
the Plan, then the total consumption· in the country would increase by another 
43,000 tons making a total of 88,000 tons. A check on this fi,<7Ure is that when 
the consumption of basic steel in the country was in the region of a million 
tons for many years before the war, the consumJltion of wire and wire products 
was about 45,000 tons. So, ·when the cons111npt10n of basic steel is expected to 
be three million tons, then the consumption of wire and wire products may be 
in the neighbourhood of 110,000 tons. 

45. There is some danger in building a ~~~! of production on such a 
basis, for the back-log of demand may not mate · · e to the extent expected, 
We, therefore, agree with the other Panel that "50 pet cent to 60 per cent of the 
demand may arise during the first five years of the Plan ". Similarly, it would 
be dangerous to assume that the consumption of wire and wire products will 
expand in exactly the same rates as the basic steel. . When steel production is raised 
to 3,000,000 tons, the uses to which it 'will be put will be many and varied. Un
doubtedly the use of wire and wire products will be on a larger 8cale, but 
it most certsinl y will not be as much as for as varied purposes as that of the basic 
steel. We, therefore, feel safe in planning for 60 per cent to 60'per cent of the 
back-log of demand arising during the first five years of the Plan. Considering that 
increased use of wire and wire products will be made in putting through the 
Government sponsored schemes, heavy post-war building programme Cot indus
trial and other requirements, a production target of lOO,COO to.llO,OOO tons per 
annum would not be an overestimate. 

46. We would suggest that our recommendations may be put into execu
tion by stages so that in the event of the local consumption not reaching the 
level it is expected to do, the setting up of further units may be delayed. If· 
immediate steps are taken to study the export market and arrangements are 
made for the surplus production being marketed there, then we feel· that the 
development of the industry on the lines suggested need not be delayed. We 
therefore propose that the target for the production of wire and wire products 
during the first five years of the Plan should be fixed at 100,000 to 110,000 tons at 
the end of the period as against the current output of approximately 45,000 tons. 

47. RegiorudizatW» and iocalWn of new plartJJJ: We have already indicated 
in paragraphs 17 to 21 in Chapter II dealing with 'the basis of our planning how 
we propose to synchronize our planning with that of the basio steel industty so 
as to give expression to the Government's declared policy of regionalizing 
industries as far as possible. We have also expressed our views 'regarding the 
desirability of so building our industrial structure as to permit small scale units 
to work pari passu with the large scale ones, to enable the growth of the processing 
steel industries in various regions, which would bring about widet diffusion of 
purchasing power, create better opportUnity for· industrial employment in 
regions where they do not exist and thus help to raise the standard of living 
throughqut the country. 

48. Bearing in mind these basis of our planning, we would like to review 
some of the importsnt post-war projects which have been placed before us in 
reply to the questionnaire issued to them or ill course of evidence given befere 
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the Panel. After reviewing these, we propose to submit our own recommenda
tions. 

49. First, we propose to take up the extensi?n program~e and new 
projects of the exiRting m?ts. in the in~ust:f. T_he Indian Steel & Wue Products 
Ltd., whose current capac1ty IS already mdwated m paragraph_• 33 to 37 above and 
their aetna.! output in Table No. 2, propose not only ~o mcrease the present 
capacity of their plant, but also to manufacture other wue products, the. manu
facture of which so far has not been taken up in the country. They later mclu~e 
umbrella ribs, Wire mesh, wire· ropes, springs, wire netting, Wire gauze and. wue 
fencing. The firm plan to install a rolling mill plant wit~ a capacity of 175tons 
of Wire rods per day of 8 hours. If worked full three shifts and through?ut the 
year this would mean a production of about 175,000 to 180,000 tons of w1re ro<ls 
and/or M.S. Bars below !" per aunum. To achieve our target of Wire and wire 
products at the end of five years aft<lr the introduction of the plant, the quantity 
of Wire rods required would be approximately .130,000 tons. Of the increased 
capacity of their rod mill, the firm plan to manufacture approximately 75,000 
tons of Wire rod..q and the balance for the manufacture of reinforcing rounds etc. 
They propose to raise the production of Wire nails from 14,000 tons to 25,000 
tons and of galvanized wire and hard bright annealed wire to 7,000 tons and 
14,000 tons respectively.· In addition they plan to make 4,000 tons of barbed 
Wire and 3,000 tons of special Wire. 

50. The second proposal was from the National Screw & Wire Products 
Ltd. This company plan to expand their capacity from 1,800 tons of Wire and 
850 tons of nails to 2,500 tons of Wire and 1,500 tons of nails. They also plan 
to .erect a small plant for the manufactilre of umbrella ribs. 

51. The third proposal was from Indian Steel Rolling Mills at Negapatam. 
These rolling mills were manufacturing bars and rods before the war from 
imported. billets and are now manufacturing bars and baling hoops rolled from 
billets supplied by Messrs. Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. who have also taken 
over the distribution of their products. The present capacity of their rolling 
mills is 30,000 tons per a unum which, in the opinion of the Managing Director, 
Mr. C. Raj am, could be raised to 60,000 tons. by carrying out certain alterations 
in the existing furnaces. This opinion was based on expert advice from abroad. 
Even though their current rated capacity ia 30,000 tons, the aunual·output was 
in the. neighbourhood of 18,000 tons, but this was mainly due to lack of coal 
and suflicient quantity of billets. They propose to roll bars from 3/16" to 2!" 
which would enable them to meet the full requirements of the province. Of 
these 60,000 tons of bars, they propose to roll 20,000 to 25,000 tons into rods, and 
then to manufacture' therefrom wire nails, chains, bolts, nuts, rivets, wood 
screws and umbrella ribs. In their opinion, they were ideally situated to expand 
their re-rolling mills by adding small units for. the processing of. these products 
and they tendered four reasons in support. 

: 52, The first wa~ the availability of cheap labour. The second was the 
av~~bility o_f power. ~he third was that they already had extensive workshop 
buildings whwh were lymg vacant and so the installation of new units would 
not involve any expenditure on construction of buildings.· The fourth reason 
was that Negapatam _was a. cheap port, lighterage and other charges being 
lowe~ than elsew~ere m Indm. The company were of the opinion that after 
me~t!"g the reqUirements of the markets in South India, they would be in a 
pos1tion to export to other l'arts of India. 

' 
. 53. They propose· to manufacture the following quantities of wire and 

wue · products :-



Wire Nails , .. 

Wire 

Chains 

Total 

17 

· 12,000 tons 

7,000 , 

2,000 , 

21,000 tons 

They also intend to manufacture -umbrella ribs, steel door and wiiidow frames 
and B.R.C. fabric from the balance quantity ·of rods that would be available 
~hen the peak pro~uction was achieved. They were in negotiation with firms 
m U.Jr .. and Amenca and were confident that the· required plant ·could be set 
up w1thm a year of the completion of their.negotiations, 

64. :The fourth proposal was from the Hyderabad. Steel & ·W11'8 ·Products 
Ltd., who .sent: their. Director, Nawab Ahsenyarjm1g to meet the Panel in Madras 
to discuss. their, scheme. . .. The company was fonned during tlie . ·war to ma11u· 
facture wire products and. fastener~~ including wood screws, • but ·machinery: was 
not available from the U.K. or U.S.A. With the resumption of· exports of 
machinery from abroad, ~he company hoped shortly to ~e .in a.' position t.l? 
manufacture the following :- , · · · 

Wfre Nails ... 

Wood Screws 

Bolj;s, Nuts and Rivets 

Total 

225 tons 

76 " 
-675 ,, 

976 torui 

5.5. They also ~1iced .before us ·their plans for conside,able expailsio.O: 
of their origins.! pro.l'osa~. These include the installation of:- . ' 

(I) Electric scrap melting furnace•, ·both for ferrous and non-ferrous 
scrap, 'IVith a melting capacity of 3,000 lbs. per hour for. ferrous and 
.600 lbs .. per hour, for non-ferrous scrap. 

(2) A complete Merchant rolling mill with a capacity of 2f toils per hour 
for the production of the followinj;! items :-. ' . 

'Strips 2" to s• wide. 

Rounds and Square Rods · i" to I!• 
Wire Rods 3/16' to 1' 
Flats f" to 2l' 
Hoops t• to 1i" (19 G.) 

(3}, A. complete set of automatk wire drawing machines !or drawindsg 
wires from 6 to 30 gauge, from both ferrous and non-.errous ro 
with annealing furnaces, eto., complete-capacity about 5 tons .8 day. 

(4) Automatic machines for the production of wire nails, wood screws, 
bolts and nuts. and rivets-capacity 12 tons a day. 
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On completion of their plan, in their opinion, they would be in a position 
to produce the following:-

(i) Production of steel from steel scrap 
(ii) Rolling Mill Ingots 

(iii) Wne Drawing 
(iv) Wire Nails ... 
(v) Wood Screws 

(vi) Bolts, Nuts and Rivets 
(vii) Hoops for cotton bales 
(viii) Steel castings . 

(ix) Non-ferrous castings ... 

Tons per annum 
6,000 
5,500 
1,500 

855 
300 

2,700 
900 
600 
300 

56. Before the Planning !'Jld Development Department came into being 
and long before this inquiry waa taken up, the firm had obtained licences to 
import machinery of a totsl value of about Rs. 25,74,000 of ·which the two 
important items were, an electric melting and refining Herout Aro Furnace 
oosting Rs. 2,20,000 and one Morgan Merchant Mill costing Rs. 16,82,000. 

57. The last scheme which· was put before us was from the Mysore Iron 
& Steel Works of Bhadrsvati. They propose to Irianufacture 20,000 tons of wire 
and wire products per annum of the following :-

Wne 10,000 tons 
Wire Nails .,. 3,000 ., 
Bolts, Nuts, Rivets and Wash era 6,000 ., 
Wood Screws 1,000 ., 

They have already instsll~ a rod mill to produce rods from l" to 3/16" of a 
capacity of 40 tons per shift of 8 houra. No arrangements have so far been 
made to purchase the plant and equipment for the manufacture of wire nails, 
fasteners and wood screws. In a subsequent letter dated 30th May, 1946, they 
expressed the desire to limit their scheme in the first instance to a production 
of only 10,000 tons per annum· with provision to increase it to 20,000 tons in 
the event of demand from· South India materialiZing to that extent. 

58. In explanation of their eagerness to take up the manufacture of 
these products even though they were a primary producer, they submitted that 
their position aa such was peculiar that " in the absence of a coke oven furnace 
and the consequent dependence on wood and charcoal for smelting, we had 
necessarily a small unit with the handicap we have to dump the markets with 
as much proportion of. our steel as possible, in finished form and as special prt>
ducts. It is from this point of view that we are proposing to install the wire 
and wire products plant .. 'In our opinion, it is a,natural extension that would 
help to balance our operations. In view of the technical experience, auxiliary 
service and administrative organization available at Bhadravati, the manu
facture would be quite efficient and economical. Equal facilities and advantages 
for manufacture are not available anywhere else in South India at present. 

59. In further support of their argument, they stated that Bhadravati 
was fa:v:our~~ly situated for distribution to consuming centres in South India. 
~ theu oplll!on, there was ample scope for them to carry on this activity even 
wtth plants m other parts of South India as they felt that the demand in the 
post-wa'r period would be coruiiaerable. 

60. Having briefly described the expansion scheme of the present manu
facturers of wire and wire products and those who propose to take up their 
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production in the near future, we now 8Ubmit our owri'recoiiUnendations· as to 
how the target of 110,000 tons is to be achieved within the first five-year period 
of the Fifteen Year Plan •. For this purpose, we have summarized the· develoP"· 
ment plan8 put before ns and the position is revealed as under·:-

TABLJJ NO'. 4. 

E~ '.fwoposals in toM· pe3 annum. 

1. Indian St.eel & Wire Products Ltd. 
2. National Screw & Wire Products Ltd. 
3. Indian Rolling Mills Ltd. ' .... 
4. Hyderabad Steel & Wire l'roducta 

Ltd. 
5. M ysote Iron & Steel Works ... 

Total ..• 

Wire 

28,000 
2,600 

10,000 

1,600 
10,000 

62,000 

Wire 
Nails 

!5,000 
1,600 
6,000 

856 
3,000 

36,365 

Sundries includ~ 
ing chains,' um~ 
brella. ribs, wire
netting;' wire-

mesh, B.R.C. · 
fabric etc. 

20,000 

5,000 

25,000 

(Pl'odudts other than'·those indicated above, which'MeMr8: The Naiional SCrew' 
& Wire Products I.td., The Hyd~rabad Steel.-.& Wire Products Ltd. and the' 
Myoore Iron & Steel Works propose ·to manuf..cture, have not been- taken into 
account). 

61. On the basis of the foregoing figures, it would appear that plariS' 
elrist within the indulltry to achieve a production target which we have recom
mended. NeverthelesS the majority of these schemes exist only on paper. No 
adequa,te dl\ta was available· to the Pimel to indicate whether they were feasible 
or not and if on closer investigation; it is decided that some of these schemes 
should not proceed, then', ·we would 1118ke the following recommendations 
for the development. of the. indtistry by ~ge~. 

62. It has not been possible for this Panel. to obtain any expert advice 
within this country as to what would be a minimum economic plant to produce
wire and wire products. We requested the Government of India in the then
Planning and Development Department to obtain the ,equired information from 
abroad through a firm of consulting engineers, but . unfortunstely, adequate 
information has not· been received at the time of writing this Report. In the 
course of onr inquiry, 'We were informed that'Units capable of manufacturing 
6,000 tons per annum· in' the first instance which could b<i' raised to 10,000 tons 
later on, could manufacture these products at a reasonable cost. On the other 
hand, we are informed by others i,ncluding our colleague, Sirdar Ajaib Singh 
who had the advantage of discussing this matter with experts in the United States, 
that even a unit of the type of the Indian Steel & 'Wire Products Ltd. cannot 
be described as a most economical unit.' · We understand that m the United 
States, a plant has been installed of a productive capacitY hitherto' unknown. 
Exigencies of war might have necesai.tated bringing under one _roof a, large 
number of machines resulting in savings of. overheads, etc.,. but. it is still a' fact 
that in Germany and Japan, there existed comparatively small economiii iinita 
ecreted at low capital costs. 
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63. We have asked ~he Government. to ,asoe~ from the experts abroad, 
details of the difference. in .the conversion. costs: of wire-andiwire producta·by 
SDiall. units !IS compared with !_argo un~ts. , Sh~uld t~e. differel!ce .b~ n~gligible 
or such as wonl!ljustify proceasmg of~ rods mw.:wue and.wue.~ils m.sll!a!l' 
units taking into account the ~erence m transport charges, _five ll!"ts of a Dllnl

mum capacity of 5,000 tons which .conld be rrused to 10,000 tons m the event of 
the demand justifying it, may be erected, one each in the Madras and Bombay 
Presidencies, one in _the Punj11b and. one each in.1J:ydErrabad 11ond Mysore States. 
In the event of the expert opinion deciding on the installation of only one unit 
to take up the production of 25,000 tons of wire· and wire products, we recom
mend that such a unit shonld be installed at a site in the Madras Presidency 
recommended beiow. 

64. Our reasons for making the above recommendations are as under : 
In the event of expert advice deciding on the construction of one unit, the 
Madras Presidency offers more advantages than any other part of India. The 
large scale plant of the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd., installed at Jam
shed pur, is in a position to cater for all markets in Northern India, from the 
borders of Assam to those on the Frontier. Being only .150 miles away from the: 
port of Calcutta, the products of this factory can also be exported: Another 
factory in South India, situated on the broad.guage system of railways midway· 
between the port of Negapatam, where already an efficient. ie-rolling mill is. in 
existence and Bhadravati where are oituated.the Mys01'8 Iron & Steel Works 
can look after the markets not only in the Southern .. Presidency and in the 
important States like Hyderabad,.Mysore, Travancore, Cochin which lie on the 
borders of this Presidency, but tbP. products of this: works can be exported to 
markets fed by the major ports of Bombay and Karachi, and by those in. the 
Kathiawar State from where materials .can be desnatched .. even into_ .Central. 
India. "' 

.65; The second advantage,ofhaving a works-situated in South India is' 
that it wonld be unnecessary to install an expensive re-rolling mill to produce 
wire rods as these conld be purchased from _the re-rolling mill at ,N egapatam 
and from the Myaore Iron & Steel Works. ~uch a. plant .wonld only require 
wire drawil;tg units with auxiliary ,.equip'1'enp for annealing, galvfLnizing, etc., 
and machines for. the manufacture of wire nails:. The J188, .of th~ existing .re-. 
rolling capacity in South India for this purpose wonld,,resnlt ,in.·,a corunderable 
saving in capital cost. It :would enable the Madras Gqvemment,tO impleme1;1t 
its industrial policy, which the Hon'ble Mr., Y,;. V. · Giri, , Minister' incharge of. 
Industries Department and the Development Secretary, Mr. S. Y. Kri&hnaswami, 
I.C.S. had explained to· this Panel ' It would enable th~ Mysore Iron & ~teel. 
Works to find a ready market for at least 12,000 to· 15',000 tonii of wire' rods 
which· will· be mimufactured on the 10" mill now· imder 'c.onstructlon. ' The 
Indian Rolling Mills at Negapatam may likeWise ·find a constant market for 
about 10,000 to 12,000 tons. · 

. 66.: 'As ha!j'.lleen pointed out before, ·.th~ Mysore Iron.& Steel .Works in 
their repfl'Bentatio~ Rtat"a that '"in the absenc~. of a coke l)ven Iurn3ce with 
the.cousequen!; dependence.on wood s,nil clw.rcoal for I!Dlelting, we had )lecessarilv 
a ~all unit; With the handicap of higher costs. on raw. steel as co~pared ·tO o~p..;,. 
pnmary p~od1,1cers. ; 'Hence ~ ,reduce 

1 
the . halldicaps, we have t<>; , dump ~he 

markets With as much prod,uct1on of ore 1 steel as possible and its finished form 
as •peeialp~o~uets. It i• from thiR pom~ of'~ew that we are prop9sing to install 
a ~ ~nd, wu~. products plan~. , On. a matter of principle, we a~e adv,ers~ ~ th~ 
pnmary proiluc~rs .of st<>d ta~g. up thP productio~. of finish,ed, productll. which. 
correctly ~all With}n _the ~',llblt or, s~ondary p~oducers .. Thef:~~per .,function 
of the baSlC steel mdustry lB. to supply material for .Processing · hed products 
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in the manufacture of which the- secondary producers· specialize. Any attempt 
on th~ir part to encroach upon the functions of the ·secondary producers· would 
negative the purpose underlying the Government's policy of regionalization· of 
the industry so as to balance industrial and agricultural economy bv spreading 
industries in regions where they do n0t exist and where -their· introduction
other conditions being favourable-would increase the .purchasing power of the 
masses and consequently their material well-being. Th~ fact. of, their having 
to produce basic steel at. uncompetitive rates. as compared to. other primary 
producers in the country cannot be put up as a justifiable,cause by. the Mysore. 
Iron & Steel Works, to embark on the manufacture -of prpducts,. which could 
be produced. in normal times from.indigeuous billets or wire rods, obtainable at 
lower prices than those from the Bhadravati Works. For these :reasons,. we 
are of the opinion that no plant for the manufacture of wire and wire products 
be installed at Bhadravati. In the event of one works having ·to be installed 
in South India, the Mysore Iron &. Steel Works should be .allowed to supply 
60 per cent of wire rods required at the proposed plant and they should also 
be allowed to participate in the shar~ capital required for this plant. 

67. .The Indian Rolling Mills Ltd. at Negapatam might·. likewise be. 
offererl a share of the capital and the balance might be offered to investors in 
South India. The. matter may however be left entirely to the Government ·of 
Madras as to how the capital, excluding that to' be subscribed by the MyAore 
Government, should be. raised. They had expressed desire that in .establishing 
industries in South India of the type with which ·we, are concerned, the capitaL 
should be. raised. from investors in· that Presidency. .We consider this to be a 
reasonable demand. 

68. As envisaged in paragraph 63 if five plants are required, our views 
are as herein. . The plant in the Madras Presidency should ·be installed at 
Negapatam in preference to any other place in that Presidency. The four 
important reasons for this have already been mentioned. viz; (1)· availability of 
skilled labour; (2) ready-made factory facilities; (3) cheap lighterage· and port 
dues and (4) cheap power.• 

69. An alternative site 'might be either Madras proper or any destination 
on the broad gauge line of theM. & S. M. Railway within ·a radius of about 120 
miles or so from this major port in South India. The first reason for recom
mending an alternative site in the Southern Presidency is to enable the Madras 
Government to put into execution their indu.•trial policy. The Madras Govern
ment desire that as far 88 possible industries should be so ·regionalized 8B to 
give scope for maximum ·industrial employment in: as many districts of the 
province as possible. 

70. The second reason is to enable utilization of , transport facilities 
provided by the two railways systems of which Mad~as is an important centre, 
and also by tlie port of Madras from ·where matenals could be despatched to 
the east and the west coasts of the peninsula and to markets abroad. 

71. We have recommended the installation of a plant in Bombay which, 
in our opinion, should be located at a 'site hi gr"!'ter Bombay or within easy 
reach of that port. No other sits in that ·Presidency offers so many economic 
advantages. They are :-

(l)'.Adequa~ skilled m?ustrial lab()_ur; (2) ~heap ele?tric powerfro~. ~he, 
three hydro-electnc compames and (3) )lllportance of rail and port facilittes. 
The factory in Bombay will have to depend for its basic material either on the: 
Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. at Jamshedpur or the Ordnsnce Factory at
Ishapur or the Mysore Iron & Steel Works at' Bhadravati. To bring the 
required basio material from any of these three sources, it will be necessary to 



utilize railway transport upto 150 miles to bring them to the nearest port for 
transport by sea to Bombay. lf the plant was located outside greater Bom~ay 
it would again involve further iuland transport charges on the raw materials 
and ~~lao on the finished products. 

72. The third plant to be installed should be in the Punjab between 
Shaharanpur and Lahore. The suggested site would be able to look after the 
requirements of all the territories within the Delhi Province, Punjab, North
Western Frontier Province, such portions of Rajputana which are fed by the 
railway system linked with the N.W.R. at various destinations and markets in 
Northern Sind and Baluchistan. The Punjab has ample skilled labour in the 
metal indnstries and there should be no difficulty in training them in wire 
drawing and wire processing. Cheap power is available from the various 
hydro-electric systems which cover the whole of the province. The basic raw 
material will have to be supplied from the producers at Jamshedpur who have 
hitherto met the requirements of wire and wire nails from this part of the 
country. 

73. The fourth plant we suggest should be erected in Hyderabad State 
by the Hyderabad Steel & Wire Products Ltd. who received a licence for the 
import of the requisite machinery long before this inquiry was instituted. 
While making this recommendation, we mnst state that we are not at all happy 
about the successful execution by this firm of the scheme which they have 
submitted to ns, if they are to import and install the machinery of the type 
which has been described in paragraph 55. In the first instance, we must 
point out that this firm propose to manufacture their own billet from locally 
obtainable railway scrap by smelting the same in an electric Herout Arc 
Furnace of a capacity of 3,000 lbs. per hour and then re-roll the billets on a 
Merchant Rolling Mill into wire rods, for further prooes~ing into wire and wire 
nails and other products. We submit that the manufacture of ordinary mild 
steel in electric arc furnaces is a very expensive method of producing bulk steel 
and any product so manufactured will be unable to compete with steel made 
by conventional methods. In this connection, we quote the Iron & Steel (Major) 
Panel in paragraph 91 of Chapter III in their first Report:-

"91. Ekclrk Sted ITuuk from Bcrap: There are quite a number 
of small electric furnaces operating wholly on scrap in different 
parts of the country. In so far a, they confine their manufacture 
to steel for castings or other special qualities of steel, thP-y art' a 
useful adjunct to the steel industry. provided that there is a 
market which they can economically serve. We have no propou 
to make as regards these nnit.s I'Xcept that they are a very 
expensive medium to produce a SlJbstitute for mild steel and as 
~uch, they have no future and deserve no encouragement. " 

Mr. J. ]4. :Black, the British re-rolling expert stated that:-
" The manufacture of mild stool in electric furnacM is unecono
mical and firms p~g electric furnaces should consider the 
aclvisability of making special steels, i.e. Alloy Steel and Tool 
Steel and rolling down to Bars·· or Sections for commercial 
requirements. , 

74. Again the conversion costs actually paid by the Iron and Steel Con
troller to ~an~ac~urers. of steel in electric furnace for processing it into finished 
products, !S an mdicator of how expensive it is to produce bulk steel in electric 
furnace. Such ~ are ouly suitabl~ for manufacture of steel castings or 
for alloy, tool and spec1al steels.. Even m the latter case their employment. as 
such by small manufacturers. is not desirable in view of the very expensive 



equipment in shape of a slow motion rolling· mill ete., which is required to rnn 
out a finished product of the appropriate quality. 

75. In view of this, our recommendation is that the Company should 
proceed with their scheme on the basis of using locally manufactured rods, 
billets, arrangements for the supply of which have been planned by the Major 
Panel and are under the consideration of thP Gover:unent of India. Su"-h sn 
action would he in their own interel>ts, becan.'l8 it would reduce initial capital 
costs by Rs. 19,00,000. (Herant Electric ' Furnace Rs. 200,000, Morgan 
Merchant Mill Rs. 17,00,000). 

76. LaboUl' is available. and so is power, bnt the labour is not skilled and 
will have to be trained in the practice of drawing wire and manufacturing wire 
products. In Hyderabad, however, exist workers whose ancestors generations 
ago manufactured the famous Indian ·" W ootz steel " at and around Golkunda 
which was need for the world famous Toledo sword-blades, ete •. Therefore, 
we feel that with little patient handling, indigenons labour will acquire the 
requisite skill for an indnstry of this nature. A works in Hyderabad is well 
situated to meet the requirements of wire and wire products from the Nizam's 
Dominion and the adjacent f'.entra.l Provinces and Berar. They can al,o be 
despetehed into f'.entra.l India 11t aestinatioiiS nourished by the Grand Trunk 
Chord of the lndi..u State Railways. With the completion of the post-war 
extenaion projects of the Nizam's State Railways, tbia works might also be in 
a position to supply the requirements of the consumers in the southern districts 
of the Bombay Presidency. 

77. We recommend that last of such units should be installed in Mysore 
at a suitable site on the hroad gauge system of railways near enough to Bh!ldravati 
Steel Works of which the new plant will be a subsidiary. Che.ap skilled labour 
and cheap power are readily obtainable in tl e Mysore State and thiR plant 
should be in a position to look after the markets of thia State and also in 
Cochin and Travancore. It should alao be in a position to supply mat-erials on' 
the metre gauge system of the M. S. M. Railway right np to Marmagoa and the 
consuming markets in tho Deccan Plateau. 

78. So our propos:1ls to the Governinent for the expansion and develop
ment of the indnstry are based firstly, on the optimum development of the 
exist:ng factories producing wire and wire products. They should be allowed 
to so expand their capacity as would enable them to achieve maximum .s:auc
tion at minimum cost and all facilities should be given to them for b cing 
their plants to achieve this purpose. Secondly, one unit producing 25,000 
tons or five units of 5,000 tons each, according to expert advice, should be in· 
stalled to achieve our target. 

79. In making these proposals, we would like to draw the attention 
of all concerned to one very important matter. The above expansion programme 
should be put into e.xecution only in the. event of the demand for wire and wire 
products increasing as envisaged. . This demand will increase only by BtaJleS 
according to how the varions industrial, agricultural and building schemes 
come into operation. It is our opi...rlon that the national planning will take 
time to permit various industries to come into operation, so tbt the increased 
production finds an outlet and is absorbed in the consummation of the Plan. 
For this purpose, the development of the 1ndust.y should be by st~ges. We 
feel that quite for sometime to come, the existing nnits will be able to cop~ with 
the demand for wire and wire products. It is ouly wh~11 the demand so increru;es, 
as would neceBBitate import of these products, even after the existing units have 
put into execn~on th~ir dovelopme:nt programme that new ~ts sh?nld. be 
allowed to come moo ~xistence. It will be the duty of the controlling or licensmg 



authority to see that conditioll8 exist to justify erection. of ?ne hrge. or five s~ll 
units. Because: we have recommended five sm911 uruts m. case expert advice 
consider them to be .economical,. therefore their establishment need not be taken 
up with imm~di,at,e effect. 1:'ne;v: should be instslled. b;v swges an~ i~ regio~ 
wherP. increasmg demand and . diStance from the eXIStmg plants JUStify their 
erection. · 

so.;. In dealing with the location of industry in various regions we have 
so far .dealt with. plants for, .th<l manufacture of wire and wire nails. There 
are other products besides, the manufacture of which was not taken up by 
any producer of repute or on. a scale to make the, enterprise a succ;ess or 
worthy qf .note. There are .still other produc.ts the manufacture of which has 
not been so far attempted m.'this country. Consequently the iuform,ation avai
lable . on the subject is scanty and such as woujd riot help us to work out 
a target or submit any concrete proposals beyond laying down a general policy 
as to how their production may be introduced in this country so as to minimize 
possibilities . of unsnc~essful operation: These products are wire ropes, wire 
chains, wire netting, \W-e .spring, umbrella ribs and B.R.C. fabiic. 

81. The Indisn Steel & Wire Products Ltd. and the National Screw & Wire 
Products Ltd. have instituted inquiries regarding the types plant required for 
the manufacture of these products. Indian Steel & Wire Prod·.rcts are int<>rested 
in the manufacture of lilllhrt'lla ribs, wire dprings and B.RC. fabric. The lndisn 
Steel Rolling Mill• atNemp~tam are· also intereste.d m thP manufartore of B.R.C. 
fabric and umbrella ribs. In the absence vf any detailed information about the 
optimum economic. unit for the manufacture of these products, we have already 
asked the Govemmeat of In•lin in the then Planning and Development Depart;. 
ment to obtain the required informatipn from a firm t.•fexpen consulting engineers 
in tbe U.K. ~J.ndfor U.S:A. 

82. ·There is ·one point on which we have been advised by experta in the 
Indian steel industry that the manufacture of wire rope, wire chains, wire mesh 
and wire fencing requires the· use of C..mplex .·machines and manufacturers 
abroad have patented their processes. Both. Sir Jehangir Ghandy than whom 
no. better authority in the ste.el in<iUHtry exists tooi."Y and our collea!(Ue Sardar 
Ajaib Singh inv<'stigated this subject in the U.K. and U.S.A. They have- been 
so .convined.on this point that Sardar Ajaib Singh informs us that the Indian. 
Steel & Wire Products Ltd. are negotiating for import of such patented plants 
on payment of royalties to their owners abroad. 

83. We: welcome this plan to establishing in this country new industries 
to be started with foreign technical· guidance by local people who already possess 
considerable knowledge and experience of the manufacture of allied products. 
We would ~herefore ':"Commend tha~ on the completion of their paper plans by 
the exi$ting pmnufacturors in the country, they should be carefully eiamined 
by the Government and such faciliti~s be ar.corde,d to them, as would eLcourege. 
the ~arly establishment of these industries it, this country .. In so doiug, we do 
not .wjsl! any. monopoly interests being r:re~~oted so as to preclude their manu, 
facture in othet r;gions and for .that !'ilrpos~,. the lir.en.•ing authority whom the 
Iron & Steel C\h]or) Panel have recommended for examination of new schemes 
of manufac.t•~c, should see to it that the declared Government policy of regiona
lization is made to operate as and when possible .. We would at the same timR 
e!llphasize that in the first instsnce, to make the establishment of th.ese industries 
a success, ,opportunity must be given t.o the existing manufacturers ·in the country 
ti>. carry out the necessary expansion in their plants in order that these products 
n;ught be manufactured by persons who already )lave skilled labour, ~hnical 
personn~ and experience of wire and wire:productJ industry. 
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84. 'We have indicated above that three establish~d ''manufacturers 
wish to manufaotnre umbrella ribs and B.R.C; fabric.'· In·regard to the former, 
it may be pointed out that about 3,000 tons' of Rpe<>ial carbon billets will be 
reqtrir•d to manufacture these ribs so as to meet the country's demand for 
umbrellas. · 

85.i Having dealt with the location of a n~w large seale. plant or five small, 
scale plants, whichever may be the, ~ase under experJ; .'ldvioe; to' reach ·our. target 
of 110,000 tons at the end of five. years,. we now proJlose. to . say a few words• 
about t.he capital reqtrired., ,.In one of.,the terms.of_refe~ence, ·we:have ·been. 
asked whether the industry ~hould be. ,under .Government. o~ership either on 
gronnds of natiqnul_ interest. or because private capite! is. unlikely to .take it 
up and. if so, whether it should be, vholly or partly •managed by the Government. 
If only one additional plant is to be .set up in the country, then it will have to 
be. approximately, of a oapacit:l of the Indian Steel&; <Wir'l Products Ltd.; ex
cluding the rolling mills section.pf the,plant.:which js the most expensive item 
of capital cost in a plant ofthis nature. . Considering the prevailing high prices 
of machinery in the export-ing countries . and the 09ntinuous, upward trend . in 
the prjces noticeable there, we.t!Unk a:)Vell-equipped and .up-to-date.plant for 
drawing wires and manufacturing . nails and two :or three of the. other Wire 
products mentioned above. wouldh~ in the neighbour)lood of Rs. ·15 t.o 20 lakhs 
or .0. Smaller uuits will.cost detinitely,1moc)l less. than tbi.s · though as would 
be anticipated the capite! will be higher considering the prod!J.r.tive capacitv 
of the small plant. In either ease, the amount involved is•such as woUld induce 
private enterprise in the country to enter this industry. 

'81/. GO'Iiernmrnt Assistance': "We- now propose to· consider th• type of 
assistance that s~ould be given by the Government to these industries. 

87. Supply of raw materials : , In this country, more than any other, 
i~ is of paramow,tt importance that irOJvand steel and their pr9ducts shoultl bc 
produced and sold :to the .. conswuer . at , t):u> lowest posSible .. price. The. 
reasons for this are multifold. We will deal with them later when considering 
the question of prices. If cheap steel products are to be produced _in order to 
bring them within t~e. purch":"~g powe~ of the masses .and the!l increa."e th_eir 
per capita consumption, then tt ·IB essential that the basiC matenals from 'which 
th:ey .are produced mUst. be. made available ·to the processing indnstries at the 
low.est possible · pfice. 

88. In OUr pl8.nning, we' have only recoinmended erection of plants for 
wire drawing aJ).d'for ·manufadturiilg wire products because, we believe _that 
th~ existhig large ·scale wire rod producers are._capable of'meeting the require
ments of' the 1>roposed new plant or plants; . Messrs. Indian._ .Steel &; Wire 
Products Ltd~, plan to expand their output of ,rods to about 160,000 tOns ·per 
anntnn: ··.ThfS~clCOrporation:of Be~gal J,td. ar~ installing a 1~ • rollin~ mill 
on whi,ch..,t.hey WJll manufacture rods m the event of any heavy mcreas~ m tho 
demantl: for reinforoiti~ purposes. . Tlie Tata Iron,~ Steel Co. Ltd. plsn to. put 
u¥'8 Skelp Hoop'imd Rod~ ?fa capacity of 130,~ tons per aunl~I~l of wliic!J. 
onti-third at lea~t ·may be· utilized for manufactunng rods. The Mysore Iron 
&·Steel Works h&ve also installed a rod mill of a capacity ofabout 25,000 to.30,()()(1 
tOns. per'annum .. · The 'Major P;>riel, /'3ve also'.rooommended }hat on the. 10". 
Brightside'rod mill abb~t 5,000 tons of concrete rods could 'be Jll.'lnufactured at 
the 'IShapiu:. Ordnance 'Factory. 

89; · So we. feel that .thero will be ample supply ohvire rods available for 
drawing 'irir!l ill ,;arious, regions of .the country'. and for further processing them. 
We . .ha~e thc~.fore. avmd.ed the enormous. capital cost of a Morgl\n : Me1'Chant 
Jliill'for producing wire rods. It has aheady been shown that out of a total 



machinery worth Rs. 25 lakhs for which lir-ences were issued to the Hydembad 
Steel & Wire Products Ltd., thP cost of a Morgan Mill was over Rs. 16 lakha or 
more than 60 per . cent of the total value of the plant. 

90. If the existing plants in the country arc tO supply wire rods to these 
prospective manufacturers, then they in tum shoul~ be assured of the supply 
of their raw material. Messrs. Indian Steel & WJre Products J,td., National 
Screw & Wire Produots Ltd. and Indian Rolling Mills at Negapatam hav~ 
emphasized that uulesg and until they are assured of adequate suppli<:S of billets 
at a fair selling price, and in. the ca~ .of the sec~nd, u_nless ~nd until they are 
supplied with adequate quantity o! pig n;on at a fair selllJ!g pnce to enable. them 
to produce their own steel both m their Demag Electric Furnace and m the 
Open Hearth Furnace which they have just installed, they would not be in a. 
position to manufactnre more rods for their own use or fo~ their other cll8tomers: 
We think that this matt-er should r~eive the immediate attention of the Govern
ment in planninu the future development of the iron and steel and thei~ process
ing industries. We suggest that the interim proposals of the M.'\jor Panel must 
be iniplement-ed immediately so that the re-rolling mills at Jamshedpur, Belnr, 
Ishapnr and Negspatam can g..t into full production .at an e9rly dare. The 
present scarcity of billets is likely to continue if we are to dep<'nd on the uncer
tain supplies from abroad. Indigenous ;production must be accelerated and 
energetic action by the Government to this end is inlperative. 

91. Equally iniportant is the qu~stion of the supply of pig iron to the 
existing steel plants manufacturing ~teel in their own furnaces. The prices at 
which pig iron is offered today by the primary producers is quite out of proportion 
to its production costs: As we propose to deal with the question of pric...a 
elsewhere, all we would emphasize at th~ moment is that the Government and/ 
or the Selling Organization as recommended by the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel 
should take up this question immediately "'ith the producers concerned and fur 
a price on the lines indicated in the Report of the Major Panel with which we 
are in full agreement. 

92. Supply of cheap power: Tho second point on which Govern
ment asoistano<'> might be required is in connection with the supply of cheap 
power. Messrs. Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. obtain their power supply 
from the Tats Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. So far there baa been no difficulty in receiving 
adequate quantity of electric power at a fairly cheap rate. Tataa are themselves 
agumenting their eap.acity so as to reach a maximum production of about a million 
tons of finished steel; . At the moment, they have adequate 'electrio _Power in 
reserve, but with the growth of other subsidiary industries, in which they 
have an interest this might not be possible. · It must. therefore be seen that 
th!' interests of t~e Indian Steel & Wrre ProductS. Ltd. arQ in no way under-: 
~ed. When th!s works was. started and the Tanff Board granted protection,. 
It was on the tamt understan<ting .hat adequate supplies Qf billets and electric 
power would ·be available~ Since then this industry has made great progress. 
and performed war work of considerable iniportance. . It is a national asset 
and ~as ~ priori~y o~ claim f?r th~ supply ~fits raw materials and power in order 
~hat It might eXISt &Ide by B1de. "Y'th the pioneP.r ste.:1 works whic~ is, so to say 
1ts parent.. The Bengal ElectnCity Power Board will have likeWise to consider 
sympatheti~ally the application for increasing the load that will be required 
by t~e National Iron & S~l Co. Ltd. and their subsidiary, the National Screw 
& WJre Product~~ Ltd. We do not think there should he anv difficulty- in 
supplying . electric power to the plant in Smith India from the Mettnr Project. 
We were informed by the Indian Rolling Mills' Director that cheap power is 
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retldily available at Negapatam"ancl further priee reductions. would be made 
when the powe• station at Mettur worked to maximum load .. 

93. Technical Assistance:' The ·third. point on which. Government 
ass~tance might _bo required is In respect of offering technical' advice and for 
ple.~mg at the dispose.! of t-he new planta in the variou• !"".gions t-echnically 
tre.med men to form e. nucleus staff of skilled workers; who in t-heir turn wouitl 
train indigenous labour in the various processes of the industry. We have 
in~ce.~ above that manufacture of wire mesh, wire netting, wire springs and 
W1~ chams has not y~t been undertaken by any firm of standing on. a comruercisl 
basiS, though sporadic attempts have been made by inexperienced people to 
manufacture such product-s as wire challis and wire springs with. verv unse.tiR
fe.ctory resulta. If. J!lanta. involving pat-ent-ed proceRSeS are import,d, it is 
presum•d that proVISIOn will be made m any arrangement or agreement to lend 
t-he services of technical staff, who woulcl stay in this countl,_-v for e. period of 
years and train indigenous labour in the working of the plant and · for ita 
efficient maintenance. · 

94o. In the same way, arre.ng•ments will have to be made with the ~.xi>ting 
manufacturers of wire and wire product-s to take up a number of. apprentices to 
be trained :n the processes of drawing wire, annealing and galvanizing it and for 
manufacturing nails so that a nucleus of.skilled labour might be available when 
the new factory or factories come into operation. . The industxy being in the 
hands of such firms of repute and standing like the Indian Steel & Wire Product-s 
Ltd. Bnd the National Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., we are confident that such assistance 
will be given willingly for the future development of the indu.•ttt, but in the 
eve:nt of any reluctance being ~how'n to train operatives in the existing factories, 
then it would be for the Government to see that the desired training is accorded. 
After all this is e. protected industry and both the tax-pe.y~r and the consumer 
have been made to bear additione.l burdena to help the industry. to be<'ome 
securely ••tablisbed. Having done so it is np to the industry to give assi•tance 
for its expansion for the benefit of those who have contributed , towards ita 
well being. 

95. We also recommend that if any of the existing planta or prospective 
manufacturers desire to send their own employee abroad for acquiring skill 
and further knowledge in' similar planta operating in other countries, Govern
ment should given them e.ll facilities for such e. training; 

96. We will now deal with IISsistance in shape of protection reqnired by 
the industry. Since its inception, the manufacture of wire ,and wire product-s 
hM been e. protected industry. Brie£ particulars of the degree of protection 
afforded will be fot!nd at the beginning of this chapter. As indicated in' paragraph 5 
of Chapter I, we have been asked not t.o examine in detail tbe quantum of protec
tim~ th~t may be neee."88ry fort he ~ev~lol?ment of this industry. We _are on\ye.s~ed 
to mdtce.te whether any protection IS necessary or not. · In thiS connection, 
we hold the same vi•w as expressed by the Iron & SteeliMajor) Panel rt>ge.rding 
the he.sio industry. It is flOW ·evident that the basic steel industry as it ezisl.s today 
nuda flO prot«~ion. In view of the prevailing very high prices of stael and steel 
products both in this country and abroad, we feel that if the existing couditiona were 
to prevail for some time to come yet, then in the ca•e of wire and wire prodncta 
industry also, the need for protection may not be justified. An inquiry may 
be institut<>d by the Government. on the t-ermination of the Defence of India Rule 
under which di.Lte for the continuance of the current duty has b""n extended. 
Whatever be the outcome of suoh an inquiry, we feel that to gusxd against the 
possibility of foreign dumping, the industry be adequately protected nnd that the 
existing protective duty should remain on the Statute Book though ita enforce
ment may not be necessary. 
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97. We also recommend that when the produption of other wire products 
is concerned, the scope of the protective duty should also include these products 
when satisfactory evidence is tendered to show that the requirements of the 
country would be. met by the indigenous products sub~tsntially if' not fully. 
The Tariff Board m 1934, excluded the grant of protection to the manufactur~ 
of barbed wire,. wire fencing and wire netting with a view to prevent 'unnecessary 
burden on the agricultural community, who are the principal consumers, of 
these materials during peace time. We feel that the time has now come to 
dispense with this preferentisl treatment of the 8() called agricultural 
community, because we feel that in that community, wire fencing is made use 
of ouly by wealthy farmers and zemindars who have large tracts of .land or 
orchards yielding considerable income. The fact that ouly 5,000 tons were 
then imported is indicative of the proof that the number of such agriculturiHts 
was small considering the size of the country and the fact that 90 per cent of the 
peoplelive on the land. As such, this preferential treatment should be abolished; 
otherwise, we feel that the introduction of these new industries would be further 
and unnecessarily delayed. It is very likely that such protection may not be 
needed at all or may be needed for a very short while. So if the Government 
accepts our proposal and creates an atmosphere of confidence in the minds 
of the prospective industrialists to take up the manufacture ·of these products 
by bringing them within the ambit of the Iron & Steel Protection Act, then we 
feel that the community· as a whole and the agriculturists in particular will 
benefit in the long run. 

98. we would go one Step further and state that Government should 
declare it a· cornerstone of their future industrial policy, that in the event of 
proposals being submitted to them for the establishment of neW~ .industries, 
which have a reasonable chance of meeting the requirements of this country, 
at fair prices, then.assistance in the shape of protective duties should be imposed 
so as to enable the ind~try. to ~tablis~ itself in the country.· 

99. OontroZ of Industry : · The Government of lndis in declaring their 
industrisl policy have clearly and categorically indicated that in a planned 
economy control of industry is an essential feature without which the develop
ment cannot be regulated nor the .national assets and income be diverted .into 
channels which would bring about pre-determined results. They have particular
ly stressed the necessity of controlling prpfits without discouraging private 
enterprise and also the necessity of improving industrial production in the 
interests of the consumers both within and without the country. If " maximum 
employment" is to be the foundation on which an industrial planning is to be 
based, then we feel that the following controls are necessary if efforts to increase 
the aggregate and per capitq income are to be successful'=-

(1) Control of basic materials to ensure equitable distribution; 
(2) regulation of output in accordance ·with demand; 
(3) control of prices ; an~ 
(4) regulation of exports and. imports. 

1.00. It ill ess~ntisl that any benefit arising out of the low prices at which 
steel , IS to be sold m the future should be passed on to the consumer in respect 
of · tlie products ·of the p~ocessing industries of the type we are considering. 
Therefore, t~e first e~entisl· ~on~ol, we think, which should be imposed is in 
resp~ of_pnces, but m so domg, It should be made quite clear that the Selling 
Orgamzation, upon whom the ?nus of fixing prices will rest, will be required so 
to. fix them t~t th~ pro~pective entelJ.>riseS are able to sell at a price which 
allows due weight bemg giVen to the higher cost of production which is bound 
to occur in the initisl stages. · 
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101. The coiisumption of· steel has remained stagnant during the first 
30 years, nay deteriorated substantially when consumption in 1938 is compared 
to that of 1914-though the population· of this country has increased pheno
menally during the period; if not the principal cause,. one of the causes for such 
a dete_rioration has neen attributed to the hi!lh price of steel. . Consequently 
the pnces of steel products had to remain high. 

102. We do not wish to go. into the details.of the trend of prices of wire 
and wire producte, but all we want to state here is that the prices. are high tpday 
for reasons mentioned• in the above paragraph and the matter needs investiga
tion so that the industry ·is in a position to offer these producte ·to the consumers 
at prices compatible with its owri cost of. production and yielding .a· reasonable 
return after adequate ·provision having been made for depreciation etc. 

103. For the same reason; we also recommend tbal> thA· · present 
structure under which basis prices are fixed according to the prevailing import 

price at the ports, should be done away with· and a price stntcture should be 
mtroduced based on the works costs of production. ·to which' ·mwt be ·added, 
" a liberal percentage for depreciation and all usual · overheads and a rate of 
profit which on the one· hand woUld maintain the eitiBti\:tg industry in the healthy 
and financially sound position.and on. the 'other would .attract the amount of 
capital which would be. required for ite rapid development. It should also 
include all direct and indirect charges for aale and distribution ,which cannot 
be recovered from the consumer." 

104. As the products of this industry are sold .in competition with foreign 
producte, the price structure was so laid. down by the Tariff Board that the 
price of indigenous ·producte were based ori import price of steel· at the major 
ports. When sales were made in' the upcountry, the railway freight• chargeable 
was calculated from the nearest port to the· upcountry destination instead of 
from the works from wher& ·the goods were actually shipped. This meant an 
additional burden on the consumers which varied from Rs. 30 toRs. 60 according 
to the destination. Considering that the .Tariff Board calculated the conversion 
charges at works at Rs. 63 to 64 per ton from wire rods to wire no.ils, the incidence 
of Rs. 30 to 50 per ton for transporting products of the industry to upcountry 
markets must be considered excessive. It may not be 'out of place ·to mention 
here that the steamer freight for ·bringing pig ·iron into BritishcJndia from 
Middlesborough was 17sh. 6d. and for steel it was 21sh. 6d. or Rs. 12-9-0 and 
Rs. 14-12--0 per ton respectively.· Another disadvantage· of so calculating thq 
freights in charging prices to the. consumer ·was that whereas the upcountry 
consumer was made to bear this exorbitant railway freight, the .consumer at 
the porta did not pay a pie even though the goods were despatched to Calcutta 
the nearest port 150 miles from the works. pr to Karachi,, a distance of over 
2,000 miles from the works. · The ·absurdity of this position· will be manifest.' 
While, we appreciate that· the vast distances in India makes it difficult so to 
arrange freights that industrial products are available throughout the cquntry. 
at approximately the .samA .pri~es, nevertheless it. should be possible so to fix 
rates that no place should hav~. to pay more than Rs. 30 ·per .ton and no place 
should completely escape the incidence of railway freights, as has lieen the case 
of porta in the past. 

105. Next in illiportance is the control of the basic materials ·requir~d 
by the. industry. We have alre.ady indicated that either one large scale plan~ 
or several small scnle plants which are to be set. up in the country are t(/ obtain 
their supply of wire rod• from the existing re-rollers,. who have plan.~ed for a 
considerable increase in their output. ··We have also indicated that the Indian 
Stee! & Wire Products ~td. an~ the National Screw & :Wire Produ~ts Ltjl. must, 
rece1ve adequate supplies of billets and the latter must also roo01ve adequate 
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supplies of pig iron to· manufacture their own steel and hiilet.q, It will be in
onmbent npon any controlling organization to see that adequate steps are taken 
to ensure that the basic material needs of the industry should be met to the 
extent we have indicated. 

105. AB a matter of fact, it mu'!t be the first duty o~ any -contr?lling 
organization to issue licences for the erection of a new plant m any particular 
region recommended by us only after satisfying itself that due provision has 
been made to secure the necessary basic materials. This may seem very obvious 
but we do not wish history to repeat itself and the new plant to faoe the aame 
problems which the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. faced in the earliest days 
of its career. It should a1ao be the duty of the controlling organization to see 
that the arrangements made by the existing manufacturers are in no way inter
fered with. It will militate against national well being if the efficiency and 
output of au existing industry secured after considerable aacrifice is reduced for 
the benefit of new nnits. It should further be the duty of the controlling autho
rity to see that for reasons of price or for other considerations the suppliers of 
basic materials do not withhold supplies to the infant industries in an attempt 
to throttle internal competition right from the beginning. 

106. Equally important is the control of the output of the industry, 
which should be regulated to the necessities of the time. We must reiterate 
that this should not involve undue interference in the management and working 
of private enterprise. It only means that whenever the total nationwide demand 
falls short of the country's production that reduction throughout should be on 
a regional basis; This could best be achieved by agreement between the com
panies constituting the industry, action by the controlling authority being 
necessary only in the absence of such agreement. 

107. 0011tro! of exports : Exports of the products of this industry 
should be brought under control. In Chapter I we have indicated the reason 
why we should export the products of this industry, particularly in markets 
where India has a natural geographical advantage. There is undoubtedly a 
scarcity of manufactured goods in neighbouring countrie•, but there is also a 
great scarcity in this country. It should be the first duty of the industry to 
supply the whole demand of this e~untry and the high prices probably obtainable 
abroad should be resisted as a temptation to starve the home markets. It is 
primarily for this reason that we consider that export should be controlled and 
prohibited unless made against a licence which should only be issued if the 
controlling authorities are satisfi~d that the industry has an exportable surplus. 

lOS. OOfltrol of imports: In the Rame way, imports of wire and wire 
products will have to be controlled. Until th~ new units are in full 
production, it may be that dom~stic production may be unable to ~ope with 
the internal demand for wire and 1Vire products and it may be necessary to import 
these products in such quantities as would balance local production with con
sumers' demand. Fail~ to do so can only result in continuance of high prices 
and black markets. As in the caRe of exports; imports should be against licences 
to be issued only to the extent required to close the gap between production and 
demand. 

109. OOfltro! of quality: The last control, which would be most desirable 
is in co!l'lection with ~he main~nsnce of t~e qnslity and high standard of output 
of the mdustry. ·ThiS matter IS of such rmportance that Government of India 
have themselv.es. taken it up as· a matter of national industrial policy. Th~ 
products of this mdu'!try have so far been manufactured strictly to British and 
Indian Standard Specification.q, It is essential in the interests of the industry 
that this J;lractice should continue aud .be made applicable to the proouctioil 
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of other plants which may come·into existence. In such ·cases Government 
will have to make arrangements similar to those that have been made· at 
Ja~hedpur for testing the products of the industry. Fortunately, it has been 
poss1ble for us so to plan that the prospective producers will purchase their 
w!re rods from the existing manufacturers. Again, the existing manufacturers 
Will produce them from billets indigenously manufactured, the heats from which 
these billets or rods have been produced would autom.-.tically be tested. At 
times, grave complaints have been received from markets overseas about .the 
poor quality of Indian goods and their constant variation with the result that 
the Government of India were compelled to introduce the Agmark for some 
of their products. The wire and wire products industry in India has developed 
!'- remarkably high Rtandard of quality. Having regard to export possibilities, 
1t would be extremely unfortunate i~ new production units were allowed, 
t-hrough lack of adequate control, to depart from the high standards set by 
the pioneers of this industry in India. 

111. In concluding our observations on the subject of control, we must 
emphaRize our views tht control of the basic material, controL of output, of 
imports and exports should not be permanent. They are necessary only so long 
as there ia a scarcity of these products. As soon as provision has been made for 
the supply of basic material and as soon as a stage i• reached when the producing 
plants are able to meet internal demand, the controls should be relaxed. We 
agree with the Iron & Steel (Major) J?anel when they state " it can never be 
in the national interests to maintain controls which result in making a whole 
industry or any part of it the close preserve of some special interests." 

112. Sale8 Organization : Before the war,· the only important manu
facturers of wire and wire products namely, the Indian Ste.el & Wire Products 
Ltd. distributed their products through their selling agent~ who in some parts 
of the country were the same firms engaged by Messrs. Tats Iron & Steel Co., 
Ltd. to sell their products and those of the Steel Corporation of Bengal, 
the Eagle Rolling Milia at Kumardhubi and the Indian Rolling Mills at 
Negapatam with all of whom they had made a working arrangement popularly 
known as the Tata-Scob SaleR Agreement. During the war, this firm as well 
as the National Screw & Wire Products Ltd. and even the primary producers 
marketed their products through the controlled stockists in accordance with 
ae1ling arrangement made by the Iron and Steel Controller. The question now 
is what arrangements should we have for the marketing of these products during 
the first five years of the Plan. Should they be marketed by individnal producers 
independently or should they form a central selling organization or finally should 
they join with the primary producers and use the Tata-Scob Selling Organization. 

113. ·The Iron & Steel (Major) Panel recommends that as the iron and steel 
industry primarily consisted of the three producers, viz. The Tats Iron & Steel 
Co., Ltd., the Steel Corporation of Bengal Ltd. and the Mysore Iron & Steel 
Works and .as their management were in the banda of people noted for their 
high business acumen, skill and experience, they should prepare and submit 
to the Government for their approval a scheme under which the form ofselling 
organization on lines of the Tata-Scob Agreement should be set up which would 
fix the prices on the lines recommended by them and undertake to perform this 
and any other functions, obligations and duties which would otherwise may be 
imposed on them or performed by the Government itself. As far as the func
tion of selling proper was concerned, this organization was to be responsible 
for the sale and distribution of all iron and rolled steel products produced in 
whatever form and of whatever quality. It was also to be made responsible 
for the. import from the most favourable sources of such quantities of iron and 
steel and steel products that might be necesaary to import with a view to balance 
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the htdigenous production and )neat ·the requirements of the ~o~umint public: 
ThiS: 'organization was ·agam·to b1l'made:'responsible for d~vel~pmg' t~~. e:qJOrt 
rti8.rkets ·in; countries east' oHfiiez; where lndiS 'by her geograp~cal:posttion ~·· 
<!~~o~t~llf''betterplac"etFto trade' with _them and sllpJ;!ly thetr needs, ThiS 
6i'ganu:at10n wasciilso to· watch the ·stan'dard and quality· ?f output ?oth for 
mteii'ii!Fail.d'foreigri markets so ·that ~he products of· the htghest: qualit}" com-. 
parable'W·tMs!J:nianufactured m'l!.K or the-"Q.S~A. 'might be on the mark~ts. 
at ,compe_tii!V.e _prices' so ~hat India's hold ·over these markets may _be mam
tsined and_.'strengthel'ed. · . 

. 114. 'This method ... pf selling basic steel and such of ·the products which, 
ar~ manllfacturgd_);in J_a~_ge Syale, Or e'?en 9n small scale ha~ unique adv:anta~es. 
In tli.e· firs~ place,. ~rmg the last 25 years, Tatas hav_e bwlt up a huge selljng 
4Tga~ation Wi.tJl a ~ep work o! branches in ~he, vari?ns regio~ of th~ COWitry 
a:nd more than 2,00()" dealers who have retail estab~pments m a}rilos~ ev~ry 
town. The Steel Corpor11tion of Bengal .and the Iron & Steel Co., Ltd.,. were 
qi:iidi: td' realize the benefits of-' siich ii:_ ready ·made sales service. The Mysore 
Iron' & · Steel Works have also' realized how beneficial· it would be_ to marke~ 
theii:. products 'during the· post> war' period. through the same' organiza#on and 
their Jrl;ate officers agreed to the diStribution onbeir producta. through such an: 
organ~ation of" the indiistry as· and when formed. With a view to brin!ring its 
b~efits to the Re:rolling lndtiiitry, the-Major l'anel recommended to the Govern
ment ihat sU.ch an:· organizatiqn 'of the industry may also be _allow~d to have_ 
repreSeJ;Itation'of.suc}i of the re:iolling mills, who have. been organized and ha_ve 
foWid a·place in the' indUstry.·,, · · 

115. As. this. ·organiza:tion i's required to develop: _an _export market, it is 
confidently anticipated that expert ·officers will be sent out to carry' out pre
rnitinary stirVey' ~'regions already' indicated by us to collect statistical data,
bllil'd up c'ontact:witb: distributors·<lf iron and steel there and to .cibta~ all parti-: 
culars :r~gardhjg tlie' (jl\ality, sec.tions.an<l. sizes of products which are"demanded: 
bl theconSliniers·iri't:"-e/oieign:mar!<e~., We. believe th_at 'office& .will have to· 
be opened in East Africa; Egypt, Pi!estiile; Persm, Afghanistan, Burma,- Malaya,. 
Hong. ~orig_'and::Sfianghai; 'A>! a~ q~atter of fact, we Widerstand arrangements' 
are bemg JPS'de-td>open.ari offipe'm Burma, 

p6. ~~;.oh~~;.i~rge soai~ mariitfacturers of wire and Wire products' 
having peen alr~"ey:'classjfied as. efficient re-rolling mills, we feel that by diStji-. 
~tjng tpei+,. piodu~ts · ijrrouh·.· this· proposed Centralized :sales Organization;: 
the advantages.'accio,hig to ... tne ind,Ustry would 'be many. · First and. foremost,. 
if;w11iild 'imable.:.th~ wiri(aD.~. jvire ~products indiuitry to -market· their- goods_ 
through. merqhaiits whqse ;firiancial resources and 'Qusiness ability are already 
known to "thiS 'organi#tioix .. It wgtild 'reduce the' C9St per ton 'of· 'diStriliuting 
~rodu~: 'fl!":t ~; ~·~~ajiti •mpr~-\J"Po:tant is .t~at -it would. eliniina_t~ ?uti 
~.bfo~t-coUJpetttioq. -~~ong·the v~t;ou~ Ulilts_ of the.mdustry.' : 'l'hiS or_ga~atton! 
would 'be better plac~d to :fix fatr i!elling pnce,,which would have·to obtam:the 
~pp~~'Vaf of the Gove!'iini~it~ ... nd'_ as 'such all the' units would have the opportti-l 
r:u,ty to w.ork under· an :a,rrangement whereby theY.· could concentrate all their 
attention on rn~_g ~h~ii'-; p~nts effi'cieptly Without the ,constant ~inptatioif 
to_ ·lower ·quality. '1lllder,"_pressure .:of' cut· .throat ·competition. ·· 'ln 'tli:e 
export lli~rk:t; distributioii . of' ~he' J>i:~diicta of thiS industry along with thbse 
of the maJor md':'~ tJ.:roug~ one selljng o;ganization would' prevent the' foreign 
b_uyers from :plaY1llg o'!e __ selljng ~g~nt agall,ISt a11other and thus creating oondi
twns of unfat,r competition, · Further, if limall units are to be installed in the' 
yarlous region& of the 'country; ·then finan~ially it would be impossible for them' 
!~ bqiJd ~p :an ~fficient sale,iJ dr~ID.za:tion either in. thiS COWltry or abroad. This; 
m our opmlon, IS' one·'of the·most·llllPortant reasons why the ilxisting "Producer8 
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of wire and wire products and the prospective ones should join the selling 
organization which the Major Pa!lel hav:e recommended for the iron and steel 
industry of which after all they' are an all important offshoot. 

117 .. The advantages of such an organization,aremany and varied, but if 
any manufacturer desires to keep out of it and market his product independently, 
there should be no restriction -placed upon him nor should any , attempt be 
tolerated to coerce him to join such an organization. In the same way no attempt 
should be tolerated on his .part tO coerce other manufacturers, ·particularly, 
the··new.ones who will be·working on a small scale.by unhealthy 'competition 
with a view to eliminate them and then to exploit the market"' 



CHAPTER IV 

PRIMARY HARDWARE (FASTENERS), BUILDING HARDWARE AND 
DOMESTIC HARDWARE 

118. Fasteners-nuts, bolts, rivets, spikes, aml s~»"ew~ : Soon aft<lr the 
first Tariff Board inquiry was completed, M~srs. ~enry Williama Ltd.~ started 
fabrication of some of the railway track fittings ~e, chrome steel pomts. and 
crossings, bearing plates, fish-bolts strecher bars, g1bs, cotters and also nvets 
and dogspikes. Subsequently, they co"?"enced '!'anuf~cture of nuts and bolts. 
They applied for protection and the Tanff Board m therr Report dated the 14th 
December 1926 recommended an ad valmem duty of 17 per cent plus Rs. 15 on 
fabricated steel. Since the range of articles included under this term was so 
wide and the prices so varied, they were unabl~ to introd~ce !l'nY: ~ystem ?f 
specific duties, which would have afforded effective protectton mdiVIdually m 
all the cases. 

119. The firm applied again for protection in 1930 and a spe_cial enquiry
was instituted, as it was found that the ad 1Jalmem duty even Wlth an extra 
of Rs. 15 did not afford sufficient protection to some of the items they manu
factured and therefore the Board in their Report dated the 17th October, 1930 
admitted that the specific duty was preferable to an ad valmem duty from the 
protection point of view, particularly when prices were liable to considerable 
:fluctuations. Therefore, they recommended a duty of Rs. 45 per ton on fish
bolts and ordinary nuts and Rs. 40 per ton on dogspikes, rivets, etc. The Board 
went on to say that :-

" if the total demand of these articles were met by Indian manufac
turers, a considerable improvement in the position of the Indian Steel Industry 
would be effected. We claim therefore that our propoasls are not ouly justified 
on the ground of tariff equality, but are in full accord with the policy laid down 
by the Steel Industry (Protection) Act." 
In 1934, the Tariff Board reviewed the position and revised the schedule 
of duties on the ground that the company was not formerly equipped for the 
manufacture of steel bars required for making these products, but they had 
since the last inquiry installed a rolling mill in which it was proposed to roll 
bars from billets supplied by the Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. In revising the 
duties, they took into account the fact tha,; the company would themselves roll 
all the bars required from billets at Rs. 64 per ton delivered at their works. 
The duties were accordingly revised and the Government were recommended 
to charge specific duties of Rs. 31-4-0 per ton on ordinary commercial bolts 
and nuts, Rs. 37-8-0 per ton on rivets, Rs. 86-4-0 per ton on fish-bolts and nuts 
and Rs. 53-12-Q per ton on dogspikes, gibs, cotters, key and key bars. After 
this Tariff Board enquiry, Messrs. Henry Williams Ltd. amalgamated with 
Messrs. Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, the world renowned British firm of fastener 
manufacturers and started fabrication of nuts, bolts, rivets, spikes, etc. on a 
large scale in the name of Messrs. Guest Keen Williama Ltd. 

120. The Indian Steel & Wh-e Products Ltd. also installed a unit for 
ma~ufacturing nuts, bolts and rivets at their works in Jamahedpur and Messrs. 
Nattonal Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., Calcutta started a subsidiary called the National 
Screw & Wire Products Ltd. Besides these firm•, railway workshops, ordnance 
factories and some of the engineering houses in the country, particularly those 
84 
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interested in the fabrication of bridgework, wagons carriages and railway equip
ment, manufactured some fasteners for their own use. The demand during 
~he war was so great that other small suppliers were encouraged to take part 
m the production of these stores, particularly in Calcutta, but owing to their 
improvised equipment, the quality of their output and the volume of production 
was poor. 

121. Ou"ent capacity and ootput : Messrs Guest, Keen Williams 
Ltd. have their main works situated at Shalimar near Calcutta. About the 
middle of the war, they set up another plant at Bhandup near Bombay, but we 
were informed during our visit to their factory that they propose tc dismantle 
this plant in Bombay and transfer the machinery tc Calcutta to be housed under 
one roof at Shalimar. At their plant in Calcutta, besides manufacturing railway 
equipment relating to the permanent way mentioned in paragraph 117 and other 
track and signal materials including steel sleepers, they make bolts, nuts, rivets 
and spikes for other purposes as well. Besides up-to-date automatic machines 
for manufacturing fasteners, they have a very well equipped machine-tool shop 
and heat treatment department. Their current output of nuts, bolts, rivets 
and spikes is about 12,000 to 15,000 tens per annum and they propose to increase 
their capacity tc 30,000 tons per annum. They have three Double Duo Rolling 
Mills, one 8 •, one 10 • and one 14 •, on which they roll their own limit bars for 
the manufacture of bolts, nuts, rivets and spikes. The capacity of this mill 
is to consume 4,000 tons of billets per month and the bulk of this is utilized for 
the manufacture of railway track and other fittings including laminated helical 
and volute springs for the railways. . 

122. Messrs. The Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. have also a separate 
department for the manufacture of bolts, nuts and rivets, equipped with the 
latest type of automatic machinery. The company have a skilled staff well 
versed in turning out fasteners of superior quality. The current capacity of 
their plant is about 1,000 tens per annum. 

123. The National Screw & Wire Products Ltd. have not completely 
installed their plant. Their current capacity is about 50 tens per month of rivets, 

124. Messrs. Burn & Co. Ltd. and Jessop & Co. Ltd., two of the Calcutta 
Structural Engineering firms manufacture about 100 tons of rivets per month 
which they utilise in railway wagon construction. Similarly, Messrs. Tata 
Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., also have a small unit for manufacturing about 50 tens 
of rivets per month for use exclusively in their own plant and those of their 
subsidiaries. 

125. During the war, the demand for fasteners increased considerably 
and the Anglo-American Steel Mi•sion reported that the supply of indigenous 
bolts, nuts, etc. for war purposes was a serious bottleneck in our war effort. In 
Table No.5 below, we give the total production of bolts, nuts, rivets and spikes 
in 1939 to 1944. 

Description 

Guest Keen William8 Ltd. 
Bolts and Nuts 
Rivets 
Spikes 

TABLE No. 5. 

1939 

2,380 
1,849 
3,650 

1940 

4,146 
3,500 
3,412 

1941 

5,118 
4,050 
4,741 

1942 

4,381 
4,352 
3,657 

1943 

4,756 
3,363 
5,988 

1944 

5,4-ll 
1,622 
7,650 
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TABLE No. 5 (C~ntd.) 

Description 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 19H 

·Indian Steel &; Wire Products Ltd. 
Bolts, and Nuts 112 i41 537 427 698 866 
Rivets -· 62 219 171 191 186 

Other He-rolling. 
Bolts, Nuts, Rivets & Spikes 96 118 3,366 4,740 4,804 

Total 7,991 11,557 14,783 16,354 19,736 20,539 

l26. The a hove Table. has been prepared from the statistics of the Iron 
& Steel Industry in India (1939-44), as compiled by the then Steel Commissioner 
in India. India's total requirements of bolts, nuts rivets and spikes were 
estimated by the Director-General of Munitions Production at 40,000 tons ·per 
annum of which, the production in the country during the period 1941-44 was 
as under:- · 

1940 11,557 tons 
·1941 14,783 " 
1942 16,254 " 
1943 19,736 " 
1944 20,579 " 

The balance was imported from the u:K. and U.S.A. · under Lend Lea•e, 
though efforts were made by the D.G.M.P. Section of the Supply Department 
to. obtaiD. further supplies from other small producers in and around Calcutta. 
The tots! output of these firms was estimated at 1,200 tons per annum, .but 
because of their improvised equipment and unskilled labour, the quality of 
their output was inferior and the price paid to them was 50 per cent higher than 
that paid to Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd. 

127. In Table No. 6,' we give the imports ·of bolts, nuts, washera, rivets 
and nails excluding wire nails during the quinquennium 1935-40: 

TABLE No.6. 
Imports of bolts, nuts, washers, rive/8 ·and nails 

(excluding wire nails). 1935 to 19~. 
(In to;,s). 

Description 1935-36 1936-87 1937-88 1938-89 1939--40 

Bolts & Nuts Protected .... 12,580 
Nails, Rivets & W ash~rs 

9,404 10,5!!0 ·8,81 '1 5;693 

Protected. 7,993 5,879 8,033 6,548 3,294 
Non-protected. 7,947 6,433 7,264 4,622 5,884 

Government Imports 192 67 67. 179 
Protected. 1!12 67 67 179 
Non-protected. 368 168 124 58 76 

?rota! ... 28,8S8 22;268 26,105 20;179' 15,305 
Old for remanufacture. ... 1,840' '874 ··1,533 5,709 3;627 

Grand Total ... -30,728 23,142 27,638 25,888 18,932 
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. 128. This· Table ·has been· compiled 'from :the: Statistical·.AbstractJ· Of·.i;he 
Seaborne Trade of British-India.. Unfortunately, .washers and ·nai)s ·other 
than wire nails have been included with rivets, which makeil it difficult to·measrite 
with·any degree of accuracy, the volume of imports of nuts, bolts,.rivets·in -this 
conntry before the war.-· On an. average, the total -import of thes~ materials 
was 25,165. tons per annum of ·which ·the average ·import··-of nails,oriV.ets<imd 
washers was _6,350 .ton8. . If we subtract half the · liotter. ·figure tq cover: 'import 
of nails (non-protected), then the total average imp9rt_ offasteners w:as about 
22,000 tons before the war. If we_ add 'the· local . prbductl.oz{ of' about' 10,000 
tons of Messrs. Guest Keen Willisms Ltd., and about4,000 to 5,o00 to~beillg the 
production of the railway workshops, ehgineering firms 'iizid' other. small :inaiiu
facturers of fasteners in the country, then the pre-war copg~piion' of fasteneta 
could be placed at about 34,000 to 35;000 tons per annuin:. · · 

129. 'Fr~,;,_ paragraph 126 abovQ~ it will be see~ that the average produc
,tion of,-indigenous man11fuctu,rers dill:ing the .w,ar was. ~bon~ 16;500 tons, but 
imports for civilian consumpt10n during the period are not ·known. From tb,e 
figures of imports given by the Steel Commissioner for 1944 it is found that 
during that year, 20,230 tons of fasteners ·.were iniported; · These figures of 
imports during the war period are not of mur.h value from the point of 'View, 
as they relate to consumption .for purposes, .·the-lnajority· <Jf which no longer 
exist. 

130. We have. already indicated in paragr11ph 45 Chapter III, the lines 
adopted in fixing the target for the wire and wire products industry. In fixing 
the target for the fasteners industry, we are faced. with the same difficulty in 
assessing the potential demand, owing to lack. of any information, , regarding 
probable consumption of fasteners .for the so many po&t-war .indu,strial and 
agricultural schemes and schemes for social uplift of . the masses particularly 
in respect of education and health. We have,· therefore, proceeded on the 
same lines as adopted in fixing the target for the wire and wire products industry. 

131. Working again on the assumption that during the war, more than 
80 per cent of the civilian demand was starred and about 50 to 60 per cent of 
this back Jog,of demand would have to,_ be. satisfi.P, during the. first five years 
of the Plan, there is a potential civilian consumption of about 85,000 to. 90,000 tons 
which might have to be satisfied at any time during this p~riod. , To add to 
this, there are vast schemes of post-war development, one of which is to. estai)Iish 
a Shipbuilding Industry in this country ,which is one. oqhe largest coD,suiners 
of fasteners in other countries .. Considering all factots;_ we feel that. 'it w:puld 
be conservative estimate to fix the target at 60,000 tdQS'per anzitim for the post
war period. This, of corirse; will be feasible only if' major schemes of dev~op
ment, repairs and rene_wa_l are put through. This is one of those items of hard
ware which will immediately cominand a large ~xport' market, provided it is 
manufactured . according to the British Engineering Sta11-dard,_ Specific~>tions 
or the Indian Government Standard Specifications, as .i~. ,done. by Messrs. G.ileet 
Keen Williams Ltd., and by the Indian Steel & Wire Pri>d:ucts · Ltd. 

132. When the plant which is b~ing transferred from Bombay to Calcutta 
iR fully operating, Messrs. Guest Keen Willisms Ltd., will- incre&'le their ·total 
output from the present production of 15,000 tons to 30,000 tons. The present 
capacity of the Indian Steel & Wire ·Products Ltd. is approxiinately 900 to 1,000 
tons which they propose to raise to 4,000 tons. The National Screw & Wire 
Products Ltd., plan to raise their capacity to 2,500 tens · of nut,g, . bo!tg and 
rivets so that the existing plant,s, when they complet<> their expansion programmes 
would between them produee approximately 35,000 to 36,000 tons of fasteners, 
leaving a gap of about 25,000 tons for the production of which new units will 
have to come into operation during the first' five yeats phase of the Plan~- .. In 
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working out target, we have ignor~ as being of no consequence, th~ product.iv~ 
capacitv of the small plants in and aroun~ Calcutta. . In: peace ti.me,, we fe 
that these small producers have no plaee 1n the orgaruza~on o~ this ~dus1a'J.'· 
We would not recommend them to undergo heavy expend1t~ m altenng the~r 
existing plants or in putting up new ones, because alrea~y m Eastern India 
exist three plants which have a capacity and output conSiderably greater than 
any that we prop08e should be set up in other part.q of the country. 

133. Wood screws : Attempts made in this country before the ~ar 
to manufacture wood screws, were on a very small scale and proved abortive. 
In para graph 31, we have already indicated tha: the Tari!f Bo~rd in 1934 refused 
to grant protection to a firm of manufacturers m Karachi. This was done on the 
grounds that the firm's capacity was con~erably less tha~. the total demand 
and the basic material required had to be =ported. Conditions have changed 
since then comrid~rably and therefore, in 'Our reeommendation for the future 
development of this industry, we propose to include also this inlportant item of 
fasteners. 

134. Method of achieving the target : As we had expre...OO some doubts 
as to the desirability of transferring their Bombay plant to Calcutta, to be housed 
with their major works there, Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd. wrote to us 
as under: 

"We understand that it is the Government of India's policy to decen
tralize industries as far as possible and to avoid the concentration of any 
particulsr industry in one spot in the country. While it iq agreed that this 
is a desirable object for Rome of the hoavier industries, it must be pointed 
out that in a highly specialized industry such "'' the maunfacture of bolts 
and nnta, it presents many dif!iculties. 

"You will have seen during your visit to the Works that a very ex
tensive tool room and heating equipment is required in the manufacture of 
these articles and the splitting up of thP plant iuto two or more units in various 
parts of the country would entail the provision of a tool room and heating 
equipment at oach factory together with all the necessary high grade technical 
supervi!rlon. 

" The Industry demands the regular and ensured supply of bars and 
rods rolled to very close special tolerances. · We have found it essential 
to roll such materials in our own mills as no other rolling mills or steel works 
have b~n willing to give the necessary. attention. and care !"qnired in the 
production of th~-Se bars and rods. This means e1ther that rolling capacity 
!" ~ be available at each of the contemplated plants, a very big undertaking. 
m Itself, or that the rolled bars and rodq are to be despatched by railway 
from the central rolling mills to the various plants: This brings in the 
question of freight disadvantages. We have had to close our new Bombay 
factory and are bringing all the machines ,to Calcutta, as it would be inl-· 
possible to manufacture economically in Bombay, when we are called on 
to pay a freight of Rs. 53 per ton on all thil bars required, including the 
high percentage of wastage involved in this industry. Whatever the freight 
charges, this represents a disadvantage when it is remembered that such 
freight had to be paid on the wastage. 

" A very large proportion of the output of bolts, nuts, rivets and 
spikes is utilized by the Indian railways, who enjoy a freight advantage in 
as much .as they can transport materials at Railway Material Rate of freight. 
Any artJCI.e prod.uced at a distance from the rolling mills, therefore, will 
start oft' w1th a diSadvantage as Public Tariff Rate offreight (which is always 
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much greater than Railway Material Rate) has .to be paid on the raw 
material requirements includiog wastage." 

135 Despite what this pioneer· firm of manufacturers have submitted 
on this subject, it is our opinion, that the cost of establishing a Tool Room for 
a plant manufacturing 5,000 tons of fasteners per annum would not be dis
proportionately high having regard to the total capital cost of the complete 
plant. It is our further view that a Tool Room is essential in any unit of this 
size in order to maintain their machinery in first class working order. 

136 Consideration ·might however be given to the establishment of a 
central machine tool shop, should any of the small scale manufacturers not :wish 
to manufacture their own dies and tools. As an alternative Government might 
examine the possibility of utilizing excess tool room capacity in their own 
Ordnance Factories for example such as the one in Jubbulpore, Kanpur or at 
Ishapur. 

137. In regard to their statement about the manufacture of limit bars<and 
rods, rolled to a very close -and special tolerance, this is not an insuperable 
difficulty as the rolling practice has considerably improved during the last· 25 
years at the various plants of the primary producers, so as to enable them to 
produce goods inferior to none obtainable from anywhere else. At present, it 
is recognized that the primary producers are not anxious to supply limit bars 
and rods for this industry, rolled to special tolerances, because of the overall 
steel shortage in the country and the necessity for attaining maximum produc
tion of the commercial sizes. This difficulty. should disappear when India's 
steel production is raised to three million tons. We suggest that steps be taken 
by thE~ Government to ensure the availability of these bars rolled to ·special 
tolerances. We therefore do not consider it at all essential that such units in 
the country which we want to be set up in various regions need possess rolling 
mills to obtain their supply of limit bars. As a matter offact, we desire the same 
practice to be followed in this country as has been in vogue in such large steel 
producing countries like Germany, France, Belgium, Luxemburg, where small 
plants manufacturing both wire and wire products and fasteners exist all over 
the country and where the supply of wire rods and, limit bars are obtained 
from the principal manufacturers. 

138. In regard to the exorbitant incidence of freights, the Iron & Steel 
(Major) Panel and this Panel have already pointed out that to be one of the 
contributory causes as to why the consumption of steel has remained stagnant 
and why industries utilizing iron and steel as their basic product have not 
developed in the interior of this country. 

139. Lastly, they have argued that a very large proportion of fasteners 
is utilized by the Indian State· Railways to whom these goods are being supplied 
under a special Railway Material Rate. ·If limit bars are to be despatched to 
fabricators all over the country, then they will be so despatched from the works 
of the primary producers at the full public tariff rate and only finished products 
will be despatched to the railways from the fabricators' plant over short· dis
tances at the Railway Material: Rate. In this connection, we may point out 
that, as these fasteners are to· be manufactured in about five . factories in 
different regions, the railways might be required to give Railway Material Rates, 
for the despatch of such quantities of bars from the primary producers to the 
fabricators as would enable the latter to produce such quantities of fasteners, 
which the railways have agreed to purchase from them. In regard to the 
freight involved in the wastage, it may be pointed out that with the automatic 
plants which are being utilized for the manufacture of faBtener stores to-day, 
wastage involved is considerably reduced and it should not be an unduly heavy 
burden in the total cost of production. 



uo. inii.ight •be · aJ.vlantageous to Messd! Guest Keen W!ll~~s·:Ltd. 
to bring all their activities .under one .roof tO save heavy ?verheads ans11;1g out 
·of employment of ··expen:s1ve aupemsory. sta~: at. two different places ~ the 
.country'; but the same:cannot•be:tendered·as a JUSti.fiable.reasoq for, not regtoaa
lizing the .industry on tbe.lines,indicated:by .the Goverpmenfr. .. · .We are. confident 
.that such regionalizatioil; in >respect .of 'manufacture ~f.1;J11st.eners woul~ b,e 
•advantageous·from aU points of viewand we·make the follo\Vl11grecoil)Il)endatl<ny~ 
accordingly. 

141. ·.In: the matter ,of manufacturing this:,item .of..hardwa.re~ .. we have 
advised the G~vernment.of India to.J<scertaill, from l'broad;the capaoityof e.n 
.op.timum ·economic .plant :for ·the fabricatio_n Qf .fasteners". In .the. event .. of tllll 
:recomtnendation. •being m)>.de for ·the .. erection: of two ·plants of a capa01ty.;of 
.12;000 to 15,0QO)oll.s' like:th!l present plant of .Mesl"s· Guest Keen Williams Ltd), 
we recoil)Il)end that one of these plants should beinstalledat Ernakulam or Cochin 
and another one in,the PllUjab at Moghulpura. In submitting our proposal for 
the erection of a plant. in Ernakulam or. Cochin proper, the impol!talit.considera• 
·tion in: our mind has been the supply· of limit bars and the distribution of finished 
products .. In this case .also, we suggest that the Mysore .Iron & Steel. Works 
.should supply the quantity of roda required for this purpose at a fair selling 
.price, which wonld: havEi.:to be low enough: for the· prospective entreprenem: to 
refrain from installing 11 rollingmill of his own. 
. '142; · The ·railway freight will be an important element in working out 

·the cost of the limit bars of f.o.r. CocbiU: or Ernakulam· as the routine involved 
is a little circuitous, until the proposed chord line linking Shoranur with a 
suitable' destination· oil the Mys'ore State Railway· .materializes. For the ·same 
reason, as 'in the case 9f wfre .arid ·wire products, we suggest that the Mysor~ 
Iron & Steel Works be invited to conttibute 1/3 of ·the share capital of this 
enterprise in order that they may be able to have a sh~re in the profit and thus 
make up for the high co~t of_ production and the special p~ce at which they may 
have to offer tho bars to. this firm. · In the event of the1r refusal to do so, the 
;In<J!a~ Rolling Mills at Nega~atam may l)e asked to supply the required quantity 
of limit rods and as·these will be despatched by sea, a works at Cochin will be 
able to get their materials at a fairly reasonable price, it being assnmed"that thJ 
basiS price for such bars will be uniform in all cases arid ·will be one :fixed by the 
Selling Organization suggested by the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel for the basic 
industry, ·after having received the approval of the .Government;• A works at· 
Cochin or ErnilJrulam has other .very important advantages. From 'this destii:tll
tion, materials can be despatched to any large or small port right tip to Viza
gapatam, wher~ it is. proposed to build on• of. the largest shipyards in;the country 
which will consnmo a substantia,! quantity of these fasteners; ·.From the sam: 
place, products of thjs industry .~~uld be ·deapatchPd to. other major port· of 
.Bombay anrl further up to Karach~ if necessary. At Bombay also, it is proposed 
,to b~d. another, ~h).pyard .'!hi~]Will ~·q!'i•e, a large qu!'ntity of fasteners in the 
fabncatton,of shtps of vanous· de&crtpttons. 

I - - . . 

143; ,If.at· present cheap eleotire power 18 not available at Cochin· or at 
Emakulam; then until such time as eheap hydro-electric power is available 
the .company can generate their own power. by uae of liquid fuel which is alreadt 
!mported in this port from Berhein an:d where.st?rage facilitieshave already been 
lllBtalled.• .We have recoil)Il)ended etther·.Cochin or Etnakulam for· the sinlple 
reas~n that the new .works .should be erected ~ near .the port of Cochin. as' 
posstble, so .that the nse o~ railway ?v~r a short.dist~nce and unneeessary loading 
I'Il:d unloading charges 1IIlght be elintinated. If this be not possible, the works 
liU~t be erected at Ernakulam.: Supply of labour in the Kerala country is 
qmte adequate. If necessary skilled labom could J?e. imported from. tlie'metal 
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industries which ·are ?eing ·wo~ked at Shor~nur .. The ;plant may also take up 
~he manufact.ure. of r~ilway fittings and eqmpment'required for· the two rnilways 
m South lndia,.JUSt m the same way -a.s Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd. are 
manufacturing them· in the North-East' India.' 
. 144 ... The second plant,. we. suggest sho~ld. be in Lahore (Moghulpura) 
m the PunJab and the supply of Its raw matenal should be obtained from the 
Steel & Gel'eral Rolling Mills which, have been considered as .'one of the efficient 
units of the re-rolling industry in the country' and w!llch ShoUld be in a position 
to supply the required quantity of limit bars rolled to a special tolerance. ·. Its 
proximity to one of the largest railway workshops in the country is yet another 
reason for its locat~on there, beca~e at this place ~oo could be tak~n up the 
mal'ufacture ofrailway, tract, fittings and .other. eqnipment which will also 
reduce considerably the overheads and .. consequently the cost of produ,ctio~ at 
this plan~ .. 

145. In the event of small units of a capacity·of 5,000 to. 6,000 tons each 
being recommended as economic units for producing fasteners, then we recommend 
that one unit should be installed at Cochin, another one in Bombay, a third 
one in Hyderabad and the fourth one at Lahore. Our object in recommending 
Bombay and Hyderabad is that this storeisparticularlyrequiredforengineering, 
shipbuilding and industries connected with the manufacture and supply ofrail
way equipment and structural workshops. Engineering and metals industri~s 
have already considerably grown in Bombay city and the Presidency. ' They 
are likewise growing in the Hyderabad State from where also they have the 
advantage of meeting the requirements of the markets in Central Provinces and 
Berar, Central India and the Northern Sirkars; including the port of Vizaga
patam.' Bombay city and the Presidency have a large building programme for 
construction of houses in industrial 'towns and 'also in agricultural districts. 
They have also ambitious road building programme' requiring construction of 
bridges, etc. coming up; With a new shipbuilding industry, a small plant of a 
capacity of 5,000 tons or so capable of'supplyiDglocally manufactured fasteners 
at reasonable prices, will be a definite asset: 

146. We have already explained our reason for installation of a plant at 
Cochin and another one in Lahore. At Hyderabad the developm~nt of this 
industry may be permitted to the Hyderabad Steel & Wire Products Ltd., who 
in their scheme submitted to· us have indicated their desire to manufacture only 
about 2,000 tons of nuts, bolts and rivets. 'They should be allowed to augment 
their capacity up .to 5,000 tons according ~o the increase in t~e demand .f~t 
these products. In the.event of our target bemg unable to cope With the demand 
from within the country, we suggest additional unit'might be installed in the 
U.P. We regret it is not possible for us at this stage to recommend erection 
of any small scale factory in Central Provinces, Orissa or Assam which are 
indust.rially backward. As indicated above, our reas.on is that the bulk of the 
demand for fasteners stores emanates from the engineering and allied industrie~ 
and for building construction. These provinces are essentially agricultural nor 
have they any building conlitru.ction programmes of such ·a: magnitud·e aii 
planned by the. Govern.m~nts. of. Bombay and Punjab. Besides, the two large 
scale plants already·ex:'stmg m the. country, ~neat Calcutta.and the other at 
J amshedpur are best Situated to meej; econonucally the reqmrements of these 
provinces. We: are therefore of the opinion that at least during the first five 
years petiod of the Fifteen Year Plan; there is no p_ossibility ofc~nstructingeven 
small scale units for the manufacture of fasteners m these provmces. 

i47. In the course of our discussions with Messrs. Gu~st Keen William,s 
Ltd.; 'Jf~. we~e. inf~rmed that ,the:y:, wer~ pla~g Jor the manuf~cture ,~f 
wood screws in the country. We were also mformed by Messrs. The Indian Stee1 
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& Wire Products Ltd. that they too propose to-set up e. unit to manufacture ~his 
important item of hardware. Similar desire ":a~ also expressed by Mr. Ra]_am 
of the Indian Rolling Mills at Negapatam. This Item of fastener Rtores reqwres 
considerable skill and precision in manufacture and we would, ther~fore, s~ggest 
that its manufacture should rest with those who are already expenenced m the 
manufacture of fasteners. We have no adequate statistical data available to 
plan for its manufacture in the new plants wh!ch we ha~e reco~n:me~dcd for 
installation in other parts of the· country. Defirutely_ more information lB. neces
sary for the plaiDling of this item· of hardware and m the absence of which, we 
have no fresh proposal to make for its manufacture in units other_tb_an those 
which are already established in the country. From the scanty statishcal data 
we have, it is estimated that the current requirements of the country are less 
than 5,000 tons and even if they increase by 100 per cent during the first phase 
of the Plan the schemes which the existing manufacturers have in view would 
more than';dequately cover the demand. So, at this juncture, we would not 
recommend others to take up the manufacture of wood screws which, as stated 
before, requires greater skiU and precision in manufacture. 

148. State aid for the development of the Indmtry :-

(a) Supply of raw materials : In recommending the location of new units, 
we have already suggested the sources of supply of limit bars to the new unit 
or units, which are to be installed. We feel confident that the Indian Steel 
& Wire'Products Ltd. alone of all the producers of wire rods, would be in a posi
tion to supply the requirements of other manufacturers, though in the post
war expansion schemes of the primary producers, provision has been made 
for the manufacture of rods. To tide over the time lag which is bound to occur 
before these expansion schemes come into operation, the Iron & Steel (Major) 
Panel have recommended the manufacture of rods at the Ishapur Ordnance 
Factory. It is not so much for the supply ofthe processing materials to the new 
industry that Government's assistance would be required, but it is in respect 
of the supply of billets to the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. and to Messrs. 
Guest Keen Williams Ltd. that Government will have to see that adequate 
provision is made to supply sufficient quantities of billets to these firms in 
order that the country's production of fasteners may be made in full. 

149. When the re-rolling mills located at ports appeared before the Tariff 
Board, they submitted that they should be allowed to import billets freely in 
the event of the local supply not being available. It is, therefore, alleged that 
these producers have an alternste source of supply and that they should be made 
to import in the event of there being a scarcity of billets in the country, so that 
other re-rolling mills upcountry may draw on the indigenous production. 
Considering the very uncertain position in regard to import of billets from 
abroad, we regret we' are not able to agree with those who desire that supply of 
indigenous billets be' denied or be ouly partia~y made to the firms at ports, 
because they have an alternste source of billet supply from abroad. We 
consider fasteners to be a vital requirement of our Structural Engineering Industry 
and for the enormous building programme which is to be introduced all over the 
country. If these mills e.re not to be supplied with indigenous billets or if they 
are only to be partly supplied in the hope 'that they will be able to meet their 
requirements somehow from abroad and if as a consequence, these factories 
are to run partially or to remain idle, the country may have to go without 
herrequirements o_f ~asteners and her building programme would be delayed owing 
to a bottleneck arlBlng out of short supply of fasteners. This unfortunately was 
India's experience during the war and it is imperative that this should not conti
nue in normal times, when such vast schemes for social and economic -well being 
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are to be enforced. Therefore, high priority will have to he give for the supply 
of r~qnisite biJ!~ts to the .Producers of limit bars in the country by the con
trolling authont1es, who Will be called upon to :regulate the supply of billets to 
the various manufacturers,. is indicated in the Second Report of the Iron and 
Steel (Major) Panel; 

150. (b) Okeap power: · We have not much to say in this connection. 
The places where we have recommended the location of these industries are in 
the main happily situated as far as supply of 'cheap electric power is concenied. 
The only case to which we would like to draw the attention of the Government 
is that of the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. This company a.~ indicated in 
the previous chapter, have an arrangement •with Messrs. Tats Iron & Steel 
Co. Ltd. for the supply of cheap power.' As the latter finn are now considerably 
expanding their nctivit.ies )md as they supply electric power to their own 
associated companies who are already working and as they intend to supply to 
the new ones who are likely to come into operation in the nearfuture, authorities 
concerned must, see to it that the supply of cheap electric power to Messrs. 
Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. is in no way curtailed. 

151. (c) Technical assistance: The prospective manufacturers might 
require to send officers of tJ-,eir own staff for technical training abroad with 
finns from whom they propose to purchase their machinery and equipment.: 
In such cases, we suggest that Government might facilitate employment of 
persons recommended by prospective manufacturers in such factories abroad, 
grant them passage priority and get them admittan~e to technological institutes 
where possible, as is being done by the High Commissioner for India in the 
U.K. and the Agent General in the U.S A.· As the maximum number of factories 
recommended is limited to four,· the employees who might be sent for technical 
training abroad would be small and should in no way inconvenience Govern
ment's arrangements for technical training of personnel for other industries. 

152. In ;regard to the supply of skilled labour, arr~ngements might be 
made with Messrs. hidian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. and Messrs. Guest Keen 
Williams Ltd. to take a certain number of apprentices every year to be trained in 
the various processes of manufacture, so that they may acquire skill before being 
absorbed in regular employment by the prospective manufacturers in other parts 
of the country. For this purpose, ss well as for the purpose of sending technical 
personnel abroad, a minimum education standard will have to be laid down, but 
this being a matter of detail, we leave it to the industry itself to fix its own 
standards. 
· 153. (d) Tariff protecticm: This industry is a protected one. The 
protective duty leviable on nuts and bolts excluding fish-bolts and nuts is at 
present one and a half times the excise duty pin.~ Rs. 1-9.0 per ,cwt. and the 
preferential duty on import from the U.K. is one and ~ half times the excise 
duty or 10 per cent ad valorem whichever is greater.·' On rivets the protective 
duty today is one and a half times the excise duty plus Rs. 1-14..() per cwt. and 
the preferential duty on imports from the U.K. is one and a half times th~ excise 
duty or 10 per cent ad valorem whichever is higher. We are not required to 
indicate precisely the quantum· of protective duties, but we submit that duties 
hitherto enforceable, should continue to remain in operation. We fear that in 
the inlmediate or near future, a large quantity of second-hand nuts and bolts,' 
washers, etc. might be imported in this country at cheap rates, as very large 
surpluses are available from the various theatres of war. As the import of such 
nuts, bolts and rivets might affect the local production, Government might be 
called upon to take legislative measures either to increass the import duty or 
to prohibit import of such material on the submission of sufficient evidence by 
the Industry itself. 



154. We consider-the development ofthis industry' very essential 11.8 an: 
integral pnrt of our industrial planning. ~~g t~e war, when the Iron &• 
Steel Mission from the U.K. and U.S.A. VlBited thiS country, the s~pply of
fastener' store was considered to be. the .worst bo~leneck' and we agam stre.~s' 
the imperative necessity of :preventing. a recurrence. Therefore, . considering 
all the cirllnmstances, the TarifLProtec.t10n accorded to the Industry' at present 
should not' be disturbed and m the event of foreign manufacturers supplying' 
their products at prices at.which it wo~ld be uneconomic for indigenous manu
facturers to •npply, then the authorities concerned should examine .the causes 
of the inability of the indigenous industrie8 to compete with foreign products 
and accord them such assistance_ hi the shape of protective duties, which might" 
be considered suitable in the light of. the evidence then_ tendered. . Considering, 
the price of basic steel prevalent to-day in the U.K. and U.S.A., we do not 
think that for sometime to come any attempt would be made to dump fastener 
stores in India. 

155. (e) Railway freight:' We_bave already indicated the intention of• 
Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd. to shut down their factory in Bombay and 
to -tra.nsfer all the machines to. be absorbed into their main plant in Calcutta. 
The principal reason offered by the firm for this is the high fr~ight of Rs. 53 per 
ton chl'orgeable on carriage of limit bars, from. Tatanagar to their factory _m. 
Bombay. We consider that the railway .. or steamer freight for despatch of 
materials from the manufacturers of limit bars to any part of the country should_ 
not be higher than the steamer freigM chargeable from any port m a foreign 
country from where limit bars or fasteners .manufactlll'ed there_from could be· 
imported into British-India or m any Indian State. Shipping freights have 
been so fixed by some of the maritime powers that they give virtually mdi,rect 
protection to some of the industries, whose products are_ discouraged by a parti
cular importing country. We have quoted the example of the sea freight of, 
2L shillings or Rs, 14-6-0 per ton chargeable on the import of bars from the 
U:X. to any major port in this country agahiSt, Rs .. 55 'to say Lahore. · These 
materials are brought over 5,000 mile•·by sea against 1,173 miles by rail. For· 
a country like India which has at present little shipping of her own to carry 
herproducts to various countries at cheap rates. and thus create markets for her 
fudustrie~. it is necessary to protect her fudu5tries at home, so that their develop
ment' might not be thwarted by fudirect encouragement given by foreign countries 
for the export of their products abroad . 

. 156. (f) lmporl res!ri~irms: In the case of this industry ·als~, we feei 
that Imports should be restricted to those required to balance fudigenous produc
timi arid to that extent_ licences should '.be issued by the controlling authority 
only as fudicated fu the previous chapter and by the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel' 
in Chapte~ VIII of their First Report dealing with Control of Industry. 

~57. (gl. O<Yf11:ro! ofi l.IA'y: ·'we have already fudicated fu paragraph, 
99 while dealing With t)le manufacture of wire and wire products fu this country 
the lin~s on ~hich Government's. !I\dustrial policy could be implemented ;;· 
COil trolling pn~es, supply of basic material, output of, the . fudustry where 
necessary and Its profit. In paragraphs 100 to 102 we have .reiterated the neces
sity of selling ch~a.p steel upon which so much emphasis has been laid ):>y the 
Iron ~ Ste~l (Ma)or) Panel. Manufacture of fasteners, particularly nuts,. bolts 
and nvets Is earned out today under pro~ective tariffs .. Consumers have, borne 
the burden of these ta~s fo~ well-~ twenty years and it is high time that 
t~ey were able to obtam then reqmrements at reasonable prices. We do not 
WISh to ana!yse at -length, the prices of .other steel products whether manufac-. 
t~ed by pflmary: ~r secondary producers, the price of fasteners today are higher 
tlian those prevailing before the war. Then they were sold at Rs . . 12 to Rs. 1& 
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per cWt.' when th~iprice ofcbille1PWaS Rs; :198i,. It:is'not ·our'iduty' to, examine, 
whether' the industry: was justified .in charging .these .prices' or, not., .. A-I:lomp~w·~~ 
tive study ·of othenteel prod riots will reveal that in no.case has the .pri()e,increa~ed, 
five to·six-times above'the·pre-war leyek .we therefore feeLthat the.p>"ices I>Il', 
high and that at the earliest <>pportunity; a proper enqniry byrthe•l'arif[Bp.~J.rd 
or any such'Gmletnmeilt body 'should ibe·instituted .to, ascertain· the ,rea89,D/\}or, 
the·~i9h·prices •prevailing today .• both.fin.~espeilt cif, tile basic'steel.\md £.11st~ne~~. 
and' to suggest ·means whereby they coUld be reduced• 

158, In J:~gard)o t'he,"~cidence offr~igh£ in 'relatibn to the lluilil.itii>. <>~ 
price o~e~ed't~' cbnsiurier~ at various destmati~p:s up~lmntry-;.-'o.tir 'rlicomniiind'a-: 
tions in paragraph 104 shoU!il'be lUade applicable' in .l'~spect of' this fudustry 1as: 
well a's Wire and Wire Products:·' ' . . . . 

'. - . .. ' ... 
159. I~' regard to thi,. C\)ntrol of the <>utp11t ofthe inilUI!f;ry,, this~ lias ,tp 

be regulated again according to. the nece!l•ities•of:the .occ11sion. ; l'he ~0ntro,lling. 
authority,. who will. issue• licences fot the creation o.f;new;plajl.ts wi.U fb;st ))ave to,, 
satisfy _themseh>'es. that' :the increase. in .the demal!d. is· such. as ,t0 ·~airant. th~ , 
erection of new units and that adequate steps ha.ve .be~n takep, by; t)le prospec~iv.~. 
entrepr,~~rs, to, :o.btain .. t,h,eiJ;•.t"B:W .m~terials: .. If .for an! .re~so~, ,dema'td for 
th!lse. products do!ls )l!lt .~ome, J1P tO: expect~t10ps 1ii.a p~rlacular :region, 'th.en the 
unit in ,ti.at. tegion .will. have, to. curtail its production and the industry oti 'thd 
whole sb'!lll not be made t'! sillrei. ' ';I'l).e 'elcistiJ1g .:units; which ha,Ve bUilt. iip 
theix busiJ!.es,s ,py;cpns~d~~b~~ sacrifice ;~lHfuld ~~. alloweq t? sell' at. ~oi#pe,~i~iv:e 
rates proV>ded thpy dOnot.cut dqwn pnce~.to an uneconomic level a,nd s~ll even. 
below ·therr own· production costs. ',Because of thei± 'financial resoill:ces; they 
sh<luld !l?t ·~.~ !'lJow~~ t~ D.':ar)<e~, tJiei!" ou~put M pelo~ cost,in'~n !'tt~nipt t? kill 
compeht1ons. Therefore II!,controlhng !ll)BJut, if. P!oduct10n, ll' t<? :\Je :r~st.ncted;' 
it should be localized in tlie area 'where the demand hii.s fallen;·ptoviaea· maiiu~' 
facturers from outside the region are able to sell in that region at competitive 
prices, so that the comumer is not made to bear the unnecessary burden of 
maintaining an uneconomic unit. ------

160. In the same way, exports and imports of the products of this in
dustry should be controlled. Permission for exports should not be granted 
until such time the demand within the country is fully satisfied and imports 
should be permitted only to the extent of balancin~ local production. The 
importer might in this case alqo be reqnired to submit all statistical information 
to the Government or to the cbntrolling authorities so that a record may be 
kept of the sizes and tonnage of the items not indigenously manufactured in 
order to encourage their manufacture in India, at as early a date as possible. 

161. The last control which we consider essential for tht> sound develop
ment of this industry is, to see that the product• continue to be manufactmed 
to British Standard Specifications. This item of primary hardware must 
couform to the variou.• tests and specifications laid down for its manufacture, 
because it performs a very important function in the construction of bnildings, 
bridges, etc. In our opinion, great care will have to be exercised by the con
trollin~ authorities to see that the manufacturers adhere to these standards. 
For this purpose, Government will have to mak~ proper arrangements for the 
examination of the products of this industry. It need not be on such an 
elaborate scale as at Jamshedpur. II necessary, the services of the Inspection 
Organization of the Indian Stores Department might be used for this purpose 
and a nominal charge may be levied for the industry to cover the cost of 
inspection. 

162. Before concluding our remarks on the question of controls, we would 
submit that they should not be so exercised as to interfere with private enterprise 
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and its working of the various units under its management. We would reiterate 
that the control of the basic material, of output, imports and exports ahould 
not be made a permanent feature of our industriB.l structure. They are only 
necessary as long as a shortage of these products prevails, but as soon as limit 
bars and billets are available in adequate quantities and as soon as the producers 
are able to produce a surplus for external markets, then the controls would be 
unnecessary and should be withdrawn. Internal competition between various 
units should be permitted so as to bring about a healthy growth of the industry. 
However the question of prices should be under constant observation. Consi
dering the quantity of fasteners to be supplied in the country, we do not think 
it necessary to make any specific recommendations regarding marketing. If 
the varions units in the industry desire to market their products independently, 
we see no particular objection in their doing so, as long as no attempt is made 
to discourage other manufacturers by unfair competition. Similarly, we have no 
objection to the various units in the industry arranging to sell through the same 
marketing organization provided that by so doing they do not create monopolistic 
conditions and offer their products at prices which might deny to the consumer 
the benefits of cheap steel products. · 

163. For the purpose of marketing the products of this industry abroad, 
it would be desirable if they were marketed through one central selling orga
nization. We would, for this purpose, recommend that the services of a Central 
Marketing Organization as recommended by the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel 
for the products of the basic industry should be utilized, as it would prevent 
foreign purchasers from playing off one supplier against the other and would 
enable the industry as a whole to obtain the best possible prices. Again the 
units proposed being small, they may not have financial resources which would 
be at the disposal of Central Marketing Organization. 



CHAPTER V 

BUILDING AND DOMESTIC HARDWARE, CUTLERYWARE AND 
ALLIED PRODUCTS 

164. Building hardware is manufactured all over the country on small 
and cottage industry scale. Before the war, Japanese competition was keen 
but despite this, the industry has made some headwav particularly in the up
country towns and villages, where hinges, door bolts: latches and other door 
and window fittings, locks and padlocks have been produced in large quantities. 
Its development received considerable impetus during the war as a result of 
increased demands by the Supply Department and by the virtual cessation of 
imports. The quality and output improved and increased considerably as the 
supplies had to be made to Ordnance Inspection Specifications, which are rigid 
in respect of dimensions, durability and fiuish. Unfortunately no statistical 
data is available about the production of this type of hardware. 

165. The production of these products in large scale factories has also 
been undertaken by two to three firms in Bombay and Calcutta, of which the 
most noteworthy is the Acme Manufacturing Co., Ltd. of Bombay. This firm 
manufacture high grade door, window and other fittings. 

166. It is anticipated that the demand for building hardware will be on 
considerably larger scale in the post-war period than hitherto, owing to the 

large scale building programme; which has been prepared by various Provincial 
and the Central Government departments. The importance of the latter can 
best be visualized when in the Punjab alone, according to the Report of the 
Provincial Town Planning Officer, it will be necessary to spend about Rs. 300 
crores to meet the housing needs of the people in the urban and rural areas 
of that province during a period of 20 years and when it will be necessary to 
build about 33,500 houses per annum throughout the province for 20 years and 
an additional 33,500 houses for five to seven years to make good the deficiency 
arising ont of more or less complete cessation of civilian building activities during 
t;he war. This estimate has been based on the previous cen.•uses and does not 
take into account the accelerated rate of industrial growth, which is envisaged 
in the post-war industrialization of the province. If an agricultural province 
like the Punjab is to have a building programme of such magnitude, it is not 
difficult to imagine what the requirements would be in other industrial provinces 
and large towns like Bombay and Calcutta. In the latter case, according to 
the census of 1941, the population increased to 2,190,000 from 1,460,000 recorded 
during the census of 1921. At the time when Food Ratiouing was introduced 
late in 1943, Ration Cards were issued to more than 4,100,000 people. This 
increase in population was due partly to evacuation of Burma and partly due to 
Calcutta becoming the biggest supply base for the defence services in the eastern 
theatre of the war. Nevertheless a substantial portion of this population will 
remain in Calcutta having found means of livelihood there and the town 
authorities are already considering building schemes to house this additional 
population. 

167. We therefore feel that the development of this industry should 
receive the careful attention of all Provincial and States authorities and their 
Directors of Industries. We are recommending the lines on which the latter 
should act so that small industries for the manufacture of this important item 
of hardware may be developed all over the country. 

47 
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168. Locks and Padlocks: This industry has been in e~stence ~ the 
country for well-nigh half a centurv and is particularly localized m the Aligarh 
District of the U.P. Locks and Padlocks are also manufactured as a small.scale 
industry in some parts of the Punjab, Bombay, Madras and other provmces. 
Even the complicated Yale type locks have be~n manufactured by firms of 
repute like Messrs. Godrej & Boyce Manufact~nug Co., L.td., Alwyn & Co., 
Ltd., etc. This industry also developed considerably durmg the war,. when 
the import of cheap locks and padlocks of German and Japanese manufacture 
ceased and the Supply Department purchased large 9.uantities of this store. T~e 
main source of supply was the Director of Industnes, U .. P. under whose ae~ps, 
this small scale industry in Aligarh was properly orgaruzed. The productive 
capacity was estimated at 125,000 locks per month which could be st~pped up 
to 200,000 locks per mensem. The sizes purchased were standard~zed ":nd 
conformed to the specifications laid down by the Ordnance InspectiOn With 
the result that the quality and output of this industry improved considerably. 

169. Domestic Hardware:-

Out!ery and allied products : The Cutlery Industry has been known to 
exist in this country as a cottage industry from time immemorial. Ranade in 
his Essay on Indian Economics, states: 

" The Iron & Steel Industry not only supplied all the locD.[ wants, 
but it also enabled IndiD. to export its finished products to various countries. 
The quality of the material turned out had also a world-wide fame. Indian 
wootz steel furnished materials out of which the Damascus blades with 
world-wide reputation were made and merchants in those old times travelled 
all the way to India to obtain these materials and export to Asia. The 
Indian steel found once considerable demand for cutlery even in England." 

170. Since the formation of Departments of Industries in various pro
vinces, some attempts have been made to establish small scale industries which 
included the cutlery cottage industry. The production mainly consisted knives 
of various kinds including choppers, etc., spoons and some farm implements. 
Spoons and forks have been cast in large numbers in Moradabad in the U.P. 
and knives etc. have been made in the Punjab at Nizamabad, Wazirabad and 
Lahore. 

171. Moradabad cutlery: Moradabad spoons and forks are cast from 
a low grade nickel-silver for which the main source of supply was from the 
spent bullets used for practising at different cantonments. The pre-war price 
was extremely low, tea spoons at about 0-6-0 per dozen and dessert-spoons at 
0-12-0 to 1-0-0 per dozen were sold with some sort of silver plating. This is 
the one pl~ce wh!ch kept .out !apa!'~se spoons. and forks although they were 
made on die castmg machmes m IDlllions. Nizamabad and Wazirabad made 
knives and could produce a fair quality dessert-knives for Rs. 1-8-0 per dozen. 

. 172. Most of the k~ves '!er~ made from low grade carbon steel scrap. 
Stamless steel was not available mdigenously nor was the technique of working 
the stainless steel kno"::'. The price of imported stainless steel was kept high 
because of the Intematwnal Steel Cartel. To add to these difficulties the duty 
on imported st."inless steel bars was ab.out 20 per cent and on cutlery only 
25 per cent, whiCh left a very small margm for the manufacturers in this country. 
In spite of these difficulties, some headway was made before the war in the 
production of stainless steel cutlery by the Metal Industries of Lahore who 
have a well equipped and snitable plant. The difficulties experienced by this 
firm were many- An expert was brought from Sheffield, who refused to work 
and left after two months; putting the firm to an unnecessary expense. The 
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firm then started training the men here who were able to produce cutlery of 
good quality in about two years. This had been done as they could not be 
certain of bringing out another man from Sheffield with a guarantee of staying 
and training the labour here. The firm was producing cutlery and could 
compete against the imported cutlery before the war. The capacity of the 
firm is about 500 pieces per day and the range consists of all types of cutlery 
including knives, forks and spoons and of stainless steel nickel-silver and solid 
silver. This firm never asked for any tariff protection and they propose to extend 
their capacity by putting in a Balancing Plant to achieve further economy in 
production. This was the only civil firm who produced a large number of 
bayonets during the war besides Kookries, Fighting Knives and Dahs. All these 
articles were formerly produced only at the Ordnance Factories which were not 
able to cope with the war time demands. 

173. With the arrival of a large number of British and American troops 
in the country and with the raising of a volunteer army of 2t million men, 
everyone of whom used a spoon at least and about a hundred thousand officers 
whose messes anJ personal luggage were equipped with the dinner-tablerequisit~s, 
the demand for spoons, knives, forks, fish-eaters, etc. greatly increased. With 
the return of these soldiers to civilian life, it is reasonable to assume that the 
habit of using cutleryware will be retained by them and spread to their families 
and friends with a reslutant increase in demand. 

174. Safety Razors: During the war, a few razors were made for the 
Department of Supply. They were expensive and not of very good quality 
and it is feared that this side of the cutleryware industry is now dead in view 
of the very cheap and attractive plastic razors now being imported. The 
manufacture of razor blade.• presented a very difficult problem and unless some 
firm is in a position to roll tbe strips, it will not be possible to produce these 
in this country. In any event, it is doubtful whether India would be able to 
compete against other countries where blades can be produced at a price as 
low as two for a pice. The capital expenditure involved is heavy and consi
derable technical skill is required. 

175. Current output : It is difficult to assess the current output and 
value of building and domestic hardware that is being manufactured in this 
country, because production is carried out in large, small and cottage scale 
plants and statistical data is meagre as the bulk of the production is obtained 
from small and cottage scale plants. There is however reason to believe that 
the bulk of the materials consumed in this country are now manufactured locally. 
At the same time, it will be seen from tbe following Table No.7 that during the 
period 1935-40 the import of hardware excluding electroplated-ware and such 
items as bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, wire and wire products (protected and non
protected) was considerable. 

TABLE No.7. 
Import of Hardware-:-1935-1940. 

(Excluding Cutlery electroplated-ware, bolts, ·nuts, rivets, wire and wire nails
protected and non-protected). 

Description 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38 .1938--39 1939-40 

1. Builders Hardware such as 
lock, hinges door-bolts, etc. 28,29,7~0 22,65,006 32,41,631 30,44,511 22,16,440 

2. Domestic Hardware other 
than enamelware 9,82,836 10,56,323 9,14,879 9,50,952 5,42,081 

Total ... 38,12,626 33,21,329 41,56,510 39,95,463 27,58,521 

Source :-Statistical Abstract of the Seaborne Trade of llritish-Indla. 
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176. Because the bulk of the hardware as stated above is. now produced 
in the country, it does not follow that expansion in its pr~duction m the post-war 
period is not necessary. Indigenous manufacture plus Uilpon:s have been able 
to meet the normal requirements of the co~try. :Sut durmg the post-'!ar 
period, we have not only to meet a substantial portiOn of the; demand which 
has been denied during the last sixty years, but also the expanding needs of t~e 
various industries whose development is being planned now, an~ of the bnil
ding trade. Again, if the small scale manufacturers are g>ven technic~! 
assistance in the manufacture of these products, ~f measures ~re taken .for t~err 
standardization and for their manufacture according to prescnbed specificat~ons 
and if assistance in the shape of organized marketing is given, then there ll! a 
definite future for the products of these industries in markets east of Suez. 

177. Target of production: There being no statistical data available to 
ascertain the indigenous pre-war production of building and domestic hardware, 
it is well-nigh impossible to lay down a target of production for this industry. 
Figures are available about the imports of these products and from the Table 
No. 7 above, it will be seen that during the quinquennium 1935-40, building 
hardware such as door hinges, hasps and staples, door-bolts, etc. were imported 
into British lndis at an average value ofRs. 25 to 30 lakhs per annum. Similarly, 
domestic hardware of an average value of about Rs. 9 to 10 lakhs was imported per 
annum. The average import of cutleryware was valued at Rs. 25 to30 lakhs per 
annum, but this is partial information and without actually knowing the quantity 
or value of the products manufactured in the country it is difficult to state what 
new productive capacity should be created. The import figures only indicate 
that there is still room for further developing production in this country, but 
in view of the enormous building programme which all the provincial govern
ments have planned and in view of the equally enormous construction of buil
dings on private account, any attempt to fix the target without knowledge 
of their requirements, would make our estimates wide off the mark and would 
not be even worth considering. We had no occasion nor the time to examine 
the building programmes of the provincial governments so as to make an 
estimate of the demand for building hardware. Even if we had obtained in
formation regarding the requirements of the construction schemes of the 
various provincial governments, our assessment would still have been wide off 
the mark because of the inability to measure the reqnirements of private partjes. 
If not impossible, to collect such information in a country of the size of India, 
would involve considerable time, labour and expense and therefore, we suggest 
the development of this industry be taken on lines indicated hereunder. 

178. We suggest that small units for the manufacture of building hard
ware should be located in all provinces and major States. We suggest that the 
Director of Industries or such of the officers of the provincial or State govern
ments, who are entrusted with the task of sponsoring the development schemes, 
should form a committee of architects, engineers, suitably qualified officers 
from the P.W.D. and representatives of such bodies as the Chamber of Commerce 
together with a few well-known building contractors. This committee should 
examin~ the schemes of the provincial governments, district and local bodies 
m~icip~lities, etc. and if poss~ble also ascertain. fi:om private individuals by 
notifi~at10~ to the Pre.ss, pa~!Culars of ~ny building construction that they 
have m v1ew for erectiOn .durmg the penod of five years. Having done so, 
they should prepare an estimate of the types of fittings and building hardware 
that would be required for the .various types of houses to be constructed. They 
should then attempt to standarcij.ze requirements, prepare drawings of the type 
of hardware that would be requrred and work out specifications so that stand
ardized products of sufficient strength and quality could be utilized throughout 



the province. As a matter of fact, the Industries & Supplies Department of 
the Government of India, with a view to manufacture building hardware at 
the various Ordnance Factories in the country, formed a representative com
mittee on these lines, after consulting eminent architects and engineers in the 
country, so that any bottleneck for want of these products may not 1·etard the 
future building programmes. Though we do not approve of the production of 
building hardware in Government Ordnance Factories, we consider the method 
of approach in meeting the post-war heavy demand for building hardware to 
be sound and suggest that all provincial and State governments should work on 
the same lines. The type of machinery and presses required for this purpose 
are simple in design and operation and they can be installed in any town where 
cheap power and skilled labour are available. 

179. In regard to the superior quality of building hardware required for 
up-to-date and modern buildings for industrial and commercial purposes, for 
hospitals, universities, higher educational institutes, etc. and for high class 
modern residential premises and bungalows, we suggest that two more factories 
of the type which Messrs. Acme Manufacturing Co., Ltd. have established in 
Bombay would be sufficient to meet the requirements for such superior quality 
hardware in other. parts of the country. In our opinion, one of these should 
be erected in Bengal and the other in the Punjab. It is unnecessary for us to 
suggest the precise location of these factories. We leave it to the prospective 
entrepreneurs and the Government of the provinces concerned. We do not 
think at this juncture, there is any necessity for a plant of the type suggested 
being erected in South India, because we feel the exidting factory in Bombay 
and another one if it comes into operation in Bengal, would be able to meet 
the requirements of the Southern Presidency and of the Indian States adjacent 
to it. In case any firm desires to set up a plant for the manufacture of this 
type of hardware for the export markets, the construction of such a plant should 
be encouraged in a major port preferably Bombay; from where shipments could 
be despatched to all the countries east of Suez. 

190. What we have stated above also applies to an equal extent to the 
manufacture of cutleryware, Cutleryware has so far mainly been manufactured 
in some of the districts of the Punjab and U.P. where for generations, skilled 
craftsmen have been employed in its production. The only large scale factory, 
producing cutleryware of a very superior quality comparable to the best obtain
able anywhere, i.e. The Metal Industries, Lahore is also situated in this 
province. There are other provinces besides, where cutleryw~re !'articularly 
knives, have been manufactured. There are some small factones m the ports 
of Calcutta and Bombay and the metal industry at Shoranur and the adjacent 
districts in South India is also well known. In the circumstances, we do not 
feel any justification for the manufacture of cutleryware being localized in a 
certain area. 

181. In a previous paragraph, we have already indicated the increase 
in the use of cutleryware in the army during the war, when every Indian soldier 
in a volunteer army of 2! million men was provided with a spoon at least and 
about a hundred thousand officers' kit and their messes were equipped with 
dining table requisites. These men who joined the army from various provinces 
will return home and where possible will encourage the use of cutleryware in 
villages and small towns, where it is not used to the extent it should be. This 
coupled with the improvement in the standard of living and improvement in 
education, is bound to create a substantial demand for cutleryware and there 
is no reason why their production should not be taken up in factories in various 
provinces. In the ensuing paragraph dealing with Government assistance, 
we propose to suggest certain measures in order to standardize quality and 
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output and offer technical assistance to small manufacturers to keep their pla_nts 
in efficient workina condition and we feel confident that cutleryware of servrce
ahle quality at re.:'sonable prices will be made available to the consumers in the 
country. 

182. We also feel that for the manufacture of superior quality cutlery
ware, two more factories should be established, one in Bombay and the other 
in Bengal. Our suggestions might perhaps not meet the approval of people 
interested in the industrial development of other provinces, but the reason 
which bas prompted us to suggest two new plants of the type of Metal Industries, 
Lahore, in Bombay and Bengal is that these two provinces today are industrially 
most advanced and contain the largest population of the class, who aro the 
usual buyers of cutleryware of a superior quality. In no other province will 
the number of such persons be adequately large enough to warram the construc
tion of such plants in the immediate or the near future. Again, considering 
the prices at which foreign cutleryware is marketed in India, we feel that these 
two factories in the ports should be iu a position to export their products to 
markets east of Suez. We do not for a moment, desire it to be conveyed that 
we are averse to the establishment of such factories in other parts of India. 
We, however, feel that in the immediate or near future their location in these 
two provinces would best serve the needs of the public and also help to develop 
export markets. 

183. State Aid : Manufacture of domestic hardware and cutlervware 
has been carried out maiuly on a cottage scale basis and as such its development 
should become a subject of close supervision by the Department of Industries 
in the various provinces and States. We have already indicated the lines on 
which the authorities in the various provinces should arrange for the supply 
of this type of hardware. If the cottage scale industry in the various provinces 
is to supply the building hardware required for the buildings and tenements 
to be constructed for the working classes and for people constructing buildings 
on private account with small financial resources, then it should also be the 
responsibility of the Government, to see that suitable basic materials of the 
right quality are made available to the cottage industries at reasonable prices, 
so that hardware of standard quality is available for the building programme 
of people with limited means: Provincial Governments will have to consider 
some scheme of co-operative buying, which may be put up in a particular pro
vince by those interested in the manufacture of domestic hardware or, the 
Industries Department may have to take upon itself the responsibility for 
purchasing in bulk the basic materials from the pri:inary producers and distri
bute them among the various manufacturers charging nominal fees to cover the 
cost of distribution. 

184. Our object in making this proposal is to protect the cottage industry 
from being exploited by middlemen who, taking advantage of the indebtedness 
of the small scale manufacturer, compel him to buy the raw materials at a. 
considerabl~ hi~er p~ce and take away his, !inished product at a. price which 
would proVIde hun wrth bare means of subsrstence and keep him perpetually 
under the bondage of the middlemen. We are quite aware that the Govern
ments of Provinces and States have already made some progress in this direction 
!'nd we, would urge them ~o take similar measures for the, development of this 
mdustry liS well, so that rts products may be marketed at reasonable prices 
and at the same time enable the small scale industrialists to make the most of 
its talents, eq.ui~ment and labour. For t~e same reason, we would impress 
upon the Provmcral Governments t~e ~ecessrty to form a Marketing Organization 
of the Industry or form an Assoorat10n of small scale manufacturers to give 
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them the benefits of co-operative marketing. During our discussions, Mr. 
Quereshi, lately the Director of Industries, Punjab emphasized that a uni
form procedure might be cC>nsidered by the Department of Industries in the 
vario~ prC>vinces an~ States in order that. the I_ndustry may be developed on 
certam well-defined lines and on an all-India basis and so that its various prob
lems may be uniformly treated throughout the country. For the development 
of the Surgical Instruments Industry, the Punjab Gove=ent have taken over 
from the Central Government, the organization which was set up for the control 
of this Industry during the war and converted it into a Surgical Instruments 
& Allied Products Development Centre. In Chapter No. VIII, we have des
cribed the functions, which in our opinion should be performed by this organiza
tion and we would like that all the Provincial Governments interested in this 
industry should form an organization attached to the Department of Industries 
to work on similar lines, so that this cottage industry may develop on sound lines. 

185. Supply of Power : In regard to supply of electric power, we have 
no particular recommendation to make, as we think that cheap power will be 
available in all provinces and States for industries to be carried on cottage scale 
basis, at least in large towns. In respect of the larger units, which we have 
recommended for construction in the two Presidencies, there should again be 
no difficulty as adequate electric power is available. 

186. In regard to technical assistance, we feol that the Department of 
Industries should engage the services of technically qualified supervisors with 
practical knO\vledge. These supervisors should go out to the various factories, 
examine their machinery and equipment, advise and gnide the manufacturers 
in their up-keep and maintenance, and also demonstrate to them efficient and 
correct methods of handling the raw material and operation of their machinery. 
We feel that ouly by engaging the services of such technical supervisors could 
a proper check be maintained on the quality of the basic material and the 
finisheil products. 

187. As the small scale industrialists would always be handicapped for 
want of up-to-date and expensive machine tools, we recommend that a Central 
Workshop be created and located in such a part of the country, from where 
it would be in a position to supply dies and machinery parts of standaril quality 
to the smail scale manufacturer. We attach considerable importance to this 
as it has been suggested to us by some large scale manufacturers of hardware 
that the country's material resources should not be drained away by allowing 
indiscriminate manufacture of low quality goods, by people who are ill-equipped 
to turn out goods comparable to those manufactured in a up-to-date and auto
matic plant. If it is thought advisable by large scale manufacturers like Messrs. 
Guest Keen Williams Ltd. to bring under one roof, the expensive machine shop 
which is required for manufacturing dies and other parts required for the auto
matic machines, it is equally important that a small but properly equipped 
workshop should be created for the benefit of the indigenous small scale manu
facturers who oould not afford to establish one of their own. The establishment 
of such a workshop coupled with skilled supervision of the manufacturing 
processes by technically qua~ed men woul~ ~ediately raise. the standard 
and quality of the out~ut of thiB Industry whi?h 18 so very essential to put the 
industry on sound footmg and also for developmg the export market. 

188. The Gove=ent of India might consider the possibility of!ocating 
snch a workshop in one of the Ordnance Factories at Kanpur or at J ubbul
pore or both. This in turn would lower the incidence of overhead charges as 
such a workshop would form only a small department in the Ordnance Factories. 
In the early stages, it may not be found profitable to work such a Central Work
shop, but once its utility is recognized for the development of small scale 



industries besides the one with which we are dealing, we are sure that the 
demands on such a workshop would be ·such that it would result in further 
economies in supplying the machinery and machine parts to. the small scale 
industrialists everywhere in t~e c.ountry. We would, therefore, ~e th<: Govern
ment of India and the ProvmCial Government concerned to g1ve thlB matter 
verv careful thought. Upon some such arrangement will depend very largely 
the' succes.qful growth of the small-scale industry in the country. 

189. We do not think any State assistance is necessary in the s~ape of 
tariff protection or concession in railway freight but the volume of rmports 
should be carefully watched by the Government. As we have pointed out, 
the small-scale manufacturers particularly of cutleryware and locks, were able 
to produce before the war, goods which compared favourably with those coming 
from Japan. We feel that for some time to come the prospects for large scale 
imports of domestic hardware and cutleryware are remote and as such the 
occasion baa not yet arrived to consider the question of affording tariff protec
tion to this industry. In case such imports materialize earlier, the door is 
always open to the industry to approach the Tariff Board and establish a case 
for protection. We are confident that any such application will receive the 
immediate attention of that Board, who had already considered the applica
tions of other small scale and recently developed industries. 

190. Control of Industry: In our opinion, the contrQl of industry in 
the form it is applied is not necessary for the future development of this 
industry. What is necessary is technical guidance, supply of raw materials of 
quality and at reasonable prices and standardized equipmentand machine parts 
at the units of production throughout the country. Price control of any nature 
is not necessary. The goods being manufactured on cottage scale will cater 
for markets in areas within small distances. Healthy competition among 
manufacturers would be desirable so that the manufacturers will try to main
tain that degree of efficiency which would enable them to retain their customers. 
Free imports of the products of these industries will in no way affect the local 
production, so long as goods of serviceable quality are produced at reasonable 
prices •. In our opinion, foreign imports under the present circumstances, will 
only serve to supplement local production as foreign goods are offered to-day at 
much higher prices than those indigenously manufactured and this condition 
is likely to prevail for some time to come at least during the first phase of the 
Plan. 

191. The only check necessary to prevent any deterioration in quality 
is to see that raw materials of proper quality, standardized equipment and 
machine parts are supplied to the factories and proper irlBpection is maintained. 
This should be in the form of an aid to the industry and not as control. It 
will be for. the Provincial and States Governments to see that the fullest advan
tage is taken by the industry of sur.h assistance as we have suggested above. 
It is only when the industrialists ignore the advantage accruing to them from 
standardization of production and attempt to revise the quality of the output, 
control in some form or other should be contemplated. In such a case, we 
would suggest that Provincial and States Governments should take some action 
of the sort which i;s being taken by the Government of ~he Punjab in the develop
ment of the Surg1eal Instruments Industry, about which we have commented in 
Chapter No. VII. 

192. We feel that for the development of this and other small scale indus
tries, it would be advantageous for the Directors of various Provinces and States 
meet together at least three to four times a year t~ discuss problems of stan
dardizatio~, improvem?nts in manufac~uring technique and questions relating 
to marketmg, etc. This exchange of Vlews would be of considerable value in 



the development of this and other industries. An association of manufacturers 
of these products might be formed in each of the Provinces and States and 
through them, the various fabricators in the country might be approached for 
information which the Directors of Industries may have collected about the 
industry in other parts of the country. This free exchange of views in solving 
the various problem• pertaining to the industry, would in the long run assist 
the attainment of uniformity of production throughout the country and enable 
the industry to turn out products of good quality. Any such voluntary orga
nization of industry, would in our opinion, achieve better results than any form 
of control. 

193. We are also of the opinion that no centralized marketing organiza
tion for domestic hardware and cutleryware is necessary. In regard to export 
markets, the reports of our Trade Commissioners in the adjacent countries indi
cate the export of domestic hardware and cutleryware would be very welcome'. 
In our opinion, this should be attempted only after indigenous demand is 
satisfied. It will be necessary for the Department of Industries in various 
provinces to consider methods of marketing when such exportable surpluses are 
achieved, and they have to decide whether the same is to be marketed through 
the large merchant houses in the ports, who will take good care to see that 
products of good quality attractively and properly packed are despatched 
abroad, or alternately, they may have to form their own selling organization. 
We consider it is essential for the development of our export trade that one or 
the other alternative methods of export selling is adopted. We hope that the 
authorities concerned will encourage organized marketing immediately expor
table surpluses are available. 



CHAPTER VI 

HOLLOW-WARE AND ENAMELWARE 

194. Metal Pressing, Processing and Welding Industry in India was 
established before the war for light and medium pressings required in the 
manufacture of utensils for domeRtic use and even for medium and large con
tainers for industrial use. There is hardly a single bazaar in India to-day not 
supplying tin utensils commonly used in Indian households such as buckets, 
bath-tubs, et<-. These are mainly hand-made with the traditional skill handed 
down bv generations. During the war, heavy pressings or "bot pressings" 
were produced by some firms of structural engineers in Calcutta and J amshed
pur at the request of the Armoured Vehicles Directorate for pressing armour 
plates into shapes. The development of the hollow-ware industry has been 
such that almost any type of utensil or container can now be manufactured 
indigenous! y. 

195. Containers for petrol, lubricants and other mineral oils: During the 
war, owing to a considerable number of tank wagons for petrol, lubricants and 
other mineral oils being required for defence services, it was necessary to 
despatch these oils upcountry in sufficiently large size containers and drums 
which could be loaded into an ordinary goods wagon or cargo-boat. Conse
quently, large scale production of two-gallon and four-gallon welded steel petrol 
drums was taken up by various oil companies distributing petrol and mineral 
oils in this country. Messrs. Burmah Shell Oil and Distributing Co. Ltd. have 
their own installations at Bombay, Calcutta, Marmagoa, Madras, Ernakulam, 
Cocanada, Karachi and Chittagong and their monthly output of kerosene con
tainers is 1,373,200 four-gallon tili.s-aild 32,000 two-gallon tins. The Assam 
Oil Company's installation at Digboi produces 390,000 four-gallon tins per 
month. The Attock Oil installation at Rawalpindi manufacture 2,000 one
gallon tins, 4,800 two-gallon tins and 6,100 four-gallon tins per month. The 
Standard Vacuum Oil Company's installations at Calcutta, Bombay, Marmagoa 
Ernakulam, Cocanada and Karachi produce 619,770 four-gallon tins and 9,800 
one-gallon tins. Thus, the total monthly Indian production of these mineral 
oil containers comes to approximately 133,230 one-gallon tins, 36,800 two
gallon tins and 2,339,070 four-gallon tins. 

196. Besides the oil companies, indigenous paint and varnish manu
facturers in Calcutta and Bombay utilize locally manufactured drums and 
Messrs. The Indian Gal_vanizing (192_6) Ltd. and Messrs. Barry & Co., Managing 
Agents of Jenson & Nicholson (India) Co. of Calcutta also manufacture their 
own drums. Ave~~ large demand also came up form the D.G.M.P. who pur
chased large quantities of four-gallon and other drums and lubricating oil cans. 
These were p_urchased from companies who will continue to function during the 
post-war penod as a large volume of these containers will still be required for 
the despatch of vegetable oils, the production of which has been planned on a 
very large scale. 

197. ContaineTs fa; fo~d products: Containers for food products have 
been manufactured by t'!'snuths all over the country, but the production of 
these on a large scale basiS was first undertaken by The Metal Box Co. of India 
Ltd. This company started operations in India in 1933 with a capital of Rs. 10 
lakhs. The original fact~ry was ins~alled in Calcutta. Within two years, a 
small factory was opened m Bombay m 1935, to meet the growing demands for 
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containers in that city, which could not satisfactorily be served from Calcutta 
owing to the incidence of heavy railway freight. Both the Calcutta and Bombay 
factories continued to expand and in the year 1940, a new and greatly enlarged 
factory was built in Bombay. 

198. At the outbreak of the war, this firm employed approximately 
900 workers in its two factories, which number increased to 4,000 in 1943, which 
was the peak year for supplies to the Defence Services. In 1944, the com
pany opened a factory in Okara in the Punjab for the supply of food containers 
manufactured on the first fully automatic high-speed can production unit ever 
to be installed in this country. Since the cessation of hostilities, further 
factory expansions have taken place and the company have made plans to 
install a fourth plant in South India as a part of their Post-war Development 
Scheme. 

199. The company is associated with The Metal Box Co. Ltd. of London, 
The Continental Overseas Corporation of America, The Southern Can Company 
of Australia, The Metal Box Co. of Africa Ltd., Messrs. Thomassen & Drijver, 
Holland, S.A. Sobemi, Belgium, etc. These world-wide connections have made 
it possible for the company to incorporate the latest developments in the 
manufacture of containers, by pooling of technical knowledge and ensures 
adequate supplies of tin containers for the packing of a wide range of product 
at low prices, by utilization of modem high speed machinery. The quality and 
the output of the firm are comparable to that manufactured in any foreign 
country. The contribution of the company to the economy of the country can 
well be measured by the fact that consumer goods to the value of approximately 
Rs. 15 crores are packed in containers produced by the company for more than 
300 industries employing an estimated labour force ofabout 50,000 workers. 

200. During the war, more than 80 articles of munitions and components 
for Munitions and Aircraft Directorates were manufactured in the company's 
factories. Their most valuable contribution was in supplying millions of tin 
containers for packing army rations, powdered milk, butter, cheese, margarine 
syrups, coffee, condiments, tobacco, camouflage creams, lubricating oils, etc. 
The company also manufactured eyelets for army boot, metal components for 
webbing and canvas equipment and their production ran into millions. Their 
factory at Okara has a capacity to manufacture about 20 million tin containers 
for canned food and given cheap tin-plate, there is every possibility of this 
factory in the agricultural province producing the cheapest containers for packing 
canned foods and as such wonld give considerable help to canned food marketing 
which is being planned on an extensive scale by the Governments of the Punjab 
and the Frontier Province, as patt of their Post-war Development Schemes. 

201. The importance of this industry to our national economy can well 
be measured by the list of products packed in containers manufactured in this 
country as given in the following Table No. 8. 

Abrasives 
Adhesives 
Asafoetida 

Barley, Pearl Powdered 

Biscuits 
Blanco 
Brilliantine, Solid 
Butter 

TABLE No.8. 

Cakes 
Canned, Fish 

, Fruits 
, Meat 
, Paste 
, Vegetable 

Ch yaranaspras 
Chemicals 
Cigarettes and Tobacco 
Cocoa 



TABLE No. 8 (Oontd.) 

Coffee 
Condiments, Curry Powder 

, Mustard 
, Pepper 
, Salt 

Confectionery 
Cornflour 
Crayons 
Cream, Antimosquito 

, Camonflage face 
, Ice 

Dentifrice, Solid 
Disinfectant, Germicides 
Distemper 
Dubbin 
Dyes 

Enamel 

Films 
Flux 

Ghee 
Glucose 
Gramophone needles 
Grease 

Honey 

Ice cream 
Insecticide, Liquid 

, Powder 

" 
Jam 

Kaolin 

Lard 

Sprayer 

Lighter Fluid 

Malt Extract 
Mantles 
Margarine 
Mathematical Instruments 
Milk Baby Food 

, Condensed 
, Malted Powdered 
, Powder 

Oats 
Oil Brake 
, Castor 
, Cod Liver 
, Edible 
, Motor 

Oil Mustard 
, Olive 
, Salad 
, Shark Liver 

Ointments 

Paint 
Petrol 
Phenyle 
Pills and Tablets 
Plaster of Paris 
Polish Boot 

" Liquid 
, Paste 
, Wax 

Powder Clarifying 
, Custard 
, Deodorant 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Rouge 

Foot 
French Chalk 
Prickly Heat 
Talcum 
Toilet 
Tooth 
Wheat Products 

Salt, Health and Liver 
, Cooking 

Snuff 
Soap, Cakes 

, Liquid 
, Shaving stick 

Solution Rubber 
, Vulcanizing 

Soup, Canned 
, Compressed 
, Powdered 

Spectacles 
Stamp Pad 
Starch 
Strychnine 
Syrup Golden 

Tablets Ink 
Tea 
Tins Ration 
Typewriter Ribbons 
Tyre Repair Outfit 

Vanaspati 
Varnish 
Vaseline 

Water Colours 



~02. We hav? a~eady indicated apprQximately the current productive 
capac1ty. of t~e pnnc!pal m~nufacturers of containers both for the storage 
of fuel oils, mmeral oils, lubncants and for foodstuffs, chemicals, etc; In our 
opinion, no useful purpose will be served by attempting to give accurate figure 
of the output of all containers in this country. 

203. In addition to the principal important manufacturers there are 
numerous others throughout the country. Some of them have been established 
for a considerable number of years, and others have developed during the war 
period due to the increase in demand for containers at a time when the output 
of the larger manufacturers was almost exclusively devoted to production 
for the Supply Department. 

204,. Below is given a list of some of the other manufacturers of hollow
ware and tin containers :-

Bengal. 
(1) Metal Decorating & Shaping Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
(2) Dhur Tin Factory, Calcutta. 
(3) Ganga Tin Factory, Calcutta. 
(4) Hind Tin & Metal Crafts Ltd., Calcutta. 
(5) The Bengal Tin Box Manufacturing Co., Calcutta. 
(6) Calcutta Can Manufacturing Co., Calcutta. 
(7) Messrs. Colour Printing & Hollow-ware Ltd., Calcutta. 
(8) Messrs. Gajanan Rampatram, Calcutta. 
(9) The National Sheet & Metal Works Ltd., Calcutta. 

Bombay. 
(1) Messrs. Rajabally Alibhoy, Bombay. 
(2) Bombay Tin Printers, Bombay. 
(3) Zenith Tin Works, Bombay. 
(4) New Jack Printing Works Ltd., Bombay. 
(5) Modern Tin Works, Vile Parle, Bombay. 

Punjab. 
(1) Delhi Tin Printing Works, Lahore. 
(2) Metal Sheet Printing & Mechanical Mills, Shahdra, Lahore. 

Delhi. 
(1) Delhi Tin Printing Works, Delhi. 
205. It is known that a number of these companies are planning subs

tantial extensions to their activities, and it is felt that there will be excellent 
scope for their development. . 

206. In addition to these manufacturers, a number of packers do manu
facture their own containers. Under this heading is included cigarettes and 
tobacco, ghee and vegetable oil, some paint and varnish manufacturers, some 
biscuit manufacturers and others. 

207. In the past, this has been necessary, particularly in cases where 
there was no established container making industry or where the packing 
factory concerned was at a very considerable distance from an established tin 
box manufacturing plant where the incidents of railway freight would make the 
cost of co~tainers prohibitive. 

208. ln-Jur opinion, w~ do not consider it de.sirable to establish auxiliary 
plants for the manufacture of containers by various industries, particularly by 
the manufacturers of edible products, except as standby units to be utilized in 
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eases of emerg~ncy, when the large scale manufao~urers of containers are un~ble 
to supply them, due to circumstances beyond their control. On such occas1~ns 
the auxiliary plant.s might fabricate contain.ers so .as not to dislocate productiOn 
at factories where they are needed. The pnce policy pursued by the l~rge scale 
manufacturers of containers for public consumption is such as to d1scourage 
setting up small units at the factories of the customers. So long as th~se 
customers are able to obtain their products at cheap prices which would dissuade 
them from using their own units, we feel that the scope for setting up such units 
is limited being restricted to emergency only. We have, therefore, considered 
it inadvisable to make any attempt to increase the current output and capacity 
of such small plants. 

209. Target of post-war prod"~tion : In regard to the manufacture of 
containers for the storage of lubricants, fuel oils, etc. it may be stated that the 
principal use for which these containers are produced in the country is for pack
ing kerosene oil which has a market in every village in India. With the intro
duction of hydro·electric schemes all over the country and with the availability 
of electric power as a cheaper substitute for domestic lighting purposes, etc. 
it is anticipated that the consumption of kerosene oil in the country may decrease. 
To that extent, it may also diminish the consumption of tin cans necessary for 
the purpose, unless other uses of kerosene oil are found out which may sustain 
the high !~vel of consumption to·day or even increase it. At the moment, 
such usages are not known as to warrant a substantial increase in the output 
of containers for these purposes. Provided that raw materials are available 
(see separate para on availability) and in the event of it being necessary to aug
ment their output, the oil storage and distributing companies which are the 
principal manufacturers of containers for these purposes, will themselves look 
after the expansion of their plants. We do not think that any national planning 
is required for the purpose, as long as such tin containers are manufactured in 
the country from materials locally manufactured with the help of indigenous 
labour and technical staff. 

210. In regard to the containers, required for purposes other than those 
of packing fuel, mineral and lub.ricant oils on a large scale, their post-war 
development has to be measured m tenus of consumption of tin plates and its 
substitutes, rather than in the production of various kinds of can.• · and con
tainers tha~ would be nece~sary for the P.ost-war period. In assessing the target 
of production, we are gmded by. the mformation made available to us by 
Messrs. The Metal Box 9o. of. India Ltd., who ha:ve surveyed all the possible 
uses of cans and contamers m the post-war per~od and have planned their 
production on the basis of iuformation which they have collected. 

211. Their estiniate of overall tinplate consumption is as follows :-

Immediate 
1950 

90,000 tons per annum. 

1955 
110,000 " " 

1960 
130,000 , , 
150,000 " " 

The inimediate figure is made up as follows :
(a) Oil companies' requirements (Kerosene oil) 
(b) Me.tsl Box Company . . . . . . . .. 
(c) Tea Trade (for tea chests linings and case bindings) 
(d) Other container manufacturers including packers 

making their own containers 

Total 

40,000 tons 
20,000 " 

2,500 " 

27,500 " 

90,000 tons 
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212. We would stress that the above figures represent accurately esti
mated requirements but, as we shall show, later these have to be scaled down 
to the tinplate company's maximum output of 70,000 tons per annum of tin
plate or substitutes. They do not, however, take into account all of the 
expansion which will be required for producing containers for packing vegetable 
ghee, the production of which has been planned by the Government of India 
to be increased by 125,000 tons ofVanaspati per annum during the first five years 
of the plan. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, it is by no means certain 
exactly when all these new plants will come into production. Secondly, it is 
not known how much of the output of these plants will be packed in four-gallon 
kerosene oil type containers and how much in smaller packings. 

213. It is not the function of this Panel to advise the Government on this 
matter as the subject is receiving the attention of another Panel in the Food 
Department, but we cannot help but mention that it would both be economical 
and desirable from the health point of view to pack these vegetable products in 
cans of 1 lb., 2 lb., 5 lb., and 10 lb. capacity. In the first instance, such cans 
can be manufactured from lighter gauges of sheets and on high speed machines 
which would give the optimum bulk production, resulting in considerable econo
mies in price at which such empty cans could be offered to -packers. Secondly, 
and of equal importance, the smaller packings can be made of a tamperproof 
construction making it impossible for unscrupulous dealers to adulterate the 
contents which is one of the greatest evils associated with the use of a four-gallon 
tin. 

214. Government have already recognized this as will be seen from the 
following paragraph taken from page 36 of the Reconstruction ·Committee of 
Council, Second Report on Reconstruction Planning published in 1944 :-

"Prevention of adulteration and improvement in quality.-An 
important aspect of food policy must be the prevention of food adulteration. 
Adequate legal provisions and effective administrative measures for the 
prevention of adulteration of foodstuffs have still to be created in India. 
Much of the necessary exploratory work has been carried out already under 
the aegis of the Central Advisory Board of Health which has published two 
reports on food standards and the legislative and administrative control 
necessary. These reports supply a basis for future action." 

215. Location of new plants : It is not considered necessary to make any 
recommendations in this connection as will be seen from the list of manufacturers 
on page 59. There is a fair geographical spread at present, and these container 
manufacturers are all likely to consider expansion wherever the demand 
for containers arises. 

216. Although there is no large scale tin box manufacturing in Madras 
at the moment, the Metal Box Co. propose to open a new plant there early in 
1947 to manufB.cture for customers who, up to now, they have served from 
their Bombay and Calcutta factories, and also to take care of the growing 
demand for containers for vegetable gbee in this province. 

217. State aid jDf' Plant ezpansion : Concerning assistance from the 
State for the development of the tin container and the hollow-ware industry, 
the only important item to which consideration should be given are the questions 
of railway freights and tinplate supplies. 

218. Freight rates at the moment are high-new tin containers being 
classified as 4th Class. The container manufacturers claim that these rates are 
too high, and they further claim, quite rightly, that the railways actually 
recover freight on three separate occasions in dealing with this traffic. In the 
first place the raw material,--tinplate bears. freight from the Tinplate Company's 
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works at Tatanagar to the fabricating factories. Secondly, the empty conta!ners 
after fabrication bear freight at 4th class rates and agam when the contamers 
are filled and are despatched to consumers throughout the. country, the tin box 
itself again bears some freight. In a case put forward m July 1.945 for the 
consideration of the J.R.C.A. Conference at J amnagar, the con tamer manu
facturers made the following points :-

(1) Empty tin containers are of low intrinsic value and being use<! f~r 
packaging of consumer goods, are sold to manufacturers and distn
butors as distinct from the general public. This position should be 
contrasted with that of " tinned-ware" with which empty tin con
tainers are classified. The expression " tinned-ware" best describes 
frying pans, saucepans, milk cans, etc. which are articles ready for 
direct sale to the public and are of much higher intrinsic value and 
carry a large profit margin to the manufacturers. 

(2) The profit percentage on empty tin containers is low for the develop
ment of the industry has only been possible by following policy of 
"high-turnover-low-profit". 

(3) It is claimed that the traffic is considered by the ra.ilways largely 
in tenns of empty four-gallon kerosene oil tins which are, from their 
point of view, bad freight. The claim is made that similar tin 
containers are good freight. Messrs. Metal Box Co. of India Ltd. 
have already submitted a representation to the I.R.C.A. Conference 
in support of their claim. We have carefully examined the matter 
and support the claim made by the Industry for revising the ra.ilway 
rates in a manner as wonld make their incidence as low as possible, 
thus encouraging the packing of foodstu:ffs, agricultural and other 
product-s, whose development has been planned in various provinces. 
Large scale movements of tinned products from agricultural to 
industrial provinces or from the hinterland to the ports for export, 
is bound to result in a considerable increase in the volume of traffic 
which would more than compensate the relief sought by the industry 
for the movement of empty cans and containers on the ra.ils. 

219. There is, however, one other important point under the heading 
" State Aid " to which we must draw Government's attention. We refer to the 
availability of raw material. As will be seen from the figures quoted on page 63, 
India's present requirements of tinplate is at least 90,000 tons and estimated to 
rise within 15 years to 150,000 tons. The maximum output from the Tin
plate Company of India's works, the only indigenous source of supply, is 70,000 
tons per annum. 

220. At present, owing to a world shortage of tinplate, it is impossible to 
import supplies from abroad, and it is reliably estimated by experts that there 
is no hope of any other tinplate producing country being in a position to export 
supplies to Indis for at least two years. 

221. On the short tenn basis it is, therefore, evident that India will not 
be able, through shortage of raw material, to manufacture her full requirements 
of containers and this is likely to have a serious effect of the economy of the 
country. 

222. The Government of India will therefore have to give very serious 
consideration as to whether they will arrange for India's tinplate industry to be 
expanded or whether they will depend upon imports. We understand from the 
Tinplate Company of Indis that they would be prepared to consider expansion 
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of their present rolling facilities provided .they received assurances on two 
points:-

(1) That sufficient steel bar for rolling tinplate Sheets was provided. 
(2) That adequate financial arrangements were made by the Government 

of India for the capital cost of the plant. 
The Tinplate Company estimate that it would take at least two years for them 
to put in the necessary rolling and finishing mills to increase their capacity to 
100,000 tons. 

223. It will have to be very seriously considered by Government whether 
they should plan for increased production of tinplate on the lines indicated or 
whether they intend to proceed with the proposal for a plate and continuous 
strip mill, which proposal has been fully dealt with by the Iron & Steel (Major) 
Panel in their First. Report, pages 40 and 41." It should be borne in mind that 
if a plate and continuous strip mill is brought into operation in India that this 
would take care of all-India's requirements of tinplate up to a maximum tonnage 
of 200,000 tons per annum, and would therefore render obsolete and surplus the 
Tinplate Company's hot pack mills. We should also point out that it is esti
mated, by the Major Panel, to take five to seven years before the continuous strip 
mill could ~ach economic production. Having regard to the fact that India's 
minimum tinplate demands for the essential purpose of packing kerosene and 
food will rise within the next five years to approximately 100,000 tons, Govern
ment will for strategic reasons have to consider the advisability of incre!I.Bing, 
within that period, the country's indigenous production, by one means or another, 
to a minimum of 100,000 tons. 

224. We would add that if Government decided to increase the capacity 
of the existing Hot Pack Mills, rather than to wait for seven years for the plate 
and continuous strip mill to commence production, then from the point of view 
of amortizing the additional plant involved, with the least possible cost to the 
consumer over the period before the strip mill is in operation, the sooner this 
project is proceeded with the better. 

225 ... Control of Industry: In regard to the control of prices, the industry 
is so placed in its relations to its consumer that its own development rests 
entirely on the cheap ,prices at which cans of various sizes and designs can be 
supplied to their consumers. The majority of products sold in tin containers 
in this country have to compete with similar imported products, and unless the 
container manufacturer supplies his goods to the packer at the lowest possible 
prices, the packer would be unable to compete with imports and .the container 
manufacturer would lose the business anyway. There are ~wo further safeguards 
which would ensure containers being sold at the lowest possible price-

( a) That it is always possible for the larger ~onsumers to install their own 
· container making plant in the event of them not being able to obtain 
supplies from the container producers at the cheapest possible rates. 

(b) There are already sufficient container manufacturers to ensure a 
healthy price competition. 

226. We do not feel that there is any need to establish a Bureau of 
Standardization and Testing Laboratories for this Industry as this is not done in 
any other country in the world. · Nevertheless, we do strongly recommend that 
all container manufacturers should be associated with the proposed new Indian 
Standards Institution, as is the case in other countries.· This would ensure the 
greatest possible degree of standardization in sizes and styles, and would result, 
as has resulted in other parts of the world, in the elimination of certain type of 
containers which are wasteful in material and productive capacity. 
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227. Marketing Organization: What we have sta~ed .above .in r~gard ~o 
the Bureau of Standardization and Testing Laboratones 18 also applicable m 
respect of marketing organization. The ~a':mfacturers should .be allowed to 
handle their products independently and distnb~te them on the J!nes they have 
hitherto done as the same has been found effiment and econonucaL 

228 ExpMt : There is clearly no possibility whatsoever . of the export 
of empty tin containers. Any country or any manufacturer m an;v country 
who require containers to a volume which would make export attractive, would 
clearly, because of the volume of their requirements, establish its own co?t:>iner 
manufacturing industry. The real prospects for export are of the ~hed 
product packed in attractive reliable and inexpensive containers, but considera
tion of this is beyond the scope of this Panel. 

229. Enamelware: This industry was started in this country during the 
quinquennium following the First World War and like any other important 
metal industry, its origin was made in East India where four firms in particular 
began manufacture on modem lines though on a small scale. These firms were:-

The Bengal Enamel Works, Ltd., Palta ; 
The Bengal Enamel & Stamping Works, Calcutta; 
The Enamelled Ironware Ltd., J amshedpur and 
The Pioneer Enamel Works Ltd. 
230. All these firms were started by enterprising Bengalees who went 

to Japan to make a special study of this industry. Unfortunately, when they 
started manufacture on a small scale basis in this country, the Japanese started 
dumping cheap enamelware bringing prices down considerably. Therefore, 
these firms submitted a representation to the First Tariff Board which met in 
1923 to investigate the development of the Iron & Steel Industry. Excluding 
the manufacturers at J amshedpur, the other three companies submitted to the 
Board that their working would be seriously prejudiced if the import duty on 
steel sheets were raised to 33i per cent as proposed by the Tata Iron & Steel 
Company Ltd. They contended that the latter would not be in a position for 
several yearn to produce st.eel sheets suitable for enamelling and therefore, they 
should be allowed to be imported free of duty to enable them to overcome· 
difficulties arising out of the use of high priced material in the initial stage 
of their career. The Bengal Enamel Works Ltd., further demanded that the 
chemicals required should be allowed to be imported free of duty and other 
firms made similar suggestions during oral evidence. All three firms spoke of 
a heavy fall in the prices of enamelled ware and of keen competition both from 
Germany and Japan, but all the firms were opposed to an increase in the import 
duty of 15 per cent ad valorem. In support of their argument, they submitted 
that in India enamelware was utilized for the same purpose for which products 
manufactured from brass and aluminium were utilized and they therefore 
apprehended that if prices of enamelware were substantially increased the 
demand would correspondingly decline. 

231. The Traiff Board concluded that the prospects of the Enamelware 
Industry were not unfavourable if initial difficulties could be removed. They 
agreed that it was desirable to establish the manufacture of this industry in the 
country as it made room for small capitalists to start on a small scale and as 
technical processes were not difficult. However, they stated that nothing would 
be gained by imposing a high duty on imported enamelware as the market 
was not a large one then, and it would be wholly inconsistent with the protection 
offered to the Steel Industry to exempt from duty sheets of the kind which were 
likely ~o he produced in the country. !'&a matter of ~act, the Tinplate Company 
of Ind1a Ltd., were then manufactunng sheets of swtable quality and they felt 
that the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. should be equally successful. Again, the 
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cost of sheet in the manufacture of enamelware was only one-third of the value 
of the finished goods. The proposed increase in the duty on sheets then meant 
only an increase in the cost of production by ll per cent. They therefore 
suggested that the indigenous manufacturers should supply sheets to Calcutta 
firms on the same terms as they had promised in the case of the J amshedpur 
firm, as any encouragement to this small industry would be in the long run 
beneficial to the Major lndustty. The proposal of the firms to allow them re
fund of duty on imported sheets was turned down, but the Board recommended 
that such chemicals as Borax, Cryolite, Cobalt Oxide, Antimony and Felspar 
should be made available from abroad duty-free to the Enamelware Industry. 
As the Government had received similar applications from other industries 
and as the que•tion involved a substantial sacrifice of revenue if all such requests 
were granted, they left tlie matter to higher authorities to decide. The decision 
was against duty-free imports. 

232. The outcome was that the Enamelware Industry did not progress 
in this country, as it should have until the conditions during the war brought 
about a complete change arid gave considerable impetus because of the heavy 
demand for enamelware to meet the requirements of hospitals, field ambulance 
services, etc. Today, the number of firms manufacturing enamelware has 
increased to over a dozen and its manufacture is spread all over the country. 
Companies who took up its manufacture on a large scale and worthy of mention 
in this Report are Messrs. Kamani Engineering Corporation Ltd., Bombay, 
Messrs. Vizir Enamel Works, Bombay and Messrs. Sur Enamel & Stamping 
Works, Ltd., Calcutta. Three factories were established in Northern India 
and one in South India. These factories are not working to total capacity to
day owing to lack of coal. 

233. When the development of this industry was first examined by the 
Tariff Board in 1924, the import of enamelware was as under :-

Value of all imports 
(In lakhs) 

Rs. 

Average of the 3 years 1911-12 to 1913-14 27 ·2 
1920-21 42 ·9 
1921-22 20·1 
1922-23 23·6 

234. During the quinquennium before the war, the import of enamelware 
was reduced approximately by half and was as under:- . 

1935-36 
1936-37 
1937-38 
1938-39 
1939-40 

Value of imports 
Rs. 

18,99,469 
14,80,931 
15,86,856 
11,66,059 
ll,66,089 

235. The following is an approximate indication Qf the output of the 
lll&jor ite!l!s of :prod\!ctiQn in India ;-
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(a) Rice Plates 10 em. to 16 em. 
(b) , , 18 em. to 26 em. 
(c) Flat Plates 9 em. to 16 em. 
(d) , , 18 em. to 26 em. 
(e) Soup Plates 22, 24., 26 ems. 
(f) Mugs 9 and 10 ems. 
(g) Bowls 10, 11, 12, 13 ems. 
(h) Wash Basins 30, 32, 34, 36, 40 ems. 
(i) Hospital and Sanitary wares 
(j) Miscellaneous enamelware 

Total 

Total 
Annual Production. 

... 

6,00,000 pes. 
12,00,000 " 
8,00,000 , 

16,00,000 " 
3,00,000 , 
6,00,000 , 
4,00,000 )J 

5,00,000 " 
2,00,000 JJ 

10,00,000 ft 

72,00,000 pes. 

236. Target: w~ are not in a position to indicate precisely the target 
to be achieved during the first five-year period of the Plan. In our opinion, 
the production which the industry has attained throughout the period of the 
war is considerable. This can well be appreciated from the replies which we 
received to our questionnaire. Messrs. Sur Enamel & Stamping Works, Ltd., 
Calcutta have stated that in 1937, they utilized Rs. 22,878 worth of good steel 
and non-ferrous metal whereas in 1944 their consumption of the same products 
was Rs. 1,05,560 which indicat~s nearly a five-fold increase. It is not possible 
for us to make even an approximate forecast at this juncture of the proportionate 
demand which may arise for enamelware products during the first phase of the 
Fifteen Year Plan. The fact remains that whereas the imports of enamelware in 
1922-23 were about Rs. 23·6 lakhs, they decreased to Rs. 11 lakhs in 1938-39 
when only five factories were in operation. To-day, more than a dozen factories 
are in operation all over the country and once the military demand is satiated, 
it is difficult to forecast how the surplus productive capacity available will 
be absorbed by the civilian demand. Some of the manufacturers including 
Messrs. Sur Enamel & Stamping Works Ltd. have indicated that before making 
extensions to th~ir plants, they would like to see how the capacity augmented 
during the war is going to be utilized. 

237. Messrs. Kamani Brothers Ltd., have made definite plans for setting 
up of a new plant with capacity for producing 36,00,000 nnits per annum. They 
believe that the production of their new plant would be easily absorbed in the 
country, and if necessary, they would also be in a position to export to the 
adjacent countries any surplus that might accrue after meeting the indigenous 
demand. We are of the opinion that the consumption of enamelware could be 
increased considerably within the country itself, if the product of the industry, 
which are mainly domestic utensils of a type commonly used bv poorer classes 
of people, are made sufficiently cheap to encourage the latter t~ purchase them 
in preference to earthenware. There is then every possibility of the demand 
for enamelware products increasing manyfold. At the same time, we must 
indicate that there is a certain amount of prejudice among certain sections of the 
community to utilize utensils manufactured of enamelware. This mav be 
coupl~d with the fact t~at at a not distant date, competition may come· from 
utensils made from stMnless steel. At the moment, there is no information 
available to indicate the nature of competit.ion which the enamelware industry 
is likely to face from the manufacturers of stainless steel hollow-ware. Therefore 
we are not in a position to indicate precisely the numbe.r of factories that'should 
be located in various parts of the country together with their capacity. We do 
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know that if enamelware of good quality is produced in the country at reason
able prices and offered for sale as a durahle substitute for earthenware, then 
there is every possibility of the augmented capacity being fully utilized and 
it might even be necessary to set up further factories to meet the increased 
demand both at home and abroad depending on whether the price would be 
sufficiently low for Indian good• to be substituted for ,Japanese. 

238. Again it is very difficult for us to indicate whether production of 
enamelware in a large scale unit would bring about a considerable reduction 
in production costs and consequently in the sale price because, at the moment, 
there is no information available in the country regarding the operational costs 
of a large-scale plant against which could be measured the difference in its works 
costs and those of the existing factories. We, therefore, recommend that 
Messrs. Kamani Brothers Ltd., should be allowed to put into operation their 
post-war scheme of iDAtalling a plant with capacity of 300,000 units per mensem 
and that they should be given all facilities required. Only when the factory 
comes into operation, it will be possible for any one to indicate the price at 
which products of such a plant could be marketed so as• to induce their purchase 
by people whose limited purchasing power have precluded them from utilizing 
factory made utensils in preference to earthenware. We, however, feel that 
manufacture of enamelware in large scale units would work out considerably 
cheaper as has been the case of metal containers manufactured by Messrs. The 
Metal Box Co. of India Ltd. If our belief is proved to be correct by the results 
achieved, then their products will find increasing buyers not only in this country 
but also abroad, provided quality products are manufactured comparing favour
ably with the products now obtainable from Sweden and the U.K. As we 
believe that the enamelware industry in the last two named countries will find 
ready markets nearby in the poverty-stricken Europe of to-day, serious competi
tion from these sources need not be anticipated if similar goods of equal dura
bility and superior quality are produced in this country and efficiently marketed. 

239. For the same reason, competition from Japan is doubtful. We, 
therefore, feel that besides the new plant which Messrs. Kamani Brothers Ltd. 
propose to establish on the west coast, a large scale plant may be set np on the 
east coast preferably at Vizagapatam, so that not only the markets in the 
adjacent provinces may be catered for, but also the export markets in Burma 
and Malaya. If private enterprise in South India is prepared to set up a plant on 
the Coromandel coast, we suggest that it should come into operation two years 
after Messrs. Kamani Brothers Ltd.'s plant has commenced fabrication. 
During this period, we feel it would be possible to have an approximate idea 
of the capacity of the country to absorb more enamelware goods and the ability 
of the industry to supply them at prices which would stimulate demand. 

240. We do not think the construction oflarge scale factories in Northern 
India or in Central India, C.P., and Orissa would be justified during the first 
five-year phase of the Plan. There i• a certain amount of prejudice against the 
use of enamelware products particularly in these parts of the country and until 
such time as the public show a greater inclination to utilize enamelled utensils, 
their production in these provinces on a large scale would be unwise. This 
does not preclude small scale factories being installed to meet such local 
demand as may exist. But care must be taken to see that such plants are in 
a position to manufacture and market products of good quality at reasonable 
prices. Given favourable conditions, there is room in the country for two 
large scale factories manufacturing over a million units per annum and two or 
three small factories, which may be established in provinces where they do not 
exist to-day, but their development must be undertaken in stages as and when 
more information is available regarding the ability of the industry to produce 
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enamelware utensils at cheap prices and the increasing willingness of the 
consumer to absorb them. 

241. We regret, it is not possible for us to make any d.efinite recommenda
tions as the products of tbis industry as consumer goods whiCh not only depend 
upon the low prices at w~ch the~ are p:o~uced but also upon the tastes and . 
prejudices of the consummg .public, specia,ly am:ong the poorer class_es of the 
community. .When the Tariff Bo~>rd first exammed the representatiOns sub
mitted by the industry in 1924, th~y ~efinitely s.tated that the scop~ for con
sumption of enamelled ware was limited. No IIDprovement has smce been 
made in the demand presumably because, the manufacture wns not taken up on 
scientific lines, being restricted to four or five small scale producers alone. It 
is therefore, very necessary that facts regarding both production and distribution 
should be examined very carefully before new enterprises are set. up in the 
country. 

242. State aid fO'T Plant expansion : Raw materials required in the 
manufacture of enamelware are mainly black sheets of 20 to 26 gauge of enamel
ling quality, quartz, felspar, cbina clay, coal and such chemicals as Borax, Cryolite, 
Cobalt and Sulphuric acid. The manufacturers of enamelware have indicated 
both in their replies to the questionnaire and in the oral evidence that they wonld 
prefer to purchase imported sheets rather than those manufactured indigenously 
because they said it was difficult to enamel locally manufactured sheets to 
produce the bigh finish obtainable on imported sheets. The. local fabricators 
have not enough technical knowledge regarding the proper treatment of the 
basic material and on this subject we feel, the primary producers who are 
interested in the consumption of their products, should accord every facility 
even at some financial sacrifice to see this industry established on sound lines. 

243. With regard to the free import of chemicals and other raw materials 
from abroad, we regret, we are not in a position to offer any comments. This 
matter is for representation and consideration by the Tariff Board. On a 
previous occasion when an application was made by the Industry, it was rejected. 
Then conditions of unfair competition existed particularly from Japan but to-day 
those conditions are, to say the least, less evident. Therefore, as long as this 
country is in a position to manufacture and market its products in fair competi
tion with foreign products, we do not tbink it justifiable to put any unnecessary 
burden on the Exchequer by depriving it of a source of revenue. 

244. In regard to technical assistance to the industry, we suggest that 
at the proposed National Metallurgical Laboratory at Jarnshedpur, a section 
or sub-section may be opened where experiments may be carried out so that 
suitable quality sheets may be manufactured for the Enamelware Industrv. 
Similarly, methods may be devised for the proper enamelling and the servic~s 
of experts from this laboratory should be made available to the various units 
in the Industry so that a standardized process of enamelling may be evolved 
wbich will enable the industry to produce goods of superior quality as are now 
being produced in the United Kingdom and Sweden. 

245. From replies received to our questionnaire and from the evidence 
collected by us, tariff protection is not requested hy the Industry . 

. 246. We, therefore, feel that there should not be any import restrictions 
and IIDports may be allowed to the extent required to balance the indigenous 
production with the total demand. 

247. a_ontr?Z .of. the _Industry: ~ ~egard to the control of the industry, 
we do not tbink It ~ JUstified under eXIBtmg ~onditions. If the industry is not 
protected and the IIDports are to be unrestncted, the prices will be naturallv 
governed by the law of supply and demand. Hence, no control is necessary 
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for fixation of prices. Bureau of Standardization and Testing Laboratories £or 
the products of this industry is likewise not essential, though it is desirable, 
particularly if the products of this industry are to find markets abroad. In 
their own interests, it would be desirable that the various units in the industry 
should manufacture their products according to a set standard which should 
compare favourably with the standard set by other countries. If, for this 
purpose their products need testing, then this can be done at the National 
Metallurgical Laboratory. We consider it necessary that the products of this 
industry or any industry which is styled as Minor Iron and Steel Industry and 
fall within the scope of this enquiry, should be manufactured to as high a 
standard as are the basic steel products manufactured to-day. 

248. The various units in the industry may be allowed to market their 
own products as, they have done hitherto. This would induce healthy competi
tion between them to the benefit of the, consumer and we see no reason to 
interfere with the trade channels through which these goods have been marketed 
all over the country for many years. 

249. In regard to export possibilities, we propose to deal with the matter 
in Chapter X. 



CHAPTER VII 

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES 

250. The phenomenal development of ~ industry d~g the war is 
an outstanding example of the good results whiCh can be achieved by planned 
development, when materials and equipments are adequa~e and when they are 
operated under technical guidance. It is. no .small achievement th~t 73 per 
cent of India's needs of the general surgiCal instruments and appliances, 98 
per cent of orthopredic instruments and appliances and 100 per cent of Ward 
and O.T .. equipment requiring high craftsma~hip, .superior m~terials ":nd vigi
lance in supervision have been manufactured m this country m the bnef space 
of five years and in circurnstanc.es whi.ch were far. from normal. ~t is ~ high 
testimony to the thoroughness With which the Medica~ St?res Plann~g Drrecto
rate in the Supply Department and the Control Orgaruzat10n for Surgical Instru
ments Development which was built up by the Controller General of Inspection 
of the M.G.O. went about their business. As the development of the industry 
was unique, it would not be out of place to state a few facts here in detail. 

251. Before the war, the surgical instrument industry in India consisted 
of a small number of workshops, ill-equipped in machinery and technical person
nel for the production of high quality inst-ruments. It maiuly centred in the 
Sialkot district of the Punjab. The production was restricted to simple types 
of instruments and appliances of poor quality for which there was a considerable 
demand in the country from low-paid physicians. Purchase by the Govern
ment was consequently restricted. A few firms also existed in Bombay, 
Calcutta and Madras. At Bombay, Messrs. Powells Ltd., and Messrs. Eyres 
& Co. had suiliciently well equipped factories to turn out instruments of superior 
quality. The production of these firms was restricted to the manufacture of 
Aseptic furniture, Sterilizers and simple appliances. Very few instruments 
required in a surgical theatre were manufactured. In the Punjab, the industry 
was primarily on a cottage scale in the district of Sialkot, where over one hundred 
small workshops existed, which were managed by craftsmen, who had acquired 
hereditary skill in imitating simple instruments imported from abroad. Lack 
of proper facilities for heat treatment, crude electroplating arrangements, etc. 
made it impossible for them to produce instruments of quality and what they 
marketed was only a cheap imitation of foreign high grade instruments. 

252. The position was considerably altered with the outbreak of the 
war and the closing of the Mediterranean to normal traffic to India. Huge 
orders emanated from Army quarters in the Middle East and the supply position 
became acute as very short deliveries were stipulated for complete field units. 
Orders were placed frequently and at irregular intervals, without giving any 
indications regarding specifications or samples. These difficulties were over
come by the D.G.I.M.S. In 1942, a Director of Production (Surgical Instru
ments and Appliances) was appointed to control production and achieve greater 
efficiency both in quality and output. His organization gave technical advice 
on the selection of steels and their heat treatment. Ultimately, provisioning 
of correct grades of steel became his responsibility. He also introduced the 
standardization of a few instruments and a few patterns serving similar functions. 
A new .Price V~cabula':Y of Medical ~tores was drawn up after the matter had 
been discussed m detail by a Comnuttee of Surgeon Specialists. Schedules of 
standard instruments were prepared and the number of patterns was reduced 
70 
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to a minimum consistent with efficiency. M.G.O.'s method of provisioning was 
adopted to obviate difficulties arising out of frequent and irregular demands 
for early deliveries. A central planning of purchase was organized and adequate 
arrangements were made for inspection of stores at the Medical Depots particu-
~inW~ , 

253. During the first year of the working of the development plan, a 
marked improvement in the standard was obtained. Heat treatment was put 
under control and certain operations were converted from hand to machine 
processes. However, continued trouble was experienced in respect of the 
quality of steel available which was unsuitable for manufacture of surgical 
instruments of a high grade. In Sialkot, it was difficult to prevent a large 
number of defective instruments being made, since the workers were all paid 
on piece-work or on contract basis and the managements were unable to control 
the quality of their output. In Bombay, the chief difficulty was to step up 
production and this was only overcome to a very limited extent, the limiting 
factor being shortage of ,skilled labour. 

254. With the Controller General of Inspection assuming responsibility 
for inspection, specifications and drawings of each instrument were prepared 
as in the case of other stores but as indigenous manufacturers were still unable 
to adhere to the specifications, it was decided in July 1943 to obtain expert 
technical advice from the U.K. to be placed at the disposal of the indigenous 
manufacturers. As a result of these measures for efficient production of surgical 
instruments and appliances in this country, supplies of better quality were 
produced from November 1943 onwards. 

255. India was, therefore, in a position to meet the large requirements 
not only of her own military forces, but some of those of her Allies. Supplies 
of surgical instruments to Russia alone totalled 80,000 nnits up to the end of 
1943. The Supply Department on an average, purchased in 1943, surgical 
instruments to the value of about Rs. 4 to 5lakhs per month. 

256. The range of surgical instruments now manufactured in the country 
are made from good quality carbon steel, hand-forged, shaped and finished, 
hardened, tempereci, poli•hed and silver or nickel plated. Generally speaking, 
they are all of relatively small sizes and can be easily worked and handled with 
the minimum use of machinery and special equipment. 

257. Surgical appliances produced in India comprise High Pressure 
Steam Sterilizers tested to 30 lbs. per square inch steam pressure, hydraulically 
operating tables and dental chairs. In addition to these complex appliances, 
simple fittings for supporting limbs in plaster cast are also made. 

258. Future of the lnd'UStry: Manufacture of surgical instruments 
including scissors and appliances is concentrated (75 per cent) in the Lahore 
and Sialkot Districts of the Punjab and the r~st (25 per cent) at other places 
particularly in Bombay. The majority of firms started dqring the war in 
Sialkot were not equipped with the necessary equipment and technical 
supervi•ion. 

259. In Bombay companies like Powells and Eyre• were manufacturing 
instruments and appliances of better quality before the war. In their case, 
better equipment and a high standard of skilled personnel meant higher costs 
of production and consequently higher prices. The resnlt was that they were 
excluded initially from receiving war orders. Consequently, Government had 
to reorientate its purchase policy. 
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260. In the following Table No. 9is given a list of principal manufactur~r• 
of snxgical instruments in the country :-

TABLE No.9 

List of important manufacturers of Surgical Instruments. 

1. Imperial Surgical Co., Sialkot. 
2. R. C. Benn & Co., Sialkot. 
3. A. F. Ahmad & Co., Si~lkot. 
4. Bharat Surgical Co., Sialkot. 
5. Surgeon Surgical Co., Sialkot. 
6. Midico Snxgical Co., Sialkot. 
7. L~tkshmi Surgical Co., Sialkot. 
8. M. F. Elahi & Co., Sialkot. 
9. B.A. Surgicnl Works, Sialkot. 

10. Powells Limited, Bombay. 
11. Bombay Surgical Co., Bombay. 
12. E. Eyres & Co., Bombay. 
13. H. Mukerji & Co., Calcutta. 
H. Ghulam Nabi & Sons, Lahore. 

The usual equipment of these plants comprise, a Heat Treatment equip
ment, a Nickel and Electroplating unit, a Small' Machine Shop, a Grindary 
and Polishing Shop. T!ie number of workers employed ranges from 50 in small 
factories to 400 in the large factories. 

261. The output of the Industry was placed at about 15,000 instruments 
a month from the Punjab firms and about 5,000 a month from firms in other 
parts of India. All types of instruments except those needing electrical parts 
or optical lenses were made by the industry, though due to lack of suitable 
steel and machine tools, the factories were UI!able to produce some of the more 
difficult combined action bone-cutting instruments, compressing foreceps and 
geared retractors. 

262. In the opinion of Mr. Taylor Gill, the Controlling Authority for 
Surgical Instruments Development, the present conditions of Kotli Loharans 
working in the Sialkot factories is deplorable. He states that modem factories 
should be equipped with the following machines housed in clean, well lighted 
factories as a first principal of development :-

1. Small Power Hammers and Drop Stamps. 
2. Electroplating Plant. 
3. Power Presses. 
4. Heat Treatment Furnaces. 
5. Welding Plant. 
6. Machine Tools. 
7. Grinding equipment. 

263. In addition, raw materials of the finest quality are necessary for 
manufacturing to British Standard Specifications tested and certified by a 
Government Metallurgist stationed at the primary producers' Plant. In his 
opinion, " it is not possible for a surgical instrument factory to survive on its 
own in the post-war period" and he suggests " a good combination would be 
for a plant to take up manufacture of Aseptic Furniture and Cutlery besides 
Surgical Instruments ". Again, according to him, no development effort would 
have the remotest chance of success unless a definite standard was set and rigid 
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inspection was enforced as was done dnring the war by the Controller General 
of Inspection. 

. 264: Target of production : Messrs. Powells' factory which was originally 
Situated m Bombay has now been transferred to Baroda State. Its productive 
capacity is approximately 25,000 units per annum, comprising delicate instru
ments of a complex nature. The pl;mt is well equipped and production is 
carried out on scientific lines. Similarly, Messrs. E. Eyres & Co. have a plant· 
with a capacity of about 15,000 to 20,000 units per annum. This company 
specializes in hand-forging. The Bombay Surgical Company is a medium-sized 
plant manufacturing about 10,000 units per annum in 200 different types of 
instruments. 

265. The total capacity in Bombay is therefore about 55,000 pieces per 
annum. If we add to this, the small production in Calcutta and Lahore of 
about 5,000 instruments, we arrive at a capacity of 60,000 pieces per annum. 
These factories represent 25 per cent of India's total capacity, the balance being 
in Sialkot, we get the total existing capacity of about 250,000 instruments per 
annum. We are informed by the Trade that India's total requirements of 
surgical instruments to-day is not more than 125,000. To enable us to estimate 
a target of production, we sought the advice of Dr. S. P. Nair of Powells Ltd., 
who was sent out by the Government of India on a special Industrial Mission, 
to examine indll3trial plants in Germany, when the Allies took over control. 
We sought his advice particularly to measure the requirements of surgical 
instruments in the light of the report of the Bhore Committee on the Fifteen
Year Public Health Plan. Taking into account the number of instruments 
required in a medium-sized hospital of one hundred beds, Dr. Nair estinlated 
that for the number of such hospitals envisaged by the Bhore Committee a total 
of 900,000 instruments would be needed over the first five years of the Fifteen
year Plan. This would absorb the bulk of the existing capacity in the country 
provided the Bhore Committee plan is inlplemented. However, this would cover 
only the requirements of hospitals, maternity homes, dispensaries, etc. that 
will come into existence under the State Plan but there are numerous private 
hospitals, nursing homes, dispensaries, etc. where a large number of surgical 
instruments are also required. 

266. Dr. Nair in giving evidence on behalf of Messrs. Powells Ltd. stated 
that his company planned to extend their factory to produce upto 500,000 
instruments per annum including cutleryware, such as knives, scissors, etc. 
Similarly, the Mysore Government expressed their intention to manufacture 
high grade surgical instruments in South India, in order to . provide an outlet 
for stainless steel, in the manufacture of which the Mysore Iron & Steel Works 
are experimenting. Their plans have not yet developed to an extent to indicate 
to us the number of instruments to be manufactured. 

267. We have no objection to efforts being made by Messrs. Powells 
Ltd., who are known throughout the country as a pioneer manufactur~r of 
surgical instruments, and by those who are trying to establish a new factory 
in the southern part of the peninsula where the basic materials required for the 
industry are likely to be available. But, we must draw their attention to a 
matter of inlmediate concern to the industry. The capacity which is already 
available is about 250,000 units per annum which is adequate to look after the 
entire demand under the Bhore Plan without the creation of new units. How
ever, that plan would come into operation by stages and therefore, we will have 
considerable surplus capacity available for absorption in this country and for 
marketing abroad dnring the interim period. · We would, therefore, sound a 
note of warning to all prospective entrepreneurs to proceed with their plans 
cautiously. Messrs. Powells Ltd. feel that their projected production would 
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readily be marketable in this country an~ abroa~ owin~ to the _superior q~ality 
of their output. They also feel that by mcreasmg thell" cap!'City, .they will be 
able to reduce production costs. They, therefore, fear ne1ther mternal nor 
external competition. 

268. We have shown that about 75 per cent of surgical instruments are 
produced by the cottage scale manufacturers in the Punjab. It is undesirable 
that these cottage scale manufacturers should be eliminated. Any attempt, 
therefore, to expand large scale production units should not be at their expense. 
If Messrs. Powells Ltd. establish a plant of the type they contemplate, then a 
line will have to be drawn somewhere demarketing the spheres of distribution 
so that both they and their small and cottage scale competitors in the Punjab 
may be able to market their production during the war to 75 per cent of the total 
production, they should not as a matter of right, clainl. an equivalent civilian 
market for surgical instruments during the post-war penod and thereafter. If 
the capacity has increased it was due to the complete cessation from abroad. 
They have produced instruments of a quality and type which may not be 
acceptable to surgeons during the post-war period. Therefore, if the small scale 
industry in the Punjab has to be put on a sound and econmuic basis, such units, 
or manufacture of such instruments which would not be carried out with as 
much precision and accuracy as could be done in the moMrn bulk producing 
plants, should be elinlinated. This is a matter on which, we cannot submit 
detailed proposals to the Government, as we do not know the nature of com
petition that is likely to be faced by the small producers. However, we feel 
that this problem is bound to arise within the first five years of the Plan and 
therefore we draw this matter to the attention of those who are closely associa
ted with the Industry so that they may devise plans whereby both the large 
scale and cottage producers have a place in the economy of industry. 

269. State aid to Industry:-
(a) Raw materials: Considerable difficulty was experienced when 

indigenous stainless steel was utilized for the first tinle in the manufa
cture of surgical instruments, until Messrs. Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., 
deputed a technical expert, who went round to the manufacturers in the Punjab 
and gave practical demonstrations of heat treatment, etc. required in processing 
the steel. The Director of Industries, Punjab and representatives of the Surgical 
Instruments Industry submitted that, whenever they utilized foreign steel for 
the same purpose, no difficulties were experienced. We are now informed that 
Messrs. Tata Iron & St<lel Co. have given to the Department of Industries, 
Punjab, the equipment which their technical expert took with him when 
advising the fabrications in the correct methods of processing indigenous stain
less steel. The Punjab Government also took over from the Government of 
India, the organization which was set up for controlling production of surgical 
instruments. 

270. We also. understand that the primary producers mainly responsible 
for the supply of this class of steel are making arrangements with British manu
facturer_s. o~ staiuless ~tee! to utilize t~eir paten~s. ~e have every hope that 
~hortly mdigcnous stamless steel of swtable quality will he available to surgical 
mstrument makers. However, we have no desire to leave the matter at that. 
We submi:t that,.~ the event of t~e indigen~us manufacturers being unablA to 
supply swtable stamless. steel and if the fabncators find it cheaper to use the 
latter, then to help the mdustry the small quantity of stainless steel required 
m~y ~e allowed t_o be inlported at the or<linary tariff duty. On a matter of 
pnn01ple, we admit that such a course would be contrary to the dictums of sound 
planning if the products of a basic industry are to be set aside in preference 
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to imported material. So, before any such action is takPn, we suggest that thE 
matter should be thoroughly investigated by the Controlling Authority, which 
y;e recommended elsewhere, to examine the case and only permit such imporl 
m the event of the local industry being unable to overcome such dllllcultie! 
which would preclude them from supplying what is required. Amongst thesE 
difficulties, may be mentioned the probability that only extremely small quan· 
tities of certain sections will be required. 

271. (b) Oheap Power: We have no particular recommendations to make 
in regard to the supply of cheap power because hydro-electric power is already 
available both in the Punjab and Bombay. If a new factory is to start in 
Mysore, adequate power is available from the State Hydro-Electric Scheme. 

272. (c) Technical Assistance: As indicated above, the Punjab Govern
ment have already taken over the Surgical Instruments Centre at Sialkot. 
The functions of this <>rganization should be :-

(i) to train local draftsmen in the various processes involved in the 
manufacture of instruments and allied articles ; 

(ii) to advice in the preparation of jigs, fixtures, cutters and gauges for 
private firms at their premises and also to assist them in recondi
tioning their machines and hand-tools; 

(iii) to carry out demonstrations at the Centre and in private factories ; 
(iv) to test all instruments and allied products ; 
(v) to effect standardization and assist in the production of new items 

of surgical instruments and allied products ; 
(vi) to assist the factories in obtaining adequate supplies of raw materials 

and to test their suitability for the industry; 
(vii) to establish contracts with indigenous and foreign purchasing 

agencies to assist the small industries to secure orders and to popu
larize the indigenous products by propaganda ; 

(viii) to keep in touch with modern trends and developments in the 
industry in other parts of the world so as to keep pace with the 
manufacture of up-to-date instruments and appliances ; and . 

(ix) to set up a pilot plant to carry out research in production methods, 
to eliminate unnecessary burden on production costs and to reduce 
the wastage at the various small factories by standardizing processes 
and methods of prod nction. 

273. We would strongly urge upon the Government of the Punjab te> 
see that the objects indicated above are carried out, and that this Centre is 
made a model to be copied by other Pmvincial Governments for the develop
ment of various other industries, particularly on a small scale, S<> that an outlet 
may be found for suitably employing the available supply of labour in small 
towns, and also to find scope for investment and the exploitation of the resources 
of the small capitalists. 

274. (d) Oontrol of Imports: We have stated earlier the productive 
capacity of the industry. The capacity increased so rapidly during the period 
of t_he war that, we suggest that no instruments of the types now manufactured 
in the country should be allowed to be freely imported. Only such quantities 
should be allowed entry as are not produced in India. 

275. (e) Oontrol of Industry: We do not con.~ider it necessary to advise 
the Government to control the industry in the matter of prices, as the industry 
is in a position to meet the demand in the country. 

276. (f) Establishment of Technical Laboratory and Standardization of 
products : In regard to the establishment of a Technical Laboratory, we hope 
that the Punjab Government will provide the Surgical Instruments and Allied 
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Products Development Centre with enough equipment to carry out tec~nical 
research. Similarly, the National and Metallurgical Laboratory to be established 
at Jamshedpur may be required to establish a Section of the Laboratory for the 
development of stainless and special steels for utilization in this and other 
ind ustriP.s. 

277. The necessity for standardization of sperification for this Industry 
is paramount. A suitable committee might be connected permanently either 
with the National Metallurgical Laboratory at· Jamshedpur or with the 
Development Centre at Sialkot. This committee should consist of two techni
cally qualified representatives from the D.G.I.M.S., two eminent surgeons, one 
metallurgical expert, one representative of the mannfacturers and one from the 
trade. 

278. Marketing Organization : In regard t.o the Marketing Organization, 
we feel that the large scale mannfacturers may be allowed to exercise freedom 
of marketing th~ir materialo. It will never pay these firms to market products 
of inferior quality because only on the score of quality will their products find a 
place in the surgeries of this country and abroad. 

279. It is only when the prod nets of the small scale industries are involved 
that the question of marketing needs careful thought, particularly for the export 
trade. Foreign buyers who buy in bnlk may place their orders on receipt of 
samples and if the goods supplied are not according to the sample, then the instru
ments manufactured in this country would get a bad name abroad and would 
consequently be pushed out of markets where they bad found a footing. We 
are glad to note that the Government of the Punjab and their Director of 
Industries are fully alive to the fact and are arranging through the Surgical 
Instruments & Allied Products Development Centre, to introduce co-operative 
marketing of the products of this industry. We have no desire to describe here 
the methods which such a marketing organization should adopt,. as we are con
fident that the Director of Industries, Punjab, and the representatives of the 
Surgical Instruments Manufacturers' Association, are capable of working out a 
plan of co-operative marketing so that the Industry v.i!l be placed on a sound 
footing and only standard products packed with the Organization's accepted 
trade marks will be produced. 

280. We propose to deal with the export possibilities in Chapter X. 



CHAPTER VIII 

STEEL FURNITURE AND FITTINGS 

281. This industry had its" origin in India nearly half a century ago, 
when the renowned fum of MesBrs. Godrej & Boyce was started for the purpose 
of manufacturing locks and padlocks in the co1ll'try. Their products gained wide 
popularity for durability, quality and finish and in 1902 the company com
menced the manufacture of safes. Mr. A. B. Godrej, the founder of the firm, 
made a special study of the technology of safe manufacture in the United 
Kingdom and Germany before installing his plant in thi8 country. His own 
contribution to the production of better safes was his patent known as " 16 
corner bend construction " whereby the whole shell of a safe with its four sides, 
the back flanges and the door frame i• formed by bending a steel plate at sixteen 
different places, thereby eliminating th~ use of an~les for making joints, making 
safe breaking from the joints impossible. Similarly, special formula for fire
proofing composition was worked out with the assistance of expert chemists and 
safes and deposit vaults of the highest quality have been produced, which are 
renowned both in tlds country and abroad. 

282. Successful manufacture of steel safes lead to the manufacture of safe 
like cabinets of strong steel sheets as it was felt that the middle class people in 
India, who could not afford to purchase conventional safes would need something 
durable to protect their valuables. · Hence, these cabinets were manufactured 
incorporating the safety devices of a safe to a con.•iderable extent, excepting 
the use of the patented fire-proofing chemicals and the heavy plates out of which 
safes were constructed. Success in the manufacture of these products en
couraged the company to enlarge its production to embrace the manufacture of 
steel furniture from lighter gauges of sheets, etc. for domestic, hospital and 
industrial use. Another notable feature of development is that, whatever the 
range of products manufactured, they were able to market them at attractive 
prices, considerably lower than the price of imported articles, with the result 
that the Indian buyers benefitted by the reduction'in price which re•ulted from 
competition with foreign products. To give but one example, imported steel 
filing cabinets were sold in India at Rs. 265 before indigenous manufacture was 
undertaken. Immediately this firm marketed their own similar filing cabinets, 
prices came down with the result that just before the war, they were marketing 
four drawer file cabinet atRs. 108 against Rs.115 for a similar imported product. 
It will thus be seen that the enterprise, technical knowledge, research and 
sci~ntific planning by the pioneers and. promoters of this plant have firmly 
established in the country an industry ·which can hold its own against any 
competition. Tbe company was started with about half a dozen hands, to-day 
it employs more than 2,500 people. 

283. With the popularity which s~eel furniture and fitting~ acquired other 
companies came into being and were started in the first instance by former 
employees of Messrs. Godrej & Boyce, just in the same way as some of the 
rolling mill established in th~ country, were started by former employees of the 
primary producers. Messrs. Alwyn Steel Works were started in Bombay and 
later removed to Hyderabad (Deccan), where a large scale plant was set up 
With the al'Sistance of local finanriers and of H.E.H. the Nizam's Government. 
An up-to-date factory has been built which besides manufactured vehicle bodies, 
hospital equipment, etc_ for the Supply Department during the period of the 
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war. This company are now well-established and intend to expand. Factories 
were also set up in Bengal for this purpose and Messrs. The Steel Products Ltd. 
and the Bungo Steel Furniture Co. of Calcutta are two firms, who made 
excellent wnr efforts to meet the demands of the military and civilian authorities. 
In the Punjab, the home of small scale industry and enterprise, manufacture of 
steel furniture has been carried on in several small factories in the district of 

. Gujranwala for over 20 years. These firms in the course of their development 
have gradually modernized their plants and are to-day manufacturing products 
which while they may not be of as good a finish as those of the large Ecale plants 
have a ready market in the agricultural districts of Northern India. 

284. At the moment, the industry's basic steel is obtained from the 
primary producers. Ball-bearings and chemicals for fire-proofing are imported. 
The industry has been mainly concentrated in Bombay and Bengal for the reason 
that steel furniture has a large market in these industrially advanced provinces. 
Moreover, basic steel was available at the port prices, which was the lowest 
in the country. 

285. It is not possible to state a target of production according to the 
units of furnitures and fittings produced, because being consumer goods, demand 
depends largely on the price and the tastes of the public. If the pre-war sales 
are taken as an indication for the future, then it is clear that the public taste 
is rapidly changing from timber products to the more durable steel products. 
We feel that we cannot do better than accept the industry's own expansion plans 
based as they are on intimate knowledge of public demand obtained from their 
widespread organization. Messrs. Godrej & Boyce have given an indication of 
their future production of some of the major items, which they plan to achieve 
during the five years of the Fifteen-Year Plan:-

Products 

Locks 
Shelving Racks 
Beds (Hospital, household, etc.) 
Hospital, Home and Office furniture 
Almirahs, cabinets and office cupboards 
Filing Cabinets 
Coffers 
Cash Boxes 
Safes ... 
Safe Deposit Locker Cabinets and Strong Doors 

Approximate annual 
production in units. 

6,00,000 
2,00,000 R. Ft. 
1,00,000 

40,000 
30,000 
25,000 
15,000 
15,000 
7,500 
2,000 

~86. Similarly, Messrs. Alwyn Steel Works plan to double the capacity 
of therr plant. The ~oble Steel P!oduct~ ;plan to manufacture sanitary fittings 
and hardware of stamless steel, m additiOn to expandina their capacity for 
domestic and hospital furniture and appliances. 0 

287. Messrs. Godrej & Boyce have acquired a large area of land in the 
suburbs of Bombay and are erecting ·buildings of modern design for housing 
an up-to-date plant. They propose in addition to set up Asseq~.bly Plants at 
Madras and Delhi to meet the requirem~nts of those markets. They further 
propose to s~t up a comple~ new plant m Bengal to meet the requirements of 
the markets m Eastern lndis, Burma and Malaya. Their total capital invest
ment when their plans are completed would exceed a crore of rupees. 

288. Our own recommendation• to the Government of Indis are· that 
these plans should be allowed to develop to their optimum capacity, in order 
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tha.t the plants may he set up in various parts of India under management 
wh1~h has already half a century's experien?e behind it. Because, the existing 
!"annfacturers are t.o be allowed to ratse thell' production to maximum capacity, 
It does not necessarily follow that the manufacture of steel furniture and fittings 
should be confined to them. But becatL•e we are unable to expreRs in precise 
tenns, th• demand for ~hese consumer goods, we have no desire to keep out 
the new mannfacturers m preference to those who are alreadv established in 
the industry. But the scope for its development dependR on the· abilitv to move 
the basic materials at cheap rates from the primary producers to tho fabricators' 
plant an.d on the proximity .o! markets. _We cannot overemphasize the importance 
of ensurmg that the•e condttrons are satisfied before any further new production 
units are established. 

28!1. Stnte aid for Plant expansion : The basic raw materials utilized 
in the mannfacture of steel furniture and fittings are M.S. Plates, Stainless steel 
tubes, rounds, hard and soft composition steel, mild steel bars, light strueturals 
electrically welded tube.s, machine screws, cold drawn bright rounds, hinges, 
nuts, bolts, rivets, black and galvanized wires, etc. The industry also needs 
chemicals, zinc paints, oil bound enamels, synthetic glos.•y paint.s, nitro-cellulose 
la~quers, phosphor bronze wires, leather, fire proofiing materials, glass sheets, 
mirrors, etc. 

290. The industry will shortly have to face quality competition from 
abroad and therefore, has submitted to the Panel that they should bo permitted 
certain facilities in respect of raw materials required in their mannfacturing 
processes. Firstly, they desire facilities for unrestricted import of special paints 
and •namels, some steel products, gun metal, nickel-•ilver ingots and phoRphor 
bronze wires because these items are not produced in India. Their other demand 
iR in reRpect of inadequate supplies of ferrous and non-ferron• metals, 
as a result of which they are unable to attain full production. They therefore, 
urge that the Government should give them intmediate facilities to import 
such of the industrial raw materials described aboye and particularly cold-rolled 
mild steel sheets, synthetic glossy paints and specialized machine tools which 
are only available from abroad and at prices comparable to those paid for 
these materials by foreign fabricators of steel furniture and equipment. We 
are in full a)!l'eement with the representation made by the industry. They 
have specifically stated that whereas foreign mannfacturers are able to obtain 
their requirements of gun metal and nickel-silver ingots at Rs. 4-2 and Rs. M 
per cwt. respectively, the price of the same metals available from the importing 
houses is Rs. '80-8·0 and Rs. 160 per cwt. respectively. Therefore, in their 
opinion, the Industry cannot compete succe>,fully with the imported artirles 
unless these materials are available to them at approximately same prices which 
the foreign manufacturers pay for them. 

291. The representation of the Iudrutry in regard to the supply of sheets 
and plates, which are manufactured in the country, requires careful consideration. 
They have submitted that, in view of the difficulty experienced in 
working locally made sheets and plates and the extra expenditure inYolved, 
they should be allowed to import these sheets from abroad. In a written state
ment Messrs. Godrej & Boyce Manufacturnig Co. liave submitted that: 

"Owing to the rough surface of these sheets and their faulty packing, 
we have got to first flatten them out in the rollers, then pickle them, neutra
lize the pickling acid,give one undercoat of rust resisting paint, rub down this, 
apply putty, give another undercoat, rub down that and give yet another nn· 
dercoat,and then give two coats of finishing enamels and bake the paint in gas 
fired ovens. Unless all these coats are applied, the steel furniture will never 
have that bright and glossy finish which alone attracts a buyer to prefer steel 
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to wood. If we were to apply anything less than the total of five coa~s of 
paint, the resulting surfaces of the finishing product would be c~arse-gra~ed, 
and such furniture would not sell so readily as does the well-firushed articles. 

"The standard practice in Europe and America is to use Cold Reduced 
Fully Flattened sheets which due to their fine surface are covered by ouly 
one coat of finishing paint after bonderizing. 

"Spot Welding cannot be used on local sheets due to mill-scale which 
tends to flake off under pressure and heat. If on the other hand pickling 
IS resorted to before spot welding, the sheets become so sensitive that within 
a few hours, rust reappears, and now since a second acid dip cannot be used 
as it is impossible to remove the acid from the crevices formed by the spot 
welded joint, the only possible method is rivetting which due to its high 
cost and poor strength on thin sheets compels us to use a thicker gauge." 

292. ·On the other hand, we are informed by the primary producers that 
if additional treatment is required on the sheets supplied to the manufacturers 
of furnitures and fittings, which is causing them inconvenience, it is simply 
because, the fabricators are using ordinary mild steel sheets manufactured for 
bazzar consumption and for further processing into utensils roquired for the 
poorer classes of people. These sheets are not meant for the manufacture of 
high-grade furniture. Special processed sheets for this purpose could be 
manufactured provided the fabricators pay for it. In our opinion, the question 
revolves round the price at which the primary producers can supply these 
specially procossed sheets and this is a matter for an enquiry by the Tariff 
Board. 

293. The Industry has not submitted any representation for assistance 
from the State for the supply of electric power, technical advice, tariff protec
tion, railway freights or restriction of imports. Adequate electric energy is 
available at places where the factories are already situated and where they are 
likely to be erected during the post-war period. In regard to technical advice, 
action has already been taken by the Government of the Punjab in taking over 
from the Government of India, the Surgical Instruments and Allied Products 
Development Centre. A section might be added to help the small scale manu
facturers of steel furniture in the Punjab. The Government are establishing a 
National Metallurgical Laboratory at J am.•hedpur. 

294. In regard to Import Control, the Industry submitted that no State 
action is necessary in this respect as the indigenous production can be offered at 
prices competitive with imports. As this condition is likely to prevail during 
the first phase of the Plan, we have no comment• to offer. 

295. We propose to deal with the export possibilities in Chapter X. 



CHAPTER IX 

HAND TOOLS 

296. Sometime after the Panel started its inquiry about the growth and 
develop~ent of the industries concerned by the foregoing chapters, intimation 
was received from the I11dustrial Adviser to the Government of India that this 
Panel should also consider and advise the Government on the development of 
~and tools including edge tools but excluding agricultural · and ·gardening 
unplements. Some of the hand tools· such a~ pirk-axes,. shovels, etc. are of 
universal use. They are utilized on farms, in gardens and for road and bnilding 
construction. Therefore, the development of such tool manufacturing industry 
for the post-war plail, was referred to this Panel for consideration. We were 
also informed that the development of small tools normally used in workshops 
with machine tools has already been dealt with by the Machine Tool Panel. 

297. Brief niBtory: • Manufacture of simpler types of hand tools used 
for agricultural and bnilding purposes ·was known to the blacksmiths through
out the coutltry and such tools have been manufactured for centuries. Witl1 
the import of machine made tools manufactured from carbon tool steelon mass 
production basis and marketed at competitive prices, rapid decay in the produc
tion of these tools within the country took place ~til the Agricultural Imple
ments Ltd., began manufacturing on large scale at Jamshedpur. When the 
first Tariff Board considered the gmnt of protection to the Steel Indu.qtry in 
1923, two applications for protection for the manufacture of agricultural imple
ments including hand tools such as picks, powre.hs, kodalis and hoes were 
received, one from Messrs. Kirloskar Bros. Ltd. of Kirloskarvadi in Satara 
District of Bombay Presidency, who specialized in the manufacture of ploughs 
made partly of steel and partly of iron and the other from the Agricultural 
Implements Ltd. of J amshedpur. From the evidence submitted by the former 
fum, the. Tariff Board concluded that the competition of imported ploughs 
was not serious and tbatevenifthe duty on raw steel was increased to the extent 
they suggested, there was no reason for apprehension that the firm would be 
unable to hold its. own. 

298. The only manufacturer whose application· was therefore, considered 
by the Tariff Board was that from the Agricultural Implements Ltd. at Jam
shedpur; which is now popularly known as the "Agrico ". This company 
manufactured principally hand tools of the description mentioned ahove. Their 
works are well laid out and equipped with modem machinery. The total 
capacity of the plant at the time the Tariff Board reported was 4,000 tons of 
finished products per annum, but the actual production was only about 80 tons 
a month or less than a 1,000 tons a year. On the then output, the cost of 
produotion per ton was Rs. 767---excluding depreciation-whereas the whole
sale selling price of similar foreign products in India was Rs. 710 per ton. The 
Board estimated that when full production would be reached, the c.ost of produc
tion would drop to Rs. 609 per ton excluding depreciation or Rs. 666 per ton 
including depreciation. The resultant difference between the selling price and 
the production cost with the plant working to capacity would yield a return of 
about 7 per cent. The Board maintained that the company was efficiently 
managed and if protection was at all needed, it was not so much as a permanent 
measure but as a temporary expedient to enable the company to get a foothold 
in the Indian market and increase its productive capacity. 

81 
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299. Agricultural implements were thom as now admitted free of duty 
but the articles produced by the company did not fall under this category but 
were subjected to an ad val<>rem duty of 15 per cent applicable to gene_ral 
hardware. The company asked for an additional duty of 20 per cent, making 
a total of 35 per cent, but the Board felt that there was not sufficient reason 
for granting protection to that extent. They, therefore, _recommended that the 
prevailing ad valorem duty of 15 per cent should be rused to 25 per cent on 
picks, powrahs, kodalis and hoes, which in their opinion would be suffioient to 
enable the company to work to its capacity and at optimum economy. Aa 
the import records did not classify implements of this nature. separately, the 
Board could not obtain tnl3tworthy statistics of consumption from other 
sources and therefore, they were unable to estimate the burden on the con
sumer or the probable effect on the customs revenue. It was, however, their 
impression that the machine-made implements of the type produced by t1e 
company were too expensive for the ordinary cultivator and consequently, the 
additional burden of the suggested increase in duty was likely to fall on Railway, 
Irrigation Works, Local Bodies, Mines, Plantations, etc. 

300. Though twenty years have elapsed since the Tariff Board made these 
observation.•, unfortunately, we. are faced with the same difficulty in not being 
able to obtain any reliable information regarding the consumption of these hand 
tools in the country. The Government have so far not taken any measures to 
give in trade returns sufficient statistical data so that the import of these 
implements and their manufacture by such factories as the " Agrico ", Messrs. 
Kirloskar Bros. Ltd., etc. would provide us with reliable information to work 
upon. We must also point out that enormous quantities of hand tools parti
cularly hammers are being manufactured, as they always have been, by the 
village blacksmiths, and cottage scale producers. These are mainly used by the 
agricultural community and unless the Provincial Governments undertake more 
detailed compilation of statistics to record the manufacture of implements in 
such small units of produc'ion, no accurate idea of consumption could be 
obtained. We merely indicate these facts here to show how difficult it has been 
for us to plan for the manufacture of hand tools to meet India's total require-. 
ments of the same, particularly when the tempo of agricultural and industrial 
development has to be accelerated manyfold. 

301. Current <YUtput and capacity : Before the war, India was manu
facturing approximately 10 per cent of her total consumption of small tools, 
the remainder being imported from abroad. This was mainly due to the fact 
that the manufacture of some simpler types of tools, particularly those )lsed in 
carpentry and smithy shops, was hardly ever taken up, whereas in some of the 
items, particululy in the manufacture of picks and hoes and hammers, 90 per 
cent and 60 per cent respectively of the total demand iu the country was met 
from within. Among the two hundred varieties of tools which the "Agrico " 
now manufactures, the following con.•titutc important items of production :-

Picks, 
Beaters, 
Hoes, 
Powrah•, 
Hammers, 
Plain Bars; 
Axles, 
Chisels, 
Knives, 
Crow bars, 
plough sh~arers, etc, 
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Manufacture of shoveL' was also introduced at a later stage and attempts 
are no\V being made to manufacture Tea and Coffee !!arden tools and other 
implements to work with agricultural machinery. The maximum capacity 
of Agrico plant when workin'l in three shifts for manlliacturing vanous kinds of 
hand tools is estimated as follows :-

Picks and B~aters 
Hoe• and Powralu! 
Hammers 

TABLE No. 10. 

Octagonal Bars and miscellaneous tools 
Shovels ... 

100,000 
150,000 
25,000 
45,000 
30,000 

350,000 

Iu Table No. 11 below, we give the actual annuall'roduction from 1939 
to 1945-46 :-

TABLE No. 11. 

Picks and Milmel• 
Year Beaters Hoes Hammers Bars laneous Total 

1938-39 3,26,933 8,14,001 79,067 71,307 6,859 12,98,167 
1939-40 3,70,993 . 9,71,209 1,68,731 1,67,896 19,:J02 16,98,1:11 
1940·41 6,2~.092 13,97,489 1,80,149 1,54,551 44,881 24,01,162 
1941-42 7,79,504 11,11,256, 1,63,096 2,00,112 1,48,223 24,02,191 
1942-43 7,97,127 12,25,792 1,00,268 50,713 2,89,373 21,63,273 
1943-44 9,38,848 17,85,824 1,30,353 92,893 1,70,912 31,18,830 
1944-45 9,22,059 16,94.,360 59,077 92,1\28 3,05,166 30,73,190 
1945-46 4,00,195 13,44,590 2,69,192 1,21,517 3,31,763 24,67,257 

· 302. The quality and finish of the hand tools manlliactured by the Agrico, 
though .limited in· rarige, com pates favourably with similar imported products .. 
All tools manlliactuted are upto the British Standard Specilicatiorui' and with the· 
as.•istance of the Metallurgical Laboratory at Jamshedpur, suitable specifications 
of carbon tool steel have been evolved to give the tools ·maximum durability 
working under local conditions •. 

303. During the war the demand for picks, hoe and axes went up by 
leaps and bounds for the construction of military roads and aerodroru"" in the 
Middle East and S.E.A. ·With the assistance of the Government, four 2()().ton 
Cleveland .Presses were installed at this f1>ctory at Government's expense to 
meet this demand. 1'he Agrico propose to take over thes~ machines for the 
manlliacture. of tools to meet the post-war heavy demand for the variou> agri
cultural, industrial, road building, house construction programmes which are 
being planned. 

304. The extent to which production has increased in this factory can 
best be measured by the increase in the labour strength employed there, which 
to-day stands at 960 as against 280 in 1938-39. This increase in the strength 
of labour is due to the increase in the number of shifts and the consequential 
increase in production. Up to 1938-39, the factory operated one shift only. 
In spite of this considerable increase in the number of employees, the industry 



was feeling the shortage of labour owing to continued absenteeism when e.t ona 
stsge in 1945-46, it was as high as 25 per cent. 

305. The company have told us that in 1938-39, they met about 90 per 
cent of the total demand of picks and hoes and about 60 per cent of hammers. 
Before the war the production of these stores was also carried on a smaller scale 
by other man,rlacturers also. Worthy of me~tion here are ~easrs. Kirlos~ar 
Bros. in Maharashtra and the Metal Industnes of Shoranur ill South India. 
During the war, several other firms also manufactured these types of hand tools 
under the aegis of the Supply Department, specially noteworthy of whom was 
the Kamani Engineering Corporations' factory in Lahore making hammers of 
all sizes, augers, vices, jacks, etc. Current capacity is about 20,000 to 25,000 ham
mers and about 5,000 augers per month. Their production of vices and jacks is 
estimated at 5,000 pieces per month. During the war, they supplied nearly a 
million pieces of hand tools valued at about half a crore of rupees. The Mysore 
Implements Factory at Haasan also manufactured these hand tools during the 
war, but the plant was primitive and about 90 per cent of the work had to be 
done by hand. Production per machine was very _small and the fuel consumed 
for forl(ing was considerable. The management admitted that their factory 
was working on a profitable basis simply because of war-time conditions. .At 
!•resent the fact{)ry consists of four power hammers and grinders and four spring 
hammers in the forging shop. These machines have already worked beyond 
their capacity and need to be replaced. One advantage which this industry 
enjoys is that the high carbon steel manufactured from charcoal iron at the 
Mysore Iron & S•.oel Works is particularly suited for the manufacture of hand 
tools. The Government of Mysore propose ro reorganize completely this factory 
in the post-war period of which more will be said later. 

306. Target: Fixation of a target of production during the first phase 
of the plan in the case of hand toola is perhaps more difficult than in the case 
of industries, we have hitherto dealt with in this Report. It is alleged by Tatas· 
that their .Agrico plant before the war met about 90 per cent of the total demand 
of picks and hoes and about 60 per cent of hammers. In the years 1938-39, 
the .. company manufactured 326,933 picks and beaters, 814,001 hoes, 79,067 
hammers, 71,307 octsgonal bars and 6,859 miscellaneous tools making in all 
1,298,167 pieces. In a previous Table, we have already indicated that the aug
mented monthly- capacity of the plant working three shifts a day is 350,000 
units per month or 4,200,000 per annum. If the productive capacity of this 
plant alone is exploited to its optimum capacity by working it for full three 
shifts, it is capable of meeting an increase in the civilian demand for hand toola, 
three times greater than the pre-war deliland. If the capacities of the plants 
in Lahore, Mysore, Kirloskarvadi and Shoranur and that of the recently started 
Praga Tools Corporation at Hyderabad are likewise increased, it would appear 
that India to-day has a capacity to produce the simple types of hand tools, 
which may be able to cope with the demand arising out of any large scale in
dustrial or agricultural development. . Apparent_ though this may be, we -can
not, but tske cognizance of the fact that besides the major agricultural and 
industrial programmes, plans have already been formulated for the construc
tion of roads, railways, canals, etc. Similarly, housing schemes on scales hitherto 
unknown have been planned by various provincial governments both for urban 
and rural areas with a view not only to alleviate scaroitv of suitable accommoda
~ion p~rticularly in large ~wns. but alao to meet the requirements of the 
illCr!""'wg labour force which will be absorbed by new industries now growing 
up ill large and small towns. Unfortunately, we have no data on .which ro, 
cn.l~nlate ~e number of hand tools that would be required to carry out these 
vanous projects, and therefore, we cannot sav what productive capacity would 
be required to make India self-sufficient. ' 
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307. However, the problem is somewhat simplified by one fact viz., that 
machinery required for the manufacture of these hand tools is of a simple nature 
and such as can be installed quickly to produce about 500,000 units per annum. 
Again manufacture of hand tools could be taken up as a departmental activity of 
a major plant manufacturing agricultural and gardening implements. We under
stand that the manufacture of agricultural implements is being considered by 
almost all the provincial governments to meet the requirements of the peasantry. 
If this be the case, in the event of a shortage of hand tools of the type considered 
in this Report, their production could easily be taken up by such an implement 
factory. 

308. In the absence of any tangible data, the manufacture of hand tools 
must be developed by stages. In the first stage, the existing factories must be 
permitted to put into operation their schemes of expansion so as to enable them 
to achieve maximum economy in production and bring their good9 witl,in the 
scope of the artisans and others who perform cooly work either on the farm, 
or on the rail road, or on the highways and byways, or on building construction. 
Secondly, production should be taken up in these provinces where indigenons 
implements have to he supplemented with imported ones to meet the demand. 

309. In reply to our questionnaire, Messrs. Tata Iron & Steel Co. have 
indicated their plana for developing the "Agrico ". In the .first instance, they 
have a short term expansion scheme to increase the present output by carrying 
out certain extensions particularly by introducing more Drop Stamps for in
creasing the output· of hammers and by putting up new presses for the manu
facture of shovels. Additional equipment required with the exception of two 
one-hundred ton presses, has already been ordered from abroad. Tb.eir long 
term expansion scheme will cover the manufacture of tools and implements 
required by tea gardens, rubber and coffee plantations and also those in demand 
in the Far Eastern countries and in East Africa. Among the new types of tools 
proposed are Heavy Hoes, Mangalore 'Powrahs, Hammer Head, Mammoties 
and Cheeling Hoes (for tea gardens). The management have felt the same 
difficulty as we are feeling in making these recommendations viz. the lack of 
any information regarding the increasing demand for these tools. At the moment 
of writing, th ore is considerable demand for hand tools, but it is largely due to 
the fact that the market had been starved for during the war years. 

310. The manufacturers in Northern lndin, who have at present no power
driven forges and who are largely dependent upon manual labour propose to 
set up power-driven machinery and modernize their plant. This will enable 
them t<> produce goods of a better quality which is not obtainable at the moment 
and for which reason; imported tools are prefelTed by the consuming public. 
In their opinion, the current 'Capacity in the country is sufficient to meet India's 
requirements of hand tools for some time to come and therefore, they do not 
propose to put into execution any long term schemes of major expansion 

311. On the other hand, the Mysore Implements Factory in South India 
have submitted definite plans for expansion to the State Government. In the 
first instance, they propose to modernize their forging shop which at the moment 
is the most uneconomical· section of their plant. . They propose to incur an 
expenditure of over 2i lakhs of rupees in purchasing machines including presses 
of 200 to 300 tons capacity, special shearing machine, hot milling and sawing 
machine, double forging and rolling mill, cold punching and shearing machine, 
air rompressor, heavy duty hammers and ane high capacity muffle furnace for 
heat treatment. They propose to spend over half a lakh of rupees on the grind
ing section, where at least 20 various types of grinders, in addition to those 
already in use are to be set up for grinding the edges of Mammoties, etc. 
They plan to spend over a lakh of rupees on the sheet metal section and about 
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two Iakhs of rupee.~ on the machine shop. They intend to man~actu;e other 
types of hand tools such as twist drills, files, carpentry tools, mcluding cold 
saws and wood working machinery. .Also other forms of hardware such . as 
door and window fittings, metal fittings for water suppl:y:, pnmp~ a._nd pnmpmg 
machinery for agricultural purposes, etc. O';lf P:urPo~e m ~ent1onmg all these 
facts here is to show how Government plannmg m this enlightened state . coul~ 
be usefully adopted by other Provincial Governments and States, where, if this 
indu.~try has to be developed, it should form part of an Implement Factory 
where other products could be manufactured under the same roof,. in different 
sections so that the overheads may be spread over the greatest possible .nnmber 
of allied products. 

312. In the event of India's requirements of hand tools exceeding the 
productive capacity of the plants just described, we suggest that the production 
should be taken up in small scale factories of the type which the Mysore Govern
ment have established at Has.~n and which they want to expand during the 
post-war period. · Such plant.~ in the first instance shoulu ·be installed in the 
agricultural provinces as it would be necessary to bring under the same roof, 
the manufacture of agricultural tools and implements and carpentry and work
shop tools. The desire to manufacture tools and implements for the local 
agriculturists and artisans would appeal immediately to other Provincial and 
State Governments as the type of industry which would help the well-being of 
the majority of the people who live on the land, work .in the fields, build and 
repair roads, canals, houses, etc. but the success of providing suitable tools will 
depend largely upon the price at which they could be marketed. For this pur
pose, it would be essential for the Dir•ctors of Industries in the various Provinces 
and States to examine the feasibility of manufacturing the artisan tools at a 
price which would enable them to hold their own against tools manufactured in 
mass production factories. When the Agricultural Implements Co. Ltd.
" The Agrico "-appeared before the Tariff Bol\rd in 1924, the Board found that, 
with a production involving the use of 1,000 tons of basic steel, their costs were 
high and were about the same (excluding depreciation) as the price of imported 
products. The Board estimated that when full production was achieved consnm
ing about 4,000 tons of st<!el, the eost would so come down as would enable the 
company to P.arn about seven per cent on their share capit.al, after allowing for full 
depreciation.· To reduce production cost., the Mysore Implements Factory 
have planned to bring under the same roof, the manufacture of other products. 
So, if these tools are to be manufactured in small scale factories, we would advise 
the authorities concerned to consider the manufacture of other agricultural 
imple~e~ts and tools, along with these artisan tools to make the factory a paying 
proposition. 
· 313. Because, we have suggested that the existing large scale factories 

should be allowed to develop to their optimnm capacity, it should not necessarily 
follow that they should be .allowed to .set up ~dditional plants ad libitum but they 
sho~ld be allowed to p~t mto. executiOn their .post-war expansion schemes by 
settmg :UP such balanc~!l ~~ as ~ould 'bnilg about optimum economy in 
production. In our opm10n, It IS desirable and essential that in an agricultural 
country. like India, factories should exist. in various parts of the country to manu
facture Implements and tools for our agncultural masses but desirable and essen
tial though this may be, it would be contrary to natlonal well being if such a 
laudable purpose should be defeated by forcing the tiller of the soil and the artisan 
to purchase ~ tools at prices hi.gher than would be payable, if produced on 
mass production scale. The settmg up of a factory in any Province or State 
should, therefore, be undert.aken ouly when evidence is tendered by prospective 
manufacturers that ~un~ prospects exist for manufacturing ·and marketing 
tools at reasonable pi1ces m such local factories. 
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314. We understand that there is a very large demand for implements of 
the type we are dealing with here in the neighbouring countries, particularly 
in the Continent of Mrica and it would be advantAgeous for India to manu
facture such tools on large scale and export to these neighbowing markets. 
The " .Agrico " are seriously considering the possibilities of exporting their 
J>roducts and others would probably find ready markets for any exportable 
surplus production. 

315. Our planning has· therefore to be sufficiently elastic to provide in 
the first instance for the optimum development of existing units to meet in
digenous demand to expand production if possible to cater for export markets. 
In case the unknown demand arising out of the various agricultural, industrial 
and public utility schemes necessitate setting up of further units, we recommend 
the types of unit which the Mysore Implements Factory propose t<> establish 
in the near future together with ancillary units to manufacture agricultural 
implements, tube wells, water pumps for irrigation schemes, etc. in order that 
they may be ahle to supply economically the needs of the masses in the Provinces 
or States where they are located. 

316. Government Assistance:-
(a) Raw materia~~ : The existing units draw their requirements of high 

carbon bars from the primary producers. The " .Agrico " at J amshedpur, 
Kamaui Engineering Construction· Co. Ltd. and Messrs. Kirloskar Bros. 
obtain their supplies from the Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. and the Mysore 
Implements Factory from the Mysore Iron & Steel Works. There should 
be no difficulty in obtaining raw materials if more plants como into 
operation. .A large scale factory of the type of the ".Agrico " consumes 
approximately 10,000 tons of basic steel and it should not be difficult for the 
existing primary producers with their own expansion schemes to meet the re
quirements of two or three other factories. The manufacturers of hand tools 
in Northern India have indicated to us that they should get the raw materials 
at the same price at which the primary producers ·were supplying to their subsi
diary and that, if the industry on the whole is to thrive, then all the units com
prising it should have their basic steel at the same price. 

317. When interrogated as to whether they could produce any evidence 
to show that basic steel was supplied to the " .Agrico " at a different pzice than 
to any other buyer, we were informed that they had no definite evidence on the 
subject, but from the price at which the ".Agrico " were able to market their 
products, they sUimised that wzless the raw materials were supplied at a more 
favourable rate, the ".Agrico" would not be in a position to market their pro
ducts at their current prices. We have since ascertained that Messrs. Tatalron 
& Steel Co. Ltd. have been supplying basic steel material to the " .Agrico " at 
the same price charged to any other customer, and therefore, if the ".Agrico" are 
able to supply materials at rates at which others find it difficult to market 
their products, it is simply because the capacity and efficiency of their plant 
enables them to achieve economy in production. However, we agree as a 
matter of principle that all manufacturers of hand tools should be able to obtain 
their requirements of basic steel at uniform prices . 

. 318. (b) Cheap .Power : In regard to the supply of cheap power for 
the manufacture of hand tools, the existing factories are all happily situated. 
The type of units suggested for their manufacture during the fir•t phase of 
the Fifteen-Year Plan are such as would not unduly burden the resources of 
companies supplying electricity for indmtrial purposes. 

319. (c) Technical assistance: In. the statement submitted to the Panel, 
Messrs. Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. have indicated that " unlike labour in 



other industries, labour in Edge Tool Industry has to be trained with great pains 
and when a man is fully trained, he almost becomes indispensable to the factory. 
The output of tools in " Agrico " is therefore dependent upon the presence of 
trained men and even if a few such men are absent, it makes a good deal of 
difference in the production of tools ". Such being the experience of the largest 
producers of hand tools in the country, we feel it necessary that provision should 
be made by the Government to get a certain number of apprentices trained every 
year at the " Agrico " in order that other tool manufacturers can so maintain 
the quality of their production to competa with the best Indian made products 
and imports as well. The processes in the manufacture of such tools are few 
but require skill in operating the machines and therefore, we recommend that 
the required training Rhould be imparted in the factories of the existing manu
facturers particularly at th"e "Agrico" at Jamshedpur. If any of the firms 
desire to send their technical officers abroad for higher training, then the usual 
facilities should be accorded for such a training through the High Commissioner 
for India in the United Kingdom. 

320. (d) Protection to th£ Industry: Under the prevailing economic condi
tions, the need for tariff protection to this industry has not been claimed by any 
of the existing units in the country. Tariff protection was not granted to the 
Agricultural Implements Manufacturing Industry because it was felt that the 
grant of such a protection might adversely affect the agricultural community 
and workers employed in the fields might be called upon to pay higher prices 
for implements such as powrahs, kodalis, etc. than would be justified under 
the economic conditions which existed then. However, the Tata Iron & Steel 
Co. Ltd. submitted to us on behalf of the " Agrico" that " should uneconomic 
competition by foreign concerns make it necessary, protection may be granted" 
in such a form as will not increase the price to the agricultural consumer ": 
We do not think any useful purpose would be served by our offering advice to 
the Government because under the existing circumstances, no protection to 
the industry is necessary and these conditions are likely to prevail for some time 
to come. Even if our anticipations are falsified by any attempt on the part of 
foreign manufacturers to dump their products, the door is always open for the 
industry to approach the Tariff Board at any time and we are confident that 
the matter would receive their immediate attention. 

321. Control of I ndmtry :-

(1) Price: What has been previously stated in the case of other 
industries may be reiterated here viz. that if basic steel is provided 
at low prices commensurate with the costs of production and not with 
imported price of foreign steel as suggested by the Major Steel Panel, then the 
benefits should be passed on to the consumers. We have elsewhere stated that 
the exisitng productive capacity in the country is capable of meeting the 
existing internal demand but owing to the prevailing shortage of raw mat<>rial 
and transport the plants are not working to capacity and consequently a shortage 
is felt in respect of certain products of this industry. Therefore, the existing 
control of prices should continue until this temporary shortage has passed and 
the industry i~ in a position to meet the entire demand of the country. If 
imports are to ~e restricted or to be prohibited as stated further below, in order 
that the capacity of the p~nts may ~e. fullY: utilized in meeting the internal 
demands, then the controlling authonties will have to exercise considerable 
vigilance to see that manufacturers do not combine or raise prices by other 
means. 

32_2. ~2) q~mtro! of bcuio ~Is: Control of basic materials for equi
table distribution among the vanous manufacturers is not necessary under 
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normal conditions, because the quantity required by each fabricator is small 
as compared to the total output of the merchant and the bar mill material of 
the primary producers in the country. To-day, if the "Agrico" and other 
manufacturers are not receiving full requirements of the basic mRterial, it is 
simply because these mills are not functioning to their capacity due to shortage 
of coal and transport, and the available quantity has to be rationed, equitably 
among the various consumers. We have, therefore, no particular advice to 
tender to the Government on this subject. 

323. (3) Exports : Control of exports of the products of this industry 
is desirable and justified until such time as the total internal demand is fully 
met. This control is essential more than in any other industry simply because, 
the hand tools are essential to the mass of the country's population and it is 
imperative that the supply of powrahs, kodalis,. hammers, crow-bars, et{l. 
should be available to them at all times. Embargo on the export of tools can 
and should only be lifted when the capacity of the industry has increased 
beyond the country's needs. 

324. (4) Imports: It is claimed that the existing productive capacity is 
enough to meet the total requirements of the country and consequently, imports 
should be prohibited. The Kamaui Engineering Construction Co. Ltd. stated 
that in spite of the fact that they are able to market their products at the same 
prices as those of imported materials, preference by the consumers is given 
to the latter and therefore, they claim that no import should be allowed. If 
preference is given to imported materials in spite of indigenous manufacturers 
being able to supply their products at the same price, then it would seem that 
the imported products are more durable, made to standard specifications and 
have a better finish and appearance. We have not received this complaint from 
any other manufacturer. We are, therefore, not in favour of restricting imports 
of products which are consumed mainly by those living in the land and by those 
working on the roads, permanent ways, canals, etc. It is only when foreign 
manufacturers make an attempt to market their products at uneconomic prices 
that we think, control of imports should be considered and that too by protec
tive duties, which would be imposed in the event of manufacturers being able to 
satisfy the Tariff Board. At the moment such conditions do not exist and we 
are neither in favour of protecting the industry nor of restricting imports. 

325. Sales Organization: Before the war, the "Agrlco "-the largest 
manufacturer of hand tools of the type dealt with in this Report-marketed 
their products thro11gh their own branches and agents. Since the termination of 
the war, their selling organization has been absorbed in that of their parent 
company viz., The Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. Other manufacturers have marketed 
their prod nets independently and we do not think that development of this 
industry has reached that stage when the eXISting arrangements should be 
disturbed. 



CHAPTER X 

EXPORT POSSmiLITIES 

326. In the directive issued to the Panel, we were specifically asked to 
examine whether or not the industries with which we are concerned should 
cater for the export ,market ":nd if so, whether theY: should be develope~ on 
similar lines to those adopted m Japan. Before making our recommendations, 
we shall review briefly some salient features of Japanese industrial development 
before the war. 

327. The rapid rise of Japan as an industrial power before the war took 
place mainly during the two decades preceding World War II, when the esta
blished interests of older exporting countries were menaced by a ·competitor 
whose sales methods, prices, quality and variety of output were shattering. The 
structure of Japanese industry was so built as to permit large modem indsutries 
to work alongside cottage and small scale industries. She so linked up her large 
and small industries and so improved their production at least so far as the 
export market was concerned, they worked as partners and not as competitors. 
According to statistics compiled by the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce in 1931, 
small scale factories produced 18·5 per cent of the total output of cotton textiles; 
28 per cent of woollen textiles; 55·1 per cent silk textiles; 27·4 per cent of 
hosiery; 29·1 per cent of hats; 91·5 per cent of pencils; 60·8 per cent of China
ware ancl 65·5 per cent of bicycles. 

328. In 1932, the last year for whieh a census was published 13 per cent 
of all r~gistered workers were in small industrial establi~hments employing 
from five to nine persons; 26 per cent in workshops employing from 10 to 49 
employees; medium size industries employiug from 50 to 500 workers besides 
absorbed a further 36 per cent leaving a bare 26 per cent for the large scale 
factories employing more than 500 workers. 

329. Another important fact emerging from the study of the Japanese 
industrial structure is that gradually she ce.ased to be primarily a textile· produ
cing country and other industries such as metal, machinery and chemicals 
occupie.d positions of increasing importance~ Twenty-five years ago, textiles 
represented half of the total Japanese output. In 1932, it was 37 per cent. 
The output. of metal and machinery was 20 per cent and of chemicals 16 per 
gent. Together therefore, these two industries were as important to Japanese 
total production as was the textile industry. 

330. Yet another point of importance to note in the build up of the 
Japanese indu•trial structure was that she was the home of "light industries" 
producing goods for the consumer in a country in which the heavy industries 
were relegated to a second place because of her shortage of raw materials. With 
the availability of iron ore and coal from Manchuria and Korea, her production 
of iron and steel products, machinery, instruments, etc., increased by leaps 
and bounds. Just before the outbreak of the war, 34 per cent of the machinery 
manufactured in Japan was produced in large fact-ories; 45 per cent came from 
medium factories, and 17 per cent from small establishments. Conditions in 
the metal industry were similar. Of the "miscellaneous industries" manu
facturing export goods on an extensive scale which were such a threat to world 
markets, only 12 per cent was produced in large scale, 52 per cent in medium 
scale and 36 per cent in small factories. A strikingly successful feature of this 
industrial structure was that the products of all these large, small and cottage 
90 
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scale factories for export purposes had a uniform standard as far as quality, 
packing, etc., were concerned and it was rarely possible to tell in which type 
of factory particular goods had been produced. 

331. Various reasons have been advanced for the survival of small scale 
factories in Japan. Chronic depression in agricultural occupations, coupled 
with imperfect factory legislation permitting exploitation of the workers have 
been suggested as causes. Widespread hydro-electrification of the country 
enabled small industries in rural upcountry areas to enjoy the benefits of cheap 
power, as well as the use of water-wheels for motive power,-:-the use of which 
doubled during the last twenty years-.are other reasons. The small workshops 
were equipped with modem machines where power was availsble aud with 
simpler though none the less effective types where water-wheels provided the 
motive power. The goods produced by these small scale industries, were as 
we have said, indistinguishable from the products of the large scale plants. 

332. The Japanese· Government greatly asBisted the industrial. growth 
of the country by making available overland and overseas transport facilities 
as public utilities; by offering concesBional rates for transport of raw materials 
to and from any part of the Japanese Empire. Any loss arisinll out of so utiliz
ing the transport services was made 'flood by subsidies, bounties and loans to 
the Japanese shipping and shipbuilding industries and also• to her railways. 
Again by the r'orm('tion of co-operative societies, the Japanese Government 
made available the required capital for the smallBcale producers though dominat
ing capitaliRts like Mitsui who with other financial magnates formed the Zaibatsu 
often contributed towards the capital ·of the small scale industries. In the 
industrial structure of Japan, small factories and even home indu•tries became 
a part of this highly developed system, the workers in. the small factories and 
even in the home industries were indirectly employed by these industrial com~ 
hines and often these enterprises were virtually nothing but sub-departments 
of these combines, who made provision for the supply of raw material, working 
capital, etc. and took away the finished products for sale. abroad along with those 
manufactured in large scale factories. 

333. The question is to what extent could India employ an industrial 
structure on these Jines for the con•umer goods industries with which we are 
poncemed. For this purpose we will briefly describe our own structure so far 
as it relates to tbe industries with which we are concerned. For centuries some 
hardware, hollow-ware, and hand tools were manufactured in this country by 
village blacksmiths, who made their steel in crucibles for the agricultural and 
bnildinll trades. Considerable skill was demonstrated in manufacturing the 
Indian Wootz steel and in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, knives manu
factured in Moradabad and the steel blades manufactured in Golconda, which 
were subsequently turned into the famous Damascus swords, were fabricated 
bv Indian craftsmen, whose descendants in modem times employ their traditional 
skill in the cottage industries of the country. ·With the import of products of 
iron and steel like bars, plates, sheets; etc., there grew up in towns small work
shops which employed the traditionally skilled blacksmiths and tinsmiths ; 
and the hardware and hollow-ware industries developed to meet the require
ments of such consumers, who could .not afford to purchase more eXPensive 
imported articles, 'In time and particularly (l.fter the last war, these industries 
utilized power machines on a small scale and produced utensils and containers. 
This group of industries,_ some of which were started under the guidance and 
supervision of the Directors of Industries, and their establishments, which were 
set up in various provinces on the recommendation of the Indian Industrial 
Commission (1916-18). 
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33l. With the availability of locally produced bars, sheets, etc.\ from 
the primary producers, considerable large scale developme~t took _place m ~he 
manufacture of certain types of bard ware. This followed mth the mauguration 
of the Indian Steel & Wire Products factory at Tatanagar, making rods, wire 
and wire products for the first time in India. Messrs. Henry Williams Limited, 
who had for a long while restricted their activities to the rolling and manufacture 
of railway fittings and equipment in this country joined Messrs. Guest, Keen 
and N uttlefeld to manufacture in India for the first time nuts, bolts, rivets, 
spikes, etc. With the increasing demand for metal containers for packing com
modities of all sorts of food another world famous concern, the Metal Box 
Co. Ltd. of England formed an Indian oompany-The Metal Box Co. of India 
Ltd. who in 1933 commenced manufacturing tinplate containers on a large scale. 

335. The development of the manufacture of hardware, hollow-ware, 
enamelware, cutleryware, surgical instruments, steel furniture and fittings 
made a tremendous advance during the war. Though the tempo of war pre
paration was slow, prior to the fall of France, considerable activity had taken 
place in the manufacture of these steel products. With the fall of France and 
with the necessity of meeting the increasing demand of the Armies in the Middle 
East, supplies had to be obtained from all branches of the industry whether 
large scale,· small scale or cottage scale. With the entry of Japan into the war, 
steps had to be taken to import machinery and equipment for expanding the 
manufacture of nuts, bolts, rivets, wire, wire products, containers, cutlery, 
building hardware, surgical instruments, etc. Thanks to the efforts of the 
Supply Department in these directions in the production of these articles 
reached a stage of development at which, with an assured supply of basic raw 
material and with the assistance of ·Government, the post-war development of 
these industries by all the three classes of producers can be so increased that 
it will be able to meet not only internal demands but also those of neighbour
ing countries. 

336. We, therefore, have in this country the nucleus of an industrial 
structure for the development of these industries in the post-war period more 
or less on the same lines so successfnlly adopted by Japan. We could with 
certain modifications adopt the Japanese structure to suit the particular needs 
of this country. Bare subsistent wages and longer hours of work were undesira
ble features of the Japanese pre-war industrial machine. · Under no circum
stances, can they be considered suitable for adoption in the planned industrial' 
development of this country, which is essentially based on raising the standard 
of living of the working class people employed either in agriculture or in industry. 

337. In Chapter I, we have stated that one of the basis of our planning 
for the five years is to make India self-sufficient in meeting the entire internal 
demand for the products of the industries with which we are concerned. That 
ilhould not preclude us from considering and planning for the export of these 
steel products to countries; where India has a geographically advantageous 
position. All pointed out by the other Panel dealing with the basic steel industry, 
between Northern Europe and Australia, India is the ouly large scale producer 
of iron and steel with the exception of SonthAfrica, while in the Far East Japan 
will cease to b~ a ste~l m~nufac~uring country for many years to co,;,e. All 
far !'-s the steel ~dustnes m~h which we· are concerned, India has a great oppor
tumty to sell ~heu products ~the, markets of th~ British Empire in East Africa, 
Egypt, Palestine, Iraq, Persia and on the other Side in Burma, the Strait Settle
~ents, Java, Sumatra and in Sou~h China including Hong Kong. To-day India 
IS. the c~eapest producer of steel m the ;world so that the 'processing industries 
mth which we are concerned should be m a position to obtain their basic raw 
ma~erial at the lowes~ possible price. T~ for reasons fnlly discussed in the 
MaJor Panel Report IS not the case. If this weakness is corrected and their 
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planning is carried out on the lines indicated, then India will have a unique 
opp~rtunity of supplying cheap steel goods in markets where Japan and Germany 
particularly the former, had complete controL We admit the necessity of making 
the country self-sufficient but must emphasize strongly the necessity of extending 
our markets in foreign countries, for a reason which forms an important basis 
of the post-war industrial planning of this country. 

338. If we are to raise the tempo of our industrial production so as to 
double the national· income, within a period of fifteen years, then the existing 
indu~trial production must be greatly increased during the first five years of 
the Plan; Such a development would require the installation of a large volume 
of machinery and capital equipment, which would necessitate large surpluses 
of purchasing power in foreign countries. This could only be created by a 
favourable balance of trade wherein exports of Indian goods, particularly manu
factured goods must create a balance of payment in favour of India. This 
can ouly be achieved by export of the products of such industries where India 
has a natural advantage in respect of the availability of raw materials and the 
low cost of production. Two particular industries have so developed in this 
country that their products can always find markets in the countries mentioned 
above and we feel it imperative that steps should be taken to fill up these markets 
with the products of these industries from any surpluses that might remain 
after the saturation of demand in this country. These two industries are cotton 
textile and steel. 

339. The significance of what we have stated can best be realized by an 
examination of what was achieved by Japan in this direction, in order to build 
up the phenomenal industrial structure she did before the war. The industrial 
leaders of Japan were always, " export-conscious". The figures of export 
and import published three times a month by the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce 
were anxiously discussed by the general public. A slight decline in export 
over a ten days pPriod cau•ed wi•iespread criticism in Japanese Press, 811 

was well-known to those who were trading in that country.· In 1934, which 
was the last y-e::~r, when any official statistics were obtainable about the Japanese 
indu~trial production and about her export trade which was discontinued with 
the " China Incident" Japan was exporting industrial products five to six 
times above the 1914 figures. 

340. If we take 100 as the index number for 1914, then·in 1920, the index 
figure was 210; in 1928-254; in 1932--325; in 1934-555 a phenomenal rise .. 
Industrially competitive goods were an increasingly important item iri the foreign 
exports, particularly in later years. In 1928, these goods represented 50 per cent 
of her total export; in 1934 i.e., with a period of six years they represented nearly 
75 per cent. Textile and steel originally headed the list of Japanese exports. 
But during recent years "general industrial merchandise" including enamel
ware, cutleryware, nails, scientific instruments, lamps, toys, etc., exceeded the 
exports of textiles. In 1932, "non-textiles" represented only 37 per cent of 
Japanese total exports; in 1933, non-textiles were 41 per cent; in 1934 they 
rose to 46 per cent. 

341. What is most !significant from our point of view is that in 1934, 
the last year for which detailed statistics are available, the British Empire 
imported 44·6 per cent, the Dutch Empire. 16 per cent, the U.S.A. markets 
12·8 per cent; China. 9 per cent and the rest of the world 17·6 per ·cent of the 
total exports of Japan. · Among the markets of 'the Empire, . British-India. 
alone imported approximately half of the Empire's total share_ The rest of 
the Empire's total was taken by countries east of Suez. It may also be noted 
that Japan's trade balance with Canada, Australia, New Zealand and British 
Borneo was unfavourable to her. All the other countries in the Orient, where 
she had a. favourable balance of trade are in closer proximity to India.. As 
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there ill little possibility of any Japanese or German goods entering in these 
markets for many years to come, and as the prices at which they could be 
imported from European and American countries should be comparatively more 
expensive, India has in these export markets, east of Suez, an outlet for the 
products of her consumer goods industries. 

342. At the request of this Panel, the Industrial Adviser to the Gov~rn
ment of India invited reports from our Trade Commissioners in East Africa, 
Pe,.,.ia and Egypt, and we quote from the Report of our Trade Commissioner 
in East Africa, to indicate what favourable conditions prevail there for export 
of Indian goods. The Report received from onr Trade Commissioners in Egypt 
and Persia portrayed similar conditions. 

343. "East Africa has always been a natural market of India owing 
to its proximity and the character and economic life of her people. With the 
elimination of Japan and Germany as potential competitors for Indian manu
facturers on the East African market, the dav has dawned for India to come in 
poMeAAion of her natural inheritance. It is. of the utmost importance and it 
should be realized that this opportunity which embosoms vast and far-reaching 
potentialities in the future economic prosperity of India, should not be allowed 
t-o slip by for want of forethought and action. Very few countries can perhaps 
provide a more stable market for Indian manufacturers than the African 
territories, particularly E~st Africa. Since after the start of hostilities there 
have been changes of great magnitude in the economic conditions of the East 
African territories. The African has seen, heard and learnt· in six war years 
more than he would have done in thirty normal years. This means that he will 
require more and better articles. The quantity of lower grade I!Oods will not 
be materially affected because the lowest strata which practically purchased 
very little will replace those who did in the low prices class while those who 
did buv low priced qualities before the war, will demand better goods. The 
scale of wages, earning power in general, production and political status have 
also advanced. Broadlv, therefore, the manufacturers abroad can look to a 
higher and increasing demand for trade goods."' 

344. "A proper gauging of the world position leaves no room for doubt 
that there is a feverish bid for East African market for manufactured goods from 
all directions, particularly so as this is the right moment to fill up the wide gap 
left by the two iJowerfui commercial nationS Japan and Germany who had 
established .unchallengeable .commercial sway in these territories in spite of all 
efforts to counteract this by means of judicious propaganda and publicity in 
favour of the United Kingdom and Empire manufactured goods." 

345. "In war-time, India was called upon to produce and export ·to 
this market almost, anything and everything from textiles to matches, combs, 
glassware, crockery, cutleryware, hardware, and bakelite goods, which she her
self used to import in pre-war time. Frankly speaking, it cannot be denied 
that the export trade from Indian side of the ocean was not handled in a manner 
compatible with business integrity and decorum or with a view to build up and 
consolidate an export market where the Indian retailer predominates and which 
had all the advantages ideal for any country with a desire for export trade. 
It is admitted that there were production and shipping difficulties and hordes 
of other, but I cannot see any reason for the lack of standard qualities, short 
weights and measures, high prices by snowballing and other means. However 
at present, there is a marked difference for the better and if pursued zealously' 
there is no reason why confidence should not be establish~d." ' 

346. The £acts indicated above r~garding Japanese export trade and the 
extract from the Report of our Trade Commissioner in East Africa make it 

' 
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sufficiently clear that the time is come particularly now for India to enter into 
these markets when trade conditions in other countries are so unsettled to 
capture b~siness which has been lost to Japan and Germany. We, therefore, 
feel that It should be a cornerstone of Government's industrial policy to see 
that at least " general industrial merchandise " including products of the 
industries in the development of which we are c.oncerned are exported to those 
markets. These industries are such that given the type of assistance which we 
have described, they could create employment for a large number of people in 
the manufacture of the products on large, small and cottage scale basis. 

34 7. Having established that possibilities exist for Indian products to 
find a place in the markets east of Suez, we must again emphasize that penetra
tion on foreign markets should be actively taken up only after demand in this 
country is fully satisfied. In no circumstances should export be permitted 
merely because of very high prices prevailing in foreign markets, unless and 
until the requirements of the consumers in this country are met. It would be 
an undesirable feature of our industrial economy if goods, particularly consumer 
goods of the type dealt with in this Report, are allowed to be exported when 
they will be particularly required in the development of other industries and 
for putting through the vast schemes of housing, irrigation, etc. whose develop
ment has likewise been planned. It is only when the dealers stocks in this 
country are replete, which will satisfy the increasing demands of the consumers 
and when surpluses are available, that they should be allowed to move out of 
this country and find their place in foreign markets. 

348. Such conditions could be brought about in two or three years and 
so, during the interim period, we ,would like the Government to carry out 
thorough investigations through our Trade Commissioners in the markets east 
of Suez, about the type of products which consumers in those countries desire, 
their quality and prices, etc. so that all the commercial information is readily 
available when the industries concerned are ready to enter the export market. 
Plans should be made to work out the most suitable marketing methods. 
Whether marketing should be left to the large merchant houses in the ports, who 
have their branches in foreign lands or whether it should be left to individual 
firms or association of such firms, are matters which can ouly be dealt with 
after the industries are developed on certain well defined lines. We have 
indicated that the sale of some of the products in foreign countries might be left 
to the sales organization which the Iron & Steel (Major) Panel have recom~ 
mended for the basic steel industry. In the case of industries which are likely 
to be developed on a small scale such as the manufacture of domestic hardware, 
cutleryware, surgical instruments, etc. we submit that the Directors of Industries 
in the various Provinces and States interested in their development, should 
assist the small scale producers by .creating a co-operative marketing organiza
tion or by bringing about an Association of Manufacturers, wbo should them
selves form a sales organization to market their products abroad. It is only 
by setting up such an organization or by leaving export trade in the bands of 
merchant houses, who are known in the foreign markets for their business 
integrity and acumen that we will be able to export goods of quality at reason· 
able prices, which alone will give a permanent place to Indian products in 
foreign markets. No endeavour to establish market abroad would be success
ful if individual firms with very limited resources try and capture whatever 
trade they can, by reducing the quality of the output to allure the foreign buyer 
by cheap quotations. The reports from our Tra~e Commissi~ners already 
indicate that some such attempts have been made m the past with the result 
that many of the products of Indian industries have gained a bad reputation 
or have been superseded by goods iniported from other countries even at a 
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higher price, because products of reliable quality h~ve been regularly supplied. 
These are matters which must receive the attention of the Departments of 
Industries in the various Provinces and States. 

3!l9. Standardization of production and the quality of the products are 
matters in which the Departments concerned should actively iJ;tterest th~m· 
selves for the benefit of the Industries which are likely to be set up m the vanous 
Provinces and States. What was achieved in this direction by the Supply 
Department and the Controller General of Inspection during the war shows 
what can be done. Already British Standard Specifications and Indian Govern
ment Specifications exist and it should be made incumbent upon the various 
industries, if necessary by legislation to produce goods to prescribed standards 
only, whether they have to be marketed in this country or abroad. In tbe 
initial stages, it may be difficult to persuade or enforce manufacturers to do so, 
but if they do not then they will lose forever the possibility of selling their goods 
abroad in what will undoubtedly be highly competitive markets. 

350. So,. to sum up, there is definite scope for the products of the 
industries with which we are concerned to enter markets east of Suez.. In our 
opinion, it is essential that India should take her proper place in the export 
markets of countries for which she is geographically best suited to supply her 
products. That this is a desirable object from the point of view of national 
well-being cannot be denied. Equally it cannot be denied that until Indian 
internal requirements are fully met, any attempt to export our products should 
be discouraged. Some time must lapse before such a condition can arise and 
so, during the intervening period, we advise the Government to explore all 
market· possibilities, make the infonnation available to the industries and 
arrange for standardization of their products. In the interim period, if any 
industry or unit thereof, desires to market its products abroad, having satisfied 
the authorities concerned that the indigenous demand has been fully met; it 
should be authorized to do so, provided adequate measures have been taken to 
see that quality conditions have been satisfied. In the event of reports being 
received from our Trade Commissioners that goods of inferior.quality are being 
marketed, then legislative measures might be taken to safeguard and promote 
India's commerce with her neighbouring countries. 

351. It would be of the greatest value if the Government of India in 
the Commerce, Industries and Supplies Departments invite the Directors of 
Industries in the various Provinces and States interested in the development of 
Iron & Steel (Minor) Industries to fonnulate an all-India plan for standardizing 
and I_Dar~eting _the p~od~cts o_f these industries. W? are fully aware of the 
constitutional difliculties m this respect, Industry bemg mainly a transferred 
subject and every Pro~nce being entitled to take independent action. Never
theless, we feel ~hat until some general and fundamental conditions are agreed, 
by all the Provmces and_ S~ates concerne~, t~e possibilities of entering into 
export markets must be limited. Standardization of products and their market
ing through proper channels are matters on which there should be no difference 
of opinion prevailing among the people who are interested in the development 
of industries, whatever Province or State they represent .. It would be to the 
advantage of the industries Cl)ncerned if immediate steps were taken by 
Gov?rnmen~ to investigate the req~ements of the export markets and help 
the md_n~tnes ~oncerne~ to the position where they can offer quality goods at 
~ompeti~I~e pnces. It 18 only then that export possibilities can be converted 
wto realities. 



APPENDIX A 

MEMORANDUM FROM SHRI N. N. RAKSHIT ON LABOUR 
AND INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES 

1. Our colleague Shri N. N. Rakshit desired that we should write a separate 
chapter on problems relating to labour employed in the various industries 
deal' with in this Report, but we feel that the post-war labour problems are not 
patent to these industries alone but thev have become a feature of the industrial 
and soc.ial upheaval throughout the world and their solution demands not 
only nationwide considerations but international as well. . The Labour Depart
m•nt of the Government of India have been carefully examining these develop
ments and our National Government have been prompt in bringing forward 
suitable legisla.tion for consideration by the Legislative Assembly. As t!JU. 
motter is going to be settled on-nationwide basi• by the accredited represents· 
tives of the people and their Government, we do not think it necessary to write 
up a new chapter. We, however, ar~ in general agreemen.t with what Shri 
Raksbit has stated in his memorandum and therefore, we have decided that it 
should be attached to this Report in the form of an Appendix so that the 
authorities concerned might know that they have our full support for the 
contemplated legislation, to remedy the evil effects of their post-war industrial 
upheaval and to bring about more harmonious relation between the employer 
and employe•s in our industries. 

2. " The present relation between employers and employees in Indian 
industries, as estimated by the large number of strikes and disputes in recent 
times, is far from satisfactory, and it may ultimately develop into a grave 
problem in India's National Economy, if serious efforts are not made now to 
make a sound and proper settlement after a thorough investigation into all 
aspects of tl>e question. India to-day is on the threshold of vast industrial 
developments, and it will be extremely unfortunate if she fails to get the loyal 
and willing support of a strong and efficient labour force in this most critical 
period of her industrial history. It is therefore essential ·that the problem of 
industrial disput•s should be studied in its entirety with great care from every 
point of view, and instead of individual patch work remedies by conciliation 
boards, some uniform general 'principles regarding some of the most important 
points of dispute such as minimum wages etc. should be established and 
enforced by legislation for· the guidance of industrial employers and workmen. 

3. "It is fortunate that the question has already att-racted the serious 
attention of the Government of India,' who are already trying to evolve a more 
rationallahour policy based on definite principles with regard to such important 
question. as health insurance, minimum wages, working hours, etc. and there 
is hardly any doubt that auch measures will greatly improve the position of the 
working classes and also succeed in removing same and the main causes of 
confiict. 

4. "But there are reasons to believe however, tbst these legislations for 
the benefit of the working classes will not be able to make a final solution of this 
problem which is more complex than is generally supposed, for though essen
tially e.conomic, it is in a large measure political. While it is undesirable that 
industrial disputes are often the result of real grievances of workmen, it will 
be a mistake to suppose that this evil can be remedied merely by labour legisla
tions allowing greater amenities to industrial workmen. Labour troubles in our 
country are not the result of the exploitation alone of workmen by industrial 
employers, but also of the political activities of various parties who are trying 
to gain political power through labour movement. ln order to retain their 
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hold on working classes, these political parties vie with one anothc~ in ·inciting 
workmen against their employers, and make them resort to stnkes on the 
slightest pretext. 

5. "It is because of these political forces or inJluenoes that a proper solution 
of the problem has become so difficult and it can perhaps be safely asserted that 
if strong and adequate steps are not taken by Central Government to control 
and count<lract such political influences, India will never be able to mobilize a 
strong loyal, and efficient labour force to build up her industries. 

6. "In shaping their labour policy and enacting necessary legislative 
measures, Government should take the following points into their careful 
consideration :-

(a) Government may, by legislation, compel industrial employers to 
give greater amenities to workmen as regards wages, working hours, 
etc., but where i• the guarantee that workmen will, in return, render 
honest, willing and loyal service. It is a common experience of 
industrial employers that in case of a dispute, eveu when the demands 
of workmen are fully met, they do not always co-operate honestly 
with employers by giving sincere and efficient service. To guard 
against such in.•incerity on the part of workmen, Trade Unions, etc., 
labour organizations should be made responsible for the conduct of 
the members and labour legislations shouid be made strictly binding 
on workmen as well as employers. 

(b) The policy of appeasement of workmen's demands should be pursued 
with extreme care and caution, because increased rates of wages are 
raising the cost of production in all Indian industries. 

As most of the industrially advanced countries of the world 
are gradually returning to normal peace time production, Indian 
induatries are likely to face severe foreign competition, in near future. 
In these circumstances, it is essential that production in Indian 
industries should now become highly efficient so as to reduce the 
cost of production to the minimum. Thia vitally important fact 
should never be lost sight of in deterniining the wages of workmen 
whose present practice of making omnibus demand muat be severely 
checked. If Indian induatries cannot now produce standard quality 
articles at cheap cost, they will have to lose the ground they had 
won during the war. 

(c) Care should alsD be taken to see that the interest of consumers are 
not injured by the high wage rates allowed to workmen. High 
wages and other amenities to workmen are resulting in the rising 
prices of commodities and consumers are being made to suffer. 

(d) The Government's attempt to alter the Factories Act so as to bring 
even the small indust~es within its scope, is very likely to prove 
harmful to the small mdustries because certain special economies 
pec~r to ~mall industries will disappear if they are to conform tD 
the sttpulattons of the Factories Act. Conditions in small induatrios 
are so different fro~ those of the large industries that the same princi
ples cannot be applicable to both of them. It is therefore advisable 
that special provisions for the benefit of the small induatries should 
be incorporated into the Act itself so that the small induatries may 
work satisfactorily. 

(e) Special machi~ery sh?uld .be set up by the Government for the 
settlement of md ust~al disp~tes. Thia machinery will consist of 
various Boards for different mdustries, and these Boards will be 
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composed of men equipped with expert technical knowledge of the 
manufactme and costing of the particular industry. In case of a dis
pute, the balance sheet of the company concerned should be carefully 
examined by the Board, who after taking into account, the production 
and other expenses, and the profit made by the company, will decide 
how far the demands made by workmen can, be conceded wit)10ut 
injllling the legitimate interests of shareholders. The decision 
of the Board will be final and will be equally binding on both the 
employers and employees. 

7. "While there can be no two opinions about the necessity of improving 
the condition of working classes in this country, it will never do to forget the 
one central fact that in order to maintain their existence against foreign competi
tion, production in Indian industries must become economical and efficient, 
otherwise such industries will not only become a heavy bmden to the nation 
but will be nltimately crushed out of existence by powerful foreign manufac
turers. It will be a sad mistake to suppose that inefficient industries can for all 
time to come be protected by tariff walls. Powerful foreign manufacturers 
have already taken advantage of the loop-holes in the tariff policy of the Govern
ment and have started their branch organizations in India .. Jndian industries 
can never expect to live and thrive, if they do not come on a par with foreign 
industries as regards efficiency and cost of producti<m.'' 

APPENDIX B 

EMPLOYMENT OF FOREIGN CAPITAL 

1. According to one of the terms of reference, we are required to report 
about the natme and degree of co-operation with foreign firms both in respect 
of capital and management. This again, is a subject on which we, have not 
thought it advisable to write up a chapter, considering the natme of industries 
with which we are concerned and the amount of capita) involved in their 
development. 

2. As far as the participation. of foreign firms in the management of 
these industries is concerned, we think it is a matter which should be left entirely 
in the hands of the industrialists concerned, who are the best judges of the degree 
to which foreign participation in the management may be allowed, which will 
not jeopardise their own control of the industry. It· may be that patented 
processes have to be introduced in some of the industries and it may be that 
technical personnel to work these patent-ed processes have to be engaged from 
the patent owning companies abroad, for which it may be necessary to pay 
royalties, etc. but these are matters on which action can best be taken by 
agreement between the patent owners abroad and by the industrialists in this 
country. 

3. In regard to employment of foreign capital, we are of the opinion 
that considering the small amount of capital required for the development of 
various industries discussed in this Report as compared to what is required for 
other industries, it conld be easily raised in the country and therefore, indigenous 
capitalshonld only be employed hereafter. In om opinion, for the safe and un
hampered growth of industries both large and small in this country, it is essential 
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hhat unrestricted employment of foreign capital in India s~ould ceas~ as early as 
possible. The old recommendations of the External Cap1tal Comw~tee s~ould 
now be revised, and a fresh Enquiry Committee should be set up to mvestigate 
how far and under what conditions, foreign capital can be allowed to enter and 
be employed in India. In view of the possible danger from industries orga~zed 
by powerful foreign capitalists in this country, it is necessary that conditions 
should be imposed to restrict the inflow of foreign capital into India, in order to 
safeguard the interests of Indian-owned Industries. Government will have to 
device methods by which this inflow of foreign capital may be regulated so as to 
give the children of the soil, optimum scope for the progressive development 
of their country and the exploitation of its material resources for the benefit 
of the nation. 

4. Our colleague Mr. H. Chiswell-J ones disagrees with us as he holds 
different views than those expressed above, and his dissenting note on the subject 
is submitted hereunder :-

" The question of employment of foreign capital in countries needs 
very careful consideration for while it is only natural that Governments 
should wish that all industries be financed by their own Nationals this 
can retard economic progress. In 1943, one of the leading financial weeklies 
of Great Britain stressed the fact that no country has a monopoly of brains 
and urged that American companies be encouraged not only to set up their 
own factories in Britain, but be controlled by them. This is the realistic 
outlook on a problem often clouded by nationalistic ideals. 

"!tis apparent that the development of new ideas coming from abroad 
shonld be given every freedom for any attempt at restriction, whether in 
the financial or managerial field, will automatically retard the economic 
progress of any industry. Co-operation not restriction, shonld be ideal, for 
by this means partnerships will be built up which will endure and which 
cannot fail to bring increasing efficiency and prosperity to . industry." 
(Sd.) H. Chiswell-J ones). 

Mr. Chiswell-J ones hae agreed with us on all the points on which we have 
tendered advise to the Government in this Report excepting the subject matter 
of this Appendix. 

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT OF THE ffiON & STEEL (MINOR) PANEL 

Chapter 1-lntroductory 

Chapter U-Basis of our Planning 

. In India, whic~ has yet to go a long way in building up her industries, 
pa~cularly the bas1c on~s, the smal~ scale and cottage scale industries have 
enj~yeu a pre~onderant -~portan~e m the country's economic growth. The 
Indian Industrial CoiDlU1Ss10n, w!llch ca.rrie~ ou~ the first official enquiry in 
19_16-~8 o~ the develop~ent of mdustnes m thlB country ·on systematic and 
sc1entific lines, has suffictently stressed the need for developing our industries 
on (1) ~rge-scale, (2) s~ll-scale and (3) cottage scale. Even in the future 
econowc structure wherem State plannin~ is t~ play a more prominent role, 
development on these scales has to continue, if opportunities for increasing 
employme~t are to be provided in th? various regions of the country, where 
oppo~umties are so scarce to-day, owmg to the concentration of Industry in 
certam large towns and.ports. 
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2. Unless this is done even after the creation of the capital goods industrv, 
which involves employment of comparatively less labour than the consnmE>r 
goods industry, it is not unreasonable to expect a large volume of the Indian 
population to be left without work, unless.small scale and cottage-scale industries 
run :pari :pMsu, and are linkecl up with large scale enterprise as in· Japan. So, 
the first basis of our planning is to see that the development of the industries 
with which we are concerned is so planned as to give the large scale, the Slllllll 
scale and the cottage-scale producers, sufficient scope to run .their business on 
healthy lines an<'. to ensure their growth in various regions, which would result 
in wider diffusion of purchasing· power and creation of large internal markets 
for the products of these industries. 

3. To enable the capital resources of the country: being utilized in 
initiating as rnany schemes as possible of industrial, agricultural and social 
development, it has been emphasized by the Iron and Steel (Major) Panel that 
the price of basic steel be fixed at a level at which the primary producers may 
sell their products at a reasonable profit which would encourage the consumers 
of steel, to make as much use of its as possible. We have accepted this basis 
in our planning also and have made certain recommendations, so that " if basic 
steel is to be made. available at the ch.apest price to the producers engaged in 
the industries in the development of which we are concerned, then the benefits 
ari.•ing out of the low cost of the basic .materials should be passed on to the 
consumers of their products." · 

. 4. That India should be made self-snflicient in meeting the entire demand 
for the products of the various industries with which we are concerned, is 
another important basis of our planning. · That in so doing, no monopolies are 
to be created or a combination of manufacturers be brought about, who by 
withholding supplies, or by arbitrary fixation of high prices, dep1ive the con
sumers of steel products of the benefit~ of low cost basic steel. 1 (See paras 21 
and 22). 

5. Lastly, we have considered the possibilities of development of -the 
industries with which we are concerned on lines similar to those on which they 
were developed in Japan. and the possibilities of exporting the products to 
markets east of Suez. 

Chapter lli-Wire, Wire Nails and Other Products 
6. The average import of wire and w1re nails excluding the fencing wire 

and wire rods during the quinquennium 1935-40 was approximately 21,000 
tons per annum: This, coupled with the indigenous production of about 25,000 
tons per annum, indicated an approxim"\te consumption in this country before 
the war of about 45,000 tons per annum. During the war, the capacity of the 
two large scale producers was increased, and new sources of supply were also 
developed by small factories from new small suppliers. Therefore, the total 
current capacity of the .indigenous. producers is to manufacture. 29,300 tons of 
wire and 16,480 tons of wire nail•, making in all 45,780 tons. Against this, the 
actual output during the five years 1940-46 was, on an average, 25,460 ton.•. 
This was due to lack of coal and transport facilities and the inability of the 
small manufacturers to run their mills efficiently owing to the very improvised 
nature of their equipment. 

7. Our estimates of the futm-e demand and the target of production have 
been based on new factories which are likely to come into prominence with the 
execution of the 15-year plan, and it is not based on conditions prevailing before 
or during the war. The post-war development schemes of the Central and 
Provincial Governments, the requirements of the post-war armed forces and 
the possibility of export have all been considered. The Major Steel Panel 
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sought the information from the principal departmen~s of the Go~ernm~nt of 
India the Provincial Governments and some of the maJor States. We too asked 
the Directors of Indu.'ltries in the various provinces and Indian States how fnr 
they were interested in the steel processing industries. As most of the schemes 
exist only in broad outline, only a general idea of the nature and extent of 
the demands is indicated. 

8. In fixing the target for the processing industries based on steel, we 
were faced throughout with a very diflicnlt problem in assessing the potentml 
demand, as none of the Planning DepartJ¥ents of the Government were able 
to state, and for good reasons too, what their requirements of hardware wonld 
be. We have, therefore, arrived at our target on the following lines :-

The pre-war consumption of wire and wire products was about 45,000 
tons· per annum. During the last six years, more than 60 per cent of this 
pre-war consumption was diverted into war channels, which demand will 
have to be met during the post-war period, and the back-log has been esti
mated at about 216,000 tons of wire, and if this demand is to be met during 
the first five years of the plan, then, the total consumption in the country 
wonld increase by another 43,000 tons. This back-log of demand may not 
materialize to the extent expected and, therefore, we agree with the other 
Panel that only 50 to 60 per cent of the demand may arise during the first 
five years of the plan. This, coupled with the demand arising out of the 
Government •ponsored post-war schemes and heavy building programme for 
industrial and housing requirements, has led us to believe that a production 
target of 100,000/110,000 tons per am:ium wonld not be an over estimate. 
To obviate any danger of over or under productions, we suggest that our 
recommendations may be put into execution by stages. 

9. The post-war development of this industry is based on the expan
sion of the existing unit to achieve their optimum production and the creation 
of new ones, The Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. plan to install a rolling 
mill plant with a capacity of 175 tons of wire rods per day of 8 hours. If work
ed fnll three shifts and throughout the year, this would result in production of 
about 175,000 to 180,000 tons of wire rods and for M.S. Bars below t'• per annum. 
AB we require only 130,000 tons of- wire rods, the firm plan to manufacture 
approximately 75,000 tons of wire rods and the balance as reinforcing rounds. 
They propose to raiae the production of wire nails from 14,000 tons to 21,000 
tons and of galvanized and hard bright annealed wire to 7,000 and 14,000 tons 
respectively. In addition, they plan to make 4,000 tons of barbed wire and 
3,000 tons of special wire. They further went to utilize about 20,000 tons in 
the manufacture of umbrella ribs, chains, wire netting, wire mesh, B.R.C. 
fabric, etc. 

The National S_crew & Wire Product~ Ltd. plan to expand their capacity 
from 1,200 tons of Wire and 850 tons of nails to 2,500 tons of wire and 1 500 tons 
of nails. They also propose to erect a small plant for the manuf~ture of 
umbrella ribs. 

The Indian Steel Rolling Mills at Negapatam have an idea of raising their 
productiv~ capacity to 60,000 !ons, ~fwhich they propose to manufacture 7,000 
tons of Wire, 12,000 to~ of wire n~ils and_ 2,000 tons of chains, making in all 
21,000 tons. The remamder of their capac1ty, they propose to re-roll into bars 
from 3/16' to 2l", for the production of which this Panel is not concerned. 

The_ Hyd?rabad Steel & Wire Products Ltd. propose to manufacture 225 
~ons of wire nails, 75 tons of wood screws and 625 tons of bolts, nuts and rivets. 
They have aL•o schemes for manufacture of hoops for cotton bales and steel and 
non-ferrous metal castings, with the production of which this Panel is not 
concerned, 
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The Mysore Iron & Steel Works of Bhadravati propose to manufacture 
10,000 tons of wire, 3,000 tons of wire nails, 6,000 tons of bolts, nuts and rivets 
and washers and 1,000 tons of woodsorews. 

Majority of these schemes exist only on paper. No adequate data was 
available to the Panel to indicate whether they were feasible or not. 

10. It has not been possible for this Panel to obtain expert advice 
within this count,ry as to what would be a minimum economic plant to produce 
wire and wire products. So, we asked the Government of India in the then 
Planning & Development Department to obtain the required information from 
abroad through a firm of Consulting Engineers, but unfortunately adequate 
information has not been received at the time of writing this Report. Difference 
of opinion prevailed regarding the size of unit, and it was maintained by some 
that units capable of manufacturing 5,000 tons per annum in the first instance, 
which could be raised to 10,000 tons later on, could manufacture these products 
at a reasonable cost. On the other hand, others including our colleague Sirdar 
Ajaib Singh maintained that even a unit of the type of the Indian Steel & Wire 
Products Ltd. could be described as the most economical unit. 

We have asked the Government to ascertain from experts abroad detsils 
of the difference in the conversion costs of wire and wire products by small 
units as compared to large units. Should che difference be negligible, 5 units 
of a minimum capacity of 5,000 tons, which could be raised to 10,000 tons, may 
be erected one each in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, one in the Punjab 
and one each in Hyderabad and Mysore States. In the event of the expert 
opinion deciding on the installation of only one unit to take up the production 
of 25,000 tons of wire and wire products, we recommend that such a unit 
should be installed at a site in the Madras Presidency recommended below. 

11. Our reasons are :-
(a) The Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. would look after markets 

in Northern India, and so a plant in South India, situated on the 
broad gauge system of railways midway between the port of N ega
patam and Bhadravati can look after markets in South India and 
on the west coasts right up to Karachi. 

(b) A Works situated in South India would make it unnecessary to install 
a re-rolling mill to produce wire rods, as these could be purchased 
from the re-rolling mill at Negapatam and from the Mysore Iron 
& Steel Works, Bhadravati. This would result in a considerable 
saving in capital cost, and would also enable the Madras Govern
ment to implement its industrial policy. 

(c) It would enable both the works at Negapatam and Bhadravati to 
find a ready market for 10,000 to 12,000 tons of wire rods each. We are 
averse to the primary producers of steel taking up the production of 
finished products, which fall rightly within the sphere of secondary 
steel industry, and so our proposal would enable the Mysore Iron 
& Steel Works to go in for manufacture of wire and wire rods and 
not of wire and wire nails. We have recommended that both the 
factories at Negapatam and Bhadravati should be allowed to parti
cipate in the share capital required for this plant. 

12. If five plants are to be erected, then one in the Madras Presidency 
should be erected at N egapatam for economic reasons, in preference to any 
other place in the Presidency, but if this does not meet with the approval of the 
Madras Government who desire to start new indmtries in different districts 
of the province, then an alternate place might be either Madras proper or any 
destination on the broad gauge line of the M. & S. M. Railway within a radius 
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of about 120 miles of Madras. The plant in the Bombay Presidency should be 
located at a site in greater Bombay, or within easy reach of that part. The 
third plant to be installed in the Punjab should be between Shaharanpur and 
Lahore, and the fourth plant should be erected in the Hyderabad State by the 
Hyderabad Steel & Wire .Products Ltd. We r~comme?ded that r.he last named 
should proceed with the1t scheme on the bas1s of ~smg locally manufactured 
rods and billets, arrangement-s for the supply of whiCh ha':e. been pla~ed ~y 
the Major Panel, because we agree with them and the Bnt!Sh Re-Rolhng Mill 
expert, Mr. J. M. Black, who~e exper~ advice was sought by the Go':ernment, 
that mild steel manufactured m electnc furnaces, would be too expens1ve. The 
fifth plant should be installed in the Mysore State at a_suitable site on the broad
gauge system of railways near enough to Bhadravati Steel Works. 

13. The above expansion programme should be put into execution only 
in the event of the demand for wire and wire products increasiug as envisaged. 
This demand will increase only by stages according to how the vari<>US industrial, 
agricultural and building schemes come into operation. We feel that quite for 
sometime to come, the existiug units will be able to cope with the demand for 
wire and wire products. It is only when the demand so increases, as would 
necessitate the import of these products, that new units should be allowed to 
come into existence. In case five units are to be installed, they should be done 
by stages and in regions where increasing demand and distance from the existing 
plants, justify their erection. 

The manufacture of wire ropes, wire chains, wire mesh, wire fencing, 
B.R.C. fabric, etc. require the use of complex machines, and manufacturers 
abroad have patented their processes. .The Indian Steel & Wire Products are 
negotiating for import of such patented plants on payment of royalties. We 
welcome this plan for establishing in this country new industries to he stuxted 
under foreign technical guidance by local people, who already possess con.•ider
able knowledge and experience of the industry. When these plans take more 
concrete shape, Government should examine them and authorize their execution 
provided no monopoly is created. 

14. Gooernment Assistance. 

(a) Swpp!y of raw mateTia!8: From the Development Schemes we have 
examined, we feel that there will be ample supply of wire rods available for 
drawing wire in the various regions of the country. But if the existing plants 
in the country are to supply wire rods to these prospective manufacturers 
then they in turn should be assured of the supply of their raw material: 
.Adequate supplies of billets at a fair selling price to the re-rollers must 
be made . availa~le to _such of the units in the industry who have plants 
fo~ drawmg Wife. P~g .Iron. must also be sup.Plied at a fair selling 
pnce to such of them who manufacture the1t own steel like the 
National Iron & Steel Works at Belur. ·This is a matter which should receive 
~he ~ediate attention of ~he Government of .India, and we suggest that the 
mtenm proposals of the Major Panel must be rmplemented forthwith so that 
the existiug producers of wire and wire products get into full producdon at an 
early date. 

(b) Supp!y of cheap Power: The places, where we have recommended the 
new plants to g_o up ~nd the :places where the existiug units are situated. are 
adequately proVIded With electnc power, excepting Indian Steel& Wire Products 
Ltd., who would find it difficult to secure all tlie electric power required for 
putting their plans into. exec~tion. When this works was started and the Tariff 
Board granted protect1on, 1t was on the tacit understanding that adequate 
supplies of billets and electric power would be made available. Since then. 
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this industry has made great progress and performed war work of consider
able importance. It is a national asset and has a. priority . of claim for the 
supply of its raw material and power in order that it might exist side by side 
with the pioneer steel works. Similarly, the Bengal Electricity Power Board 
will have likewise to consider sympathetically the application for incr~asing the 
load that will be required by the National Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., and their 
subsidiary, the National Screw & Wire Products Ltd. 

(c) Technica!Assistance: Government assistance will be required in respect 
of offering technical advice and for placing at the disposal of the new plants in 
the various regions technically trained men to form a nucleus staff of skilled 
workers, who in their turn would train indigenous labour in the various 
processes of the industry. H plants involving patented processes are im
ported, it is presumed. that provision will .be made in any arrangement 
or agreement to lend the services of foreign technical staff, who would 
stay in this country for a period of years and train indigenous labour. 
In the same way, arrangements will have to be made wi~h the existing 
manufacturers to take up a number of apprentices to be trained in 
the processes of drawing wire, annealing and galvanizing it and for manufactur
ing nails, so that a nucleus of skilled labour might be available to new factories 
when they come into operation. We also recommend that if any of the existing 
plants or prospective manufacturers desire to send their own employee abroad 
for acquiring skill and further knowledge in similar plants in other countries, 
Government should give all facilities for such training. 

(d) Protection : H the prevailing high price of steel and steel products both in 
this country and abroad continue to remain at the present high level, and if the 
existing conditions are to prevail for sometime to come, then in the case of wire 
and wire products industry also, the need for protection may not be justified. We 
feel that to guard against any possibility of fo~eign dumping, the industry be 
&dequately protected and that the existing protective duty should remain on 
the Statute Book though its eillorcement may J;~Ot be necessary. We also 
recommend that when the production of other wire products is taken up, the 
scope of the protective duty should also include these products when satisfactory 
evidence to show that the requirements of the country would be met by the 
indigenous products substantially, if not fully, is produced. The Tariff Board 
in 1934 excluded the grant of protection to the manufacture of barbed wire, 
wire fencing and wire netting, with a view to prevent unnecessary burden on 
the agricultural community. We feel that the time has now come to dispense 
away with this preferential treatment of the so-called agricultural community, 
because we feel that in that community, wire fencing is made use of only by 
wealthy farmers and zemindars who have large tracts of land or orchards yield
ing considerable income. The fact that only 5,000 tons of wire fencing was 
imported is indicative of the proof that the number of such agriculturiats was 
small considering the size of the country, and the fact that 90 per cent of the 
people live on the land. 

15. 01>ntro! of lnduswy: The Government of India in declaring their 
industrial policy have clearly and categorically indicated that in a planned 
economy control of industry is an essential feature, without which the develop
ment cannot be regulated nor the national assets and income be diverted into 
channels which would bring about predetermined results. In our opinion, the 
following controls are necessary if efforts to increase the aggregate and per 
capita income are to be successful :-

(1) Control of basic materials to ensure equitable distribution. 
(2) Regulation of output in accordance with demand. 
(3) Control of prices. 
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( 4) Regulation of exports and imports. 

16. Control of prices: If benefits arising out of low ?ric~ are t.o be passed 
on to the consumer in respect of the products of the processmg mdus~nes, the first 
essential control, we think, which should be imposed is in respect of pnces, .but those 
upon whom the onus of :fixmg prices will rest, will be. requir~d so to fix them ~hat 
the prospective enterprises are able to sell at a pnce which allow~ due ~e~g~t 
being given to higher cost of production which is bo~d to ~>ectn; m the mi~ml 
stages. We also recommend that the method of fixing basiC pnces ~ccording 
to the prevailing import prices at the ports should be done away With an~ a 
price structure should be introduced, based on the works costs of production, 
to which must be added a liberal percentage for depreciation and all usual 
overheads and a rate of profit which on the one hand would maintain the existing 
industry in a financially sound position and on the other hand would attract 
the amount of capital which would be required for its rapid development. It 
should also include all direct and indirect charges for sale and distribution which 
cannot be recovered from the consumer. 

Railway Freight : With a view to develop these industries in the various 
regions, the present policy of charging freight from the nearest port to the 
destination should be dispensed with and freight rates should be so fixed that at 
no place the consumer should have to pay more than Rs. 30/- per ton, and no 
place should completely escape the incidence of Railway freights as has been 
the case of ports, before the war. 

17. Control of basic materials and output: Next in importance is the 
control of the basic materials required by the industry. In our planning, we 
have dispensed with the necessity for the new units to set up their own rolliug 
mills to roll wire rods. This has been done to avoid the high capital costs of 
such rolling mill and to make these units as economical as possible. It will 
be, therefore, incumbent. upon the controlling organization to see that ade
quate steps are taken to ensure that the basic materials required by these plants 
should be met to the extent we have indicated and at reasonable prices. Sinll
larly, the existing large scale producers, like the Indian Steel & Wire Products 
Ltd. and the National Screw & Wire Products, must also receive adequate sup
plies of pig iron to manufacture their own steel for billets. It will be the firet 
duty of any controlling organization to issue for the erection of a new plant in 
any particular region ouly after satisfying that due provision has been made to 
secure the necess~ry basic materials. Equally important is the control of the 
output of the industry, which should be regulated to the necessities of the time. 
We must reiterate that this should not involve undue interference in the mana
gement and working of private enterprise. 

18. Control of ezport8 and imports:. Exports . of the products of this 
industry should be brought under control. It should be the first dut.y of the 
industry to supply the whole demand of this country and the high prices pro
bably obtainable abroad should be resisted as a temptation to starve tl1e home 
markets. It is primarily for this reason that expott should be controlled and 
prohibited unless made against a licence which should. oulv be issued if the 
controlling authorities are satisfied that the industry has an ;;~portable surplus. 

In the same way, imports of wire and wire products will have to be con
trolled. Until the new units are in full production, it may be that domestic 
production may not be able to cope with the internal demand, and it may be 
necessary to import these products in such quantities as would balance local 
production with consumers' demand. Failure to do so, will result in black
market. As in case of exports, imports should be against licences to the extent 
required to close the gap between production and demand. 
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19. Control of quality: The last control, which would be most desirable 
is in connection with the maintenance of the. quality and high Rtandard of 
output of the. indus~. The products of this industry have so far been manu
factured strictly to British and Indian Standard Specifications. It is essential that 
this practice should continue, and should be made applicable to plants which may 
come into existence later on. 

In concluding our observations on the subject of control, we must emphasize 
our view that the control of prices, control of the basic material, control of 
output, control of imports and exports should not be permanent. These con
trols are necessary so long as conditions of scarcity prevail. As soon as produc
ing plants are able to meet internal demand, the control should be relaxed. We 
agree with the other Panel that " it can never be in the national interests to 
maintain control which result in making a whole industry or any part thereof 
the close preserve of some special interests''. 

20. Sales Organization : ·The Iron & Steel Major Panel have recom
mended the formation of a Unitary Sales Organization on the lines of the Tata
Scob arrangement, and we feel that. by adopting this method of distributing 
the products of this industry through the proposed sales organization, the 
advantages accruing would be many:-

(a) It would enable the·industry to market their goods through merchants 
whose financial resources and business ability are already known 
to this organization ; 

(b) it would reduce the cost per ton of distributing products; 
(c) it would eliminate cut-throat competition; 
(d) this organization: would be better placed to fix a fair aelling price 

which would have to obtain the approval of the Government; 
(e) it would enable all the units to concentrate their .attention on run

ning their plants efficiently without the constant temptation to lower 
quality under pressure of cut-throat competition ; 

(f) in the export market, it would prevent the foreign buyers from 
playing one selling agent against another and thus creating unfair 
competition ; and 

(g) if small units are to be installed in the various regions of the country 
tben financially it would be impossible for them to build up an 
efficient sales organization either in this country or abroad. 

This, in our opinion, is one of the most important reasons why the existing 
and prospective producers of wire products should join the " selling organiza
tj.on " which the other Panel have recommended .. 

However, any mannfncturer who desires to keep out of this organization 
and market his products independently, should be allowed to do so and no attempt 
should be tolerated to coerce him to join such an organization. In the same way, 
no attempt to· coerce other manufacturers, particularly .the new ones who will 
be working on a small scale, by any unhealthy competition with a view to 
eliminate them. and then to exploit the market, should be tolerated. 

Chapter IV-Fasteners, Nuts, Bolts, Rivets, Spikes and Screws 
21. Capacity: The tots! average import of these materials was about 

22,000 tons per annum before the war. If we add the local production of about 
10,000 tons of Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd., the only larg"- scale pre-war 
producers of fasteners, and about 4,000 to 5,000 tons produced in the railway 
workshops, engineering firms and by other small manufacturers, then the 
pre-war consumption of fosteners could be placed at 34,000 to 35,000 tons 
per annum. 
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22. During the war, the average production of indigenous manufacturers 
was about 16,500 tons, but import for the entire period is not known. From 
the figures of imports given by the Steel Commissioner for 1944, it is found that 
during that year, 20,000 tons of fasteners were imported. These· figures of 
imports during the war are not of much value. 

23. Tar,qet: In fixing the target for the fasteners industry, we are faced with 
the same difficulty in assessing the potential demand, and we have adopted t~e same 
method "s in the case of wire and wire products industry. We have estimated 
the back-log of demand to be satisfied during the first five years of the plan at 
about 85,000 to 90,000 tons. To add to this, there are vast schemes of post-war 
development, one of which is to establish a shipbuilding industry in this country, 
which is one of the largest consumers. of fasteners. Considering all factors, we 
feel that it would be a conservative estimate to fix the target of 60,000 tons per 
annum for the post-war period. This, of course, will be feasible ouly if major 
schemes of development, repairs and renewals are put through. This is one of 
those items of hardware, which will immediately command a large export 
market provided it is manufact11red according to British Standard Specification 
or the Indian Government Standard Specification. 

24. The existing units, viz. Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd., will 
increase their output from their present production of 15,000 tons to 30,000 tons, 
Messrs. Indian Steel & Wire Products will raise their production to 4,000 tons 
and Messrs. National Screw & Wire Products will raise their capacity to 
2,500 tons of bolts, nuts and rivets, so that the existing plants when they 
complete their expansion programmes will between them produce approximately 
35,000 to 36,000 tons of fasteners, leaving a quantity of 25,000 tons, for which 
new units will have to come into operation. 

25. Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd. have represented that it is not. 
desirable to regionalize this industry, but we have examined materials submitted 
in support of the same carefully, and we feel that it is possible to build small 
factories in this country as has been in vogue in such large steel producing 
countries like Germany, France, Belgium, Luxemburg, where small plants 
manufacturing both wire and wire products and fasteners exist all over the 
country. In the matter of manufacturing this item of hardware, we have 
advised the· Government of India 1io ascertain from abroad the capacity of an 
optimum economic plant for the fabrication of fasteners. In the event of the 
recommendations being made for the erection of two plants with the capacity 
of 12,000to 15,000tons like the pre-war plant of Messrs. Guest Keen Williams Ltd., 
we recommend that at least one of these plants should be installed at Emakulam 
or Cochin in South India, and another one in the Punjab. In the event of small 
units of a capacity of 5,000 to 6,000 tons each being recommended as economic units 
then we recommend that one unit should be installed at Cochin, another one in 
Bombay, a third one in Hyderabad, and the fourth one at Lahore. Our reasons 
for planning on these lines have .been carefully set out in paragraphs 141 to 
144. 

26. State Aid 

(a) Supply of raw ~s: It is not s? mu~h forthesupplyofprocessing 
matenals to the new nruts that Government s assiStance will be required but 
it is in respect of the supply ?f.billets to the Indian Steel & Wire Product; Ltd. 
and to Messrs. Guest. Keen Williams Ltd. that Government will have to see that 
adequate provi.•ion is made to supply sufficient quantities of billets to these 
firms. It has been suggested that manufacturers in the ports should not be 
s~pplied with ~dig~nous billets as they. have ~~ alternate source in imported 
billets, but cons1denng the . very uncertain poSitiOn in regard to iniport of 
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billets from abroad,. we regret, we are unable to agree to this. We consider 
fasteners to be a vital requirement of our Structural Engineering Industry and 
for the enormous building programme which is to be introduced all over the 
country. Therefore, high priority will have to be given for the supply of requi
site billets to the producers of limit bars in the country. 

(b) Cheap Power: In'regard to supply of cheap power, we have nothing 
to add here because the places we have recommended for the location of the 
required units are in the main happily situated as faras cheap power is concerned. 
We, however, would like to draw the attention of the authorities concerned to 
what we have stated about the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd. (Refer para-
graph 14(b). · · 

(c) Technical Assistance: What we have stated above in the case. of wire 
and wire products industry also applies in the case of fasteners industry. 

27. Tariff Protection: The industry is a protected one, and we feel that 
the duties hitherto enforced should continue to remain in operation. We fear 
that in the immediate or in the near future, a large quantity of second-hand nuts, 
bolts, washers, etc. might be imported iD. this country at cheap' rates as very 
large surpluses are available from various theatres of war. As the import of 
such nuts, bolts and washers might a:fl"er,t the local' production, Gove=ent 
might be called upon .to take legislative measures either to increa.se the import 
duty or to. prohibit the import of such materials on the submission of suffi
cient evide,nce by the industry itself. We "consider the development of this 
industry very essential. as an integral part of. the industrial planning. 

28. Railway Fre:iq'ht : As one of the important reasons for their shutting 
down their factory in Bombay and transferring machines to Calcutta, Messrs. 
Guest Keen Williams Ltd. submitted that the high freight of Rs. 53 l'er ton 
chargeable on carriage of limit bars from Calcutta ·to their factory in Bombay 
was resl)onsible. We consider that railway or steamer freip:ht for despatch of 
materials from manufacturers of limit bars in any part of the country should 
not be higher than the steamer freight chargeable from any port in a foreign 
country from where limit bars or fasteners manufactured therefrom could be 
imported into the Indian Union. Shipping freie:hts have been ,so fixed by some 
of the maritime powers. that· they give virtually indirect ·protection to · some 
of the industries, which otherwise could not export their products. We have 
quoted the example of sea freight of Rs. 14-6-0 per· ton chargeable on the 
import of bars from the United Kingdom to any major port in this country as 
against Rs. 53 for carrying bars from Calcutta to Bombay. For. a country like 
India, which has at present little shipping of her own to carry her products 
abroad and thus ,create markets for her industries, it is necessary to protect our 
industries at home, so that their development may not be thwarted by in
direct encouragement given by foreign countries to the export of their products. 

29. Export and Import Restriction:. In the case of this fu.dustry also, we 
feel, that same measures may be adopted to safeguard the interests of the 
industry and the consumers, as suggested in case of the wire and wire products 
industry. 

30. Oontro! of lndt18try: We feel that the prices of fasteners are high 
and that at the earliest opportunity; a proper enquiry by the Tariff Board 
or any such Gove=ent Body should be instituted to ascertain the reasons for 
the high prices prevailing to-day. 

In rej!ard to the incidence of freight in relation to the build-up of price 
quoted to the consumers, our recommendations are the same as in the case of 
wire and wire products industry. 
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In regard to the control of output of the industry, export. and impo~ 
of its products, their manufacture up to British Standard Specificati?n and th~Ir 
marketing, our recommendationS are the same as in the case of wue and wue 
products industry. 

Chapter V-Building and Domestic Hardware, Cutleryware and Allied products 

31. Building hardware is manufactured all over the country on small 
and cottage industry scale. Before the war, Japanese competition was keen, 
but despite this, the industry made some headway, particularly in the upcountry 
towns and Yillages, where hinges, door-bolt-s, latches and other window fittings, 
locks and padlocks have been produced in large quantities. Development of 
this industry received impetus during the war as a result of the increased demand 
by the Supply Department and by the virtual cessation of imports. Manu
facture of these prod ucta in large scale factories has also been undertaken by 
two or three firms in Bombay and Calcutta, of which the most noteworthy is 
the Acme Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Bombay. 

32. It is anticipated that the demand for building hardware will be on 
a considerably large scale in the post-war period than hitherto owing to the 
enormous building programme, which has been prepared by the various Pro
vincial and the Central Government Departmenta. In the Punjab alone, 
according to the Report of the Provincial Town Planning Officer, it will be 
necessary to spend about Rs. 300 crores to meet the housing needs of the people 
and it will be necessary to build about 33,500 houses per annum throughout 
the province for 20 years and an additional 33,500 houses for five to seven 
years to make good the deficiency arising out of more or less complete cessa
tion of civilian building activities during the war. (Note :..:..This estimate was 
made before the Partition). 

We, therefore, feel that the development of this industry should receive 
the careful attantion of all Provincial and States authorities and their Directors 
of Industries. 

33. The Domestic Hardware and Cutlery Industry have been known to 
exist in this country as cottage industries from times immemorial. · Since the 
formation of the Departments of Industries in various provinces, attempts have 
been made to establish these industries in small scale factories.. The develop
ment of these industries in the U.P. was a noteworthy feature, particularly of 
locks and padlocks at Aligarh and cutleryware at Moradabad. Before the war, 
Moradabad cutlery was produced and marketed at lower prices than the imported 
Japanese products. Most of the knives were made from low grade carbon steel 
and the use of stainless steel was not developed because the material was not 
indigenou~ly pro.duced, nor the technique of working on it wa~ known. Inspite 
of these difficulties, some headway was made before the war m the production 
of stainless steel cutlery by Messrs. The Metal Industries of Lahore, who at the 
time of writing this Report had a well equipped and suitable plant. (Note :-It is 
not known what happened to it since .the Partition). Due to the partition of 
Punjab and the disturbances that followed, Messrs. Metal Industry of Lahore 
were compelled to evac~ate from that place and were only successful in bringing 
o~t ~ part o.f the machinery. They are, ho~ever, making efforts to acquire the 
tnissmg eqmpment and. hope to put up their factory in Lucknow. 

34. Cu"ent output : It is difficult to assess the current output and value 
of building and domestic hardware that is being manufactured in this country 
because pro~~ction is ~arried out .in large, small and cottage scale plant~ 
and the statiStical data 18 almost : nil. We have reason to believe that 
bulk of the materials consumed in this country are now manufactured locally. 
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Because. t~ i~ so, it does no~ n~cessarily follow that expansion in its 
pro~uctwn m the post-war penod 18 not necessary. During the post-war 
penod, we have not only to meet a· substantial portion of the demand which 
has been. denied duri~g the last six years but also the requirements for the 
~onstructwn of factones for new industries and for the building trade. There 
18 also a very large market for export in regions east of Suez where Japanese 
hardware of this nature had a big market before the war. ' 

35. Target of Production : There being no statistical data available to 
ascertain the indigenous production, we suggest that small units for the 
manufacture of building hardware should be located in all provinces and major 
States. For this purpose, we sugge.st that the Directors of Industries and all the 
officers entrusted with the task of sponsoring development schemes of various 
provinces should form a committee of architects, engineers, officers of the 
P.W.D., representatives of the Chambers of Commerce and a few well-known 
building contractors. This committee should examine the schemes of provincial 
governments, district and local bodies, municipalities, etc., and if possible 
also ascertain from private individuals by notification in the press particulars 
of any building construction that they have in view. Having done so, they 
should prepare an estimate of the types of fittings required, make an 
attempt to standardize the requirements and work out specifications, so that 
standardized products of sufficient strength and proper quality could be 
manufactured within the province, for its own needs. · 

36. In regard to the superior quality of building hardware required for 
up to date and modem buildings, we suggest that two more factories of the 
type which Messrs. Acme Manufacturing Co., Ltd. have established in Bombay 
should be erected, one in Bengal and the other in the Punjab. The location 
of the plants in the respective provinces is left to the local governments and 
the entrepreneurs concerned, as these are comparatively small units and can be 
erected anywhere in the provinces concerned. We do not think at this juncture 
there is any necessity for a plant being erected in South India. In case any 
firm desires to set up a plant for the manufacture of hardware for the export 
market, its construction should be encouraged in a major port preferably 
Bombay, from where shipments could be conveniently and economically des
patched to all the countries east of Suez. 

37. What we have stated above also applies to the manufacture of 
superior quality cutleryware. Our suggestions may not perhaps meet with 
the approval of the people interested in the industrial development of other 
provinces, but the reason which has prompted us to make our recommendation 
is that these provinces to-day are industrially most advanced and contain the 
largest population of the class, who are the usual buyers of cutleryware and 
domestic hardware of a superior quality. In no other province will the number 
of such persons be adequately large enough to warrant the construction of such 
plants in the immediate or the near future. 

38. State .t!iil: As the development of these industries is to be carried out 
under the aegis of the Departments of Industries in the various provinces and 
States, the provincial governments will have to take upon themselves the 
responsibility of purchasing in bulk the basic steel from primary producers and 
distribute it amongst the various manufacturers. Our object in making this 
proposal is to protect the cottage industry from being exploited by the middlemen 
who, taking advantage of the indebtedness of the small-scale manufacturers, 
compel them to buy the raw materials at considerably higher prices and take 
away their finished products at prices which would leave tbem bare means of 
subsistence and keep them perpetually under the bondage of the middlemen. 
For the same reason, we would impress upon the provincial governments the 
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necessity to form a marketing organization of the industry, or ~n associa~on 
of small-scale manufacturers to give them the benefits of co-operative marketing. 
We also suggest that the he~ds of the departments of industries in the v~rious 
provinces and States should meet and discuss the development of these mdu;'
tries on certain well-defined lines, so that they may be developed on a? all-In?ia 
basis. Other recommendations on the same subject have been made m dea~g 
with the Surgical Instrmnents and Allied Products Development Centre m 
Chapter VIII of this Report. 

39. Supp~ of Power: We have no recommendations to make. 
40. Technical .Assistance : We recommend that the Department of 

Industries should engage the services of technjcally qualifi~d su~ervisors ~th 
pr(tctical knowledge of the machinery and eqmpment used m vanous factones 
for the purpose to advise and assist the manufacturers for ~he upkeep and 
maintenance of their plants and to demonstrate to them effic1ent and correct 
methods of handling the machine. 

As the small scale industrialist wonld always be handicapped for want of 
np to date and expensiv~ machine tools, we recommend that a Central Workshop 
be created and located in snch a part of the country from where it wonld be in 
a position to supply dies and machinery parts of standard· quality to the small 
scale manufacturer. The development of such a Workshop coupled with skilled 
supervision of the manufacturing processes by technically qualified men wonld 
inlmediately raise the standard and quality of the output of this industry, which is 
so very essential to put it on a sound footing and for developing the export market. 

41. Control of Industry: In our opinion, the control of industry in 
the form it is applie.d to-day is not necessary for the future development of 
the building and domestic hardware industries. What is necessary is technical 
guidance, supply of raw materials of quality and at reasonable prices and stan
dardized equipment and machinery parts for the small uuits of production 
which may be set up in the various provinces. Price control of any nature 
is not necessary. The goods being manufactured on cottage scale will cater 
for markets in areas within small distances. The only check necessary to 
prevent any deterioration in quality is to see that raw materials of proper 
quality are used and the factories are equipped with standardized machines. 
To do this, frequent inspection from the technical staff of the .Directors of 
Industries will be necessary, but this Rhonld be in the form of an aid to the indu-
stry and not as control. ' 

42. Marketing: We are also of, the opinion that no centralized mar
keting organization for these industries is necessary. In regard to the export 
markets, the reports of our Trade Commissioners in the adjacent countries 
indicate that ~he export of domestic hardware and cutleryware wonld be very 
~elco:"'e. This ~hould, however, be attempted only after indigenous demand 
lS satisfied. It Will be necessary for the Departments of Industries in the various 
provinces to consider methods of marketing when such exportable surpluses are 
achiev~d. It will .then have to be decided whether the products are to be 
marketed through the large merchant ~ouses in the ports who will take good care 
to see that products of goo~ quality p~operly and attractively packed are 
despatched a~road, or alternatively marketmg by a central organization formed 
under the gwdance of the Departments of Industries of the various provinces 
may have to be considered. 

Chapter VI-Hollow-ware and Enamelware. 

. 43. Met~l.pressing, processing and _welding industry in India is of compara-
tivelyrecentongm. Manufactur"ofcontamersforpetrol, lubricants and other oils 
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was taken up by the large-scale importers of these products, like Me~srs. Burmah
Shell Oil Storage & Distributing Co.,. the Attock Oil Company, the Standard 
Vacuum Oil Co.; etc. The containers for food products have mainly been 
manufactured by the Metal Box Co. of India. Ltd. At the outbreak of the war, 
this firm employed approximately 900 workers in their two factories at Bombay 
and Calcutta, which number increased to 4,000 in 1943. The quality and out
put of the firm are comparable to that manufactured in any foreign country 
and the contribution of the company to the economy of the country can well 
be measured by the fact that consumer goods to the value of approximately 
Rs. 15 crores are packed in containers produced by the company for more than 
300 industries employing over 50,000 · workerR. During the war, some small 
manufacturers of hollow-ware and tin containers also came into existence. In 
addition to these manufacturers, a number of packers do manufacture their 
own containers. This was necessitated by the fact that there was no establisled 
containers manufacturing industry till Messrs. The Metal Box Co. of India 
Ltd. came on the scene. 

44. Target for Post-war Producti~m : In regard to the manufacture of 
containers for'· the storage of mineral oils, the principal use for which these 
containers are required is for packing kerosene oil which has a market in every 
village in India. With the introduction of the hydro-electric schemes .:11 over 
the country and with the availability of electric power as a. cheaper substitute 
for domestic lighting, etc., it is anticipated that the consumption of kerosene oil 
in .the country may decrease. In case this does not happen and the use of 
mineral oils increases, then the oil storage and distributing companies, which 
are the principal manufacturers of containers for this purpose, will themselves 
look after the expansion to their plants. W.e do riot think that any national 
planning is required for this purpose as long as the containers are manufactured 
in the country from materials locally manufactured with the help of indigene 
ous labour and technical staff. 

45. In regard to the containers for other purposes, we have been guided 
in assessing the target of production by the information made available to us 
by the Metal Box Co. of India Ud; That target is based not on the different 
types of cans that will be produced, but on the overall tinplate consumption. 
It is estimated that the immediate requirements of tinplates would be 90,000 
tons per annum, of which 40,000 tons would be required for kerosene oil, 20,000 
tons for .the factories of the Metal Box Co., 2,500 tons for tea chest lining and 
case bindings and. 27,500 tons for other manufacturers. · This demand for tin
plate is expected· to go. np to 110,000 tons in 1950, 130,000 tons in 1955 and 
150,000 tons in 1960. These are the estimated requirements, but owing to 
the shortage of tin bars, these will have to be scaled down to the Tinplate Com
pany's consumption of 70,000 tons per annum. It may be noted that the above 
figures have not taken into account the containers that will be required to pack 
about 125,000 tons of vanaspati per annun1, production of which has been 
planned during the first five years of the plan. Our reasons are that it is by no 
means certain exactly when all these factories will come into production, nor 
is it known as to whether the products will be packed in four gallon tins or in 
smaller ones. 

46. Locati~m of new Plants : We do not consider it advisable to make 
any recommendations in this respect, because we find that there has been a fair 
geographical spread at present and that the container manufacturers are likely 
to consider expansion wherever the demand for containers arises. Messro. 
The Metal Box· Co. of India Ltd. propose to open a new plant in Madras of 
the type they have in Bombay and Calcutta, and we feel that they would be 
in a position adequately to meet the requirements of South Indian packers, 



4 7. State Aid : We have indicated above that India's pre~ent require?lents 
of tinplate are at least 90,000 tons, and they »;ave been estimated to ?se to 
150,000 tons within 15 years, whereas the maxmm~ output of the Tinplate 
Company is 70,000 tons per annum. At. present, owmg to world shortage of 
tinplate, it is impossible to import supplies from abroad and, therefore~ on a 
short term basis, India will not be able, through shortage of raw matenal, .to 
manufacture her full requirements of containers. We understan~ from the Tin
plate Company of India that they would be prepared to consider expansion 
of their present rolling facilities provided :-

(a) sufficient tin bars are supplied to them; and 
(b) adequate financial arrangement are made by the Go>ernment for 

the capital cost of the plant. 

It Will be for the Government to decide whether the capacity of the existing 
Hot Pack Mills with this firm should be augmented rather than to wait for seven 
years before a continuous strip mill as suggested by the other Panel comes into 
existence. If they consider it necessary that the output should be increased 
immediately, then from the point of view of amortizing the additional plant 
required with the least possible cost to the consumer over the period, the sooner 
the project is proceeded with, the better. 

48. The other aid which the indu.~try had sought from the State is in 
connection with the fixation of railway freights. At the moment, freight on 
containers is paid three times, first when the tinplate is supplied to the manu
facturer, secondly when the manufacturer despatches empty containers to th~ 
packers and thirdly when the packed goods are despatched to the consuming 
markets. We·have examined carefully the matter and support the claim.made 
by the industry for revising the railway rates in a manner as would make their 
incidence as low as possible. This will not only give the necessary relief to the 
industry, but will augment considerably the diatribution of foodstuffs and 
agricultural products to the various consuming markets in the country as the 
supply of food has the highest priority in the movement of traffic on the railways. 
Immediate action in this direction is essential. Large scale movements of tin 
products from the agricultural to the industrial provinces or from the hinterland 
to the ports is bound to result in a considerable increase in the volume of traffic 
which would more than compensate the relief sought by the industry. 

. 49. O~~ol of l~us!~: In regard to t~e control of prices, the industry 
IS so placed m Its relation to Its customers that Its own development rests entirely 
on the cheap prices at which the cans of various descriptions can be supplied 
to the packers. Again, it is always possible for the larger consumers to start their 
own containers making plants in the event of their not receiving their supplies 
at cheaper prices from the container manufacturers. Other fonns of control 
are also not necessary, except in that the container manufacturers should be 
associated when the proposed Indian Standards Institution is formed as in other 
countries, to ensure the greatest possible degree of standardization in size. 
Standardization of containers would eliminate certain types which are wasteful 
in material and productive capacity. 

50. Marketing Organization: The manufacturers should be allowed to 
handle their products independently and distribute them as they have hitherto 
done, as it is economical. 

. 51. Ezport: Then: is clea~ly no po~bility for the export of empty con
tamers as any .country whiCh reqmres .con:amers to a volume, which would make 
export attractive, would clearly establish Its own container manufacturing indu
str,y. The real prospects for export are of the finished products packed in 
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attractive, reliable and inexpensive containers, but consideration of this is 
beyond the scope of this Panel; 

52. Enamelware: This industry was started in this country duriog the 
quinquennium following the first world war. The Tariff Board concluded that 
the prospects of the enamelware industry were not unfavourable if initial diffi
culties could be removed. But, they stated that nothing would be gained by 
imposing a high duty, as the market was not a large one then. The outcome 
was that the enamelware industry did not progress in this country, as it should 
have, until the conditions duriog the war brought about a complete change. 
To-day, the number of firms manufacturing enamelware has increased to over 
a dozen, and the total annual production has reached 72,00,000 pieces of 
principal items. 

53. Target: We are not in a position to indicate precisely the target to 
be achieved duriog the first five years of the Plan. In our opinion, the produc
tion which the industry has attained throughout the period of the war is 
considerable. One of the principal manufacturers, Messrs. Sur Enamel & 
Stamping Works Ltd., Calcutta, have increased their capacity to consume 
five times more steel and non-ferrous metals in 1944 as compared to. their 
consumption in 1937. This firm have indicated that before making extensions 
to their plants, they would like to see how the capacity augmented duriog the war 
is going to be absorbed. 

54. Messrs. Kamani Brothers Ltd. have made definite plans for setting· 
up of a new plant with capacity for producing 36,00,000 units per annum.· 
They believe that the production of their new plant would be easily absorbed 
in the country and they would be in a position to export any surplus after 
meeting the country's demand. We are of the opinion that the consumption of 
enamelware could be increased considerably within the country itself, if the 
products of the industry, which are . mainly domestic utensils commonly 
used by poorer classes, are made suffic1ently cheap. At the moment, there is 
no information available to indicate the nature of competition which the enamel
ware industry is likely to face from the manufacture of stainless steel hollow
ware. Therefore, we are not in a position to indicate precisely the number of 
factories to be located in various parts of the country together with their 
capacity. We do know that if enamelware of good quality is produced in this 
country at reasonable prices and offered for sale as a durable substitute for 
earthenware, then there is every possibility of the augmented capacity being 
fully utilized and it might be even necessary to set up further factories to meet 
the indigenous and foreign demand, depending on whether the price would be 
sufficiently low for Indian goods to take the place of the Japanese. 

' ·55. There is no evidence at' the moment to show that enamelware manu
factured in a large scale plant would bring about a considerable reduction in the 
production cost and consequently in the 'sale price, because there is no informa
tion available in the country to-day. We, therefore, recommend that Messrs. 
Kamani Brothers Ltd. should be allowed to put into operation a plant with the 
capacity of 300,000 units per mensem. ·Only when this is done, it will be 
possible for anyone to indicate the price at which the products of such a plant 
could be marketed. It may be that manufacture of enamelware in such large 
scale units would work out considerably cheaper as has been seen in the case 
of metal containers manufactured by the Metal Box Co. of India Ltd. If the 
results justify our belief, then it may be possible to establish a large scale plant 
on the east coast, preferably at Vizagapatam, so that not ouly the markets in 
the adjacent provinces may be catered for, but the goods may be exported to 
Burma and Malaya .. If private enterprise in South India is prepared to set up 
a plant, we suggest that it should come into operation two years after Messrs, 
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Kamani Brothers Ltd.'s plant has commenced fabrication. During t~s period, 
we feel it would be possible to have an approximate idea of the capacity of the 
country to absorb more enamelware goods and the ability of the industry to 
produce them cheaply. 

56. We do not think the construction oflarge scale factories in Northern 
or Central India, C.P., Bihar and Orissa would be justified during _the fi;st 
five-year phase of the plan. This does not preclude small scale factones bemg 
installed to meet such local demand as may exist, but care must be taken to 
see that such plants are in a position to manufacture and market products of 
good quality at reasonable. prices. We regret it is no: J?Ossible for us to make 
any definite recommendatiOns as the pro~uc_ts of this mdus~ are co~sumer 
goods depending upon the tastes and prejudices of :he cons~g p~bli?, and 
we know that in certsin parts of the country, public show less mclinat10n to 
utilize enamelled utensils. 

57. State aid for Plant expansion: The manufacturers of enamelware 
indicated both in their replies to the questionnaire issued by us and in their 
oral evidence that they would prefer to purchase imported sheets rather than 
those manufactured indigenously, because it was difficult to enamel local sheets 
to produce the high finish obtainable on imported sheets. Our opinion is that 
the local fabricators have not enough technical knowledge regarding the proper 
treatment of the basic material, and we feel that the primary producers wb.o are 
interested in the consumption of their products should accord every facility even 
at some financial scarifice to see that this industry is established on sound lines. 

58. With regard to the free import of chemicals and other raw materials, 
we regret, we are not in a position to offer any comments as this matter ia for 
representation and consideration by the Tariff Board. 

59. .In regard to technical assistance to the industry, we suggest that at 
the proposed National Metallurgical Laboratory at Jamshedpur, a section or 
sub-section may he opened where experiments may be carried out so that suit
able quality sheets may be manufactured for the Enamelware Industry. The 
same complaint has been received from the manufacturers of Steel Furniture 
and Fittings. 

60. Oontro! of Industry: We do not think control is justified under 
existing conditions. If the industry ia not protected and imports are not 
restricted, price will be governed by the law of supply and demand. Hence, 
no cont;ol of price is necessary. ~ll:'eau of ~ta~darc;~ization and ~eating La
boratones for the products of this· mdustry IB likeWIBe not essential though 
it is desirable if the products of this industry are to find markets' abroad. 
If the industry so desire, their products may. be tested at the National Metal
lurgical Laboratory: 

61. Markeli111J Organization : The various units in the industry may 
be allowed to market their. own products as they have done hitherto This 
will induce healthy competition between them to the benefit of the cor:.sumer 
and we see no reason to interfere with trade channels through which thes~ 
goods have been marketed all over the country for the last two decades. 

Chapter Vll--Surgical instruments and appliances 

62. T~e phenomenal development of this industry during the war is 
an outstanding example of the good results which can be achieved by planned 
development when materials and equipments are adequate and when they 
operated under p~oper technical g~da.nce. It is no small achievement th~: 
73 per cent ~f ~dia s needs of surg~ca! Instruments and appliances, 98 per cent 
Qf orthop~edic Instruments and appliances and 100 per cent of Ward and 



Operation Theatre equipment requiring high craftsmanship, superior materials 
and vigilance in supervision have been manufactured in this country in the 
brief space of five years and in circumstances which were far from normal. 
Manufacture of surgical instruments, including scissors and appliances, is con
centrated in the Lahore and Sialkot Districts of the Punjab (75 per cent) and 
the rest (25 per cent) in other places, particularly in Bombay. 

63. Current capacity : · Messrs. Powells Ltd. had originally a factory 
situated in Bombay, which has now been transferred to the Baroda State. · Its 
capacity is approximately 25,000 units per annum comprising deli~ate instru
ments of a complex nature. ·Messrs. E. Eyres & Co. have a plant with a capa
city of about 15,000 to 20,000 uuits per annum. The Bombay Surgical Co. has 
a plant manufacturing about 10,000 units per annum. Therefore, the total 
capacity in Bombay is about 55,000 pieces per annum' To this may be 
added the small production in Calcutta, Lahore and other places of about 
5,000 instruments. With approximately, 125,000 instruments- from Sialkot, 
.our annual production is approximately 250,000 instruments. We are informed 
by the trade that India's total requirements of surgical instruments to-day is 
not more than 125,000 units. 

64. Target: To enable us to estimate a target of production, we sought 
the advice of Dr. S. P. Nair of Powells Ltd., who was sent abroad by the Govern
ment of India. We sought his advice particularly to measure the requirements of 
surgical instruments in light of the Report of the Bhore Committee on the Fif
teen Year Public Health Plan. Taking into account the ·number of instruments 
required in a medium size hospital of one hundred beds, Dr, Nair estimated 
that for the number of such hospitals envisaged by the Committee, a total of 
900,000 instruments would be needed over the first five years of the Fifteen Year 
Plan. This would absorb the bulk of the existing capacity in the country 
provided the Bhore Committee's Plan is implemented. Besides, there are 
numerous hospitals, nursing homes, dispensaries, where a large number of 
surgical instruments are also required. 

65. Dr. Nair on behalf of Messrs. Powell Ltd. stated that the company 
planned to extend their factory to produce 500,000 instruments per annum, 
including cutleryware, such as knives, scissors, etc. ·Similarly, the Mysore 
Government expressed their intention to manufacture high grade surgical 
instruments in South India, in order to provide an outlet, for stainless steel in 
the manufacture of which the Mysore Iron & Steel Works were experimenting. 
Their plans to indicate the number of instruments they intended to manufacture 
were not developed at the time of writing this Report. We have no objection 
to expansion of the Powell's f"ctory, nor to 'the establishment of a new one in 
South India. But, we must· draw .their attention to the fact that the capacity 
of 250,000 units is alreadY' adequate to look after the' entire demand under the 
Bhore Plan without the creation of hew uuits. · Moreover, this plan would come 
into operation by" stages.and, therefore, we would have considerable surplus 
capacity available for absorption in this· country and . for . marketing abroad 
during the interim period. We would, therefore, sound a note of warning to 
all prospective entrepreneurs to proceed ~th their plarui cautiously . 

. 66. We have shown.that·about 75 per cent of surgical instruments are 
produced b_y the cottage scale manufacturers in the Punjab. In om: opinion, 
it is undesrrable that these cottage scale manufacturers should be elimicated. 
Any attempt to expand large scale production units should not be at their 
expense. If Messrs. Powells Ltd. establish a plant of the type they contem
plate, th~n a line will have to be ~awn somewhere, demarcating th~ sph~res of 
distributiOn, so that they and therr ~mall and cottage scale competitors m the 
Punjab may be able to market their production. Because the small producers 



marketed 75 per cent of the totaJ production of the country during the war, 
they cannot, as a matter of ~ght, olahn: an eq~valen~ portion of the civilian 
market during the post-wa: penod. The mcrease m theu output was due.to the 
complete cessation of the nnports from abroad, but they have produced mstru
ments of quality and type, which will n!>t be acceptable to the surgeons during 
the post-war period. Therefore, if the small scale industry in the Punjab 
has to be put on a sound and economic basis, such units or manufacture of such 
instruments which could not be carried out with as much precision and accuracy 
as could be done in modern bulk producing plants, should be eliminated. We 
feel that this problem is bound to arise within the first five years of the Plan and, 
therefore, we draw the attention of those who are closely associated with this 
industry to this matter, so that both the large scaJe and cottage scaJe producers 
have a place in the country's economy. 

67. State Aiel to Industry:-
(a) ~ materials: Considerable difficulty was experienced when indigenous 

stainless steel was first used in the manufacture of surgical instruments. But, 
Messrs. The Tata Iron & S~eel Co., ~td. de~uted a ~chnical e~pert and ult~ately 
gave to the Department of lndustnes, Punjab, eqwpment which he took With him 
there for advising the fabricators in the correct method of processing indigenous 
stainless steel. We also understand that primary producers mainly responsible 
for the supply of this class of steel are making atTangements with British Manu
facturers of stainless steel to utilize their patents. We, therefore, hope that 
shortly indigenous stainless steel of suitable quality will be available to surgicaJ 
instruments and cutlery manufacturers. However, if they fail to do so, then 
to help the industry, the small quantity of.stainless steel may be allowed to be 
inlported at the ordinary tariff duty. On a matter of principle, such a course 
would be contrary to the dictums of sound planning, but as very small quantities 
of certain sections are required for the purpose, the objection might be overruled. 

(b) Cheap Power: Large scale plants which are already existing have got 
adequate supply of electric power and if a new one was to be started in the 
Mysore State, hydro-electric power is plentiful there. 

(c) Technical Assistance: The Surgical Instruments Centre at Sialkot 
should ainl at the following :-

(i) to train locaJ craftsmen in tho various process of instruments manu-
factue; 

((111.~)) to advise in the prepara~ion of jigs, fixtures, cutters and gauges; 
to carry out demonstratiOns at the centre and private factorios. 

(iv) to test aJl instruments and allied products · ' 
(v) to effect standardization of the products ·' 

(~) to assist _the factories !n o?ta_ining adequa~ supplies of raw materials • 

(Vlll 
... ) to es~blish contact _With ~digenous and foreign purchasing agencios : 

to asslSt the small mdustries to secure orders· ' 
(ix:) to popularize indigenous industry by propag~nda · 
(x) ~ keep i:n touch with modern trends and dev;lopments in the 

mdustry m other parts of the world · and 
(xi) to set up a pilot plant to carry out re:earch in production methods. 

. (d). Control of Imports: The !capacity of this industry has so ra idl 
mcreased durmg the war that we suggest that no instruments of th ~ y 
now manufactured in the country should be allowed to be inlported. e ype 

(e) Control of Industry: We do. not consider it necessary to advise the 
~o:vernmen~t~o control thteh ~ddill!'try m the matter of prices, as the industry 
18 m a post ton to meet e m genous demand at a fair selling price, 



(f) Establwhment of Technical lAbMatory rtnd Standard~ion of Products : 
We hope the Punjab Government will provide the Surgical Instruments 
and Allied Products Development Centre with enough equipment to carry out 
technical research. Similarly, the National Metallurgical Laboratory to be 
established in Jamshedpur may be required to establish a section of the 
Laboratory for research and development of stainless and special steel. 

The necessity for standardization of specifications for this industry is para
mount. A suitable Committee might be connected permanently either with 
the National Metallurgical Laboratory, or with the Development Centre, and 
the Committee should consist of two technically qualified representatives of the 
Director-General, Indian Medical Service, two eminent surgeons, one metallur
gical expert, one representative of manufacturers and one from the trade. 

68. The large scale manufacturers may be allowed to exercise freedom 
of marketing their products. It is only when the products of the small scale 
industries are involved that the question of marketing needs careful thought, 
particularly for the export trade. We are glad that the Government of the 
Punjab and the Director of Industries are fully alive to the fact and are arran
ging through the Development Centre to introduce co-operative marketing. 
We have no desire to describe in detail the method which should be employed, 
as we feel that both the Provincial Government and the Association of Surgical 
Instruments Manufacturers are capable of working out a scheme to meet their 
own requirements. 

Chapter VIII-Steel furniture and fittings 

69. This industry had its origin in India nearly half a century ago when 
the renowned firm of Messrs. Godrej & Boyce was started. With the popu
larity which steel furniture and fittings acquired, other companies came into 
being and were started in the first instance by the former employees of Messrs. 
Godrej & Boyce just in the same way as some of the rolling mills established in 
the country, were started by former employees of Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. 
Among the other manufacturers of repute are Messrs. Alwyn Steel Works of 
Hyderabad (formerly of Bombay) and Messrs. Steel Products Ltd., and the Bungo 
Steel Furniture Co. of Calcutta. In the Punjab, the home of small scale industry 
and enterprise, manufacture of steel furniture has been carried on in small 
factories in the district of Gujranwala for over 20 years. 

70. It is not possible to state a target of production according to the units of 
furniture and fittings produced because being consumer goods, demand depends 
largely on the price and tastes of the consuming public. We therefore feel that 
we cannot do better than accept the industry's own expansion plans based as 
they are on intimate knowledge of public demand obtained from their wide
spread organization. 

71. Messrs. Godrej & Boyce are- setting np a new plant in the suburbs 
of Bombay and are erecting buildings· of modem design for housing the same. 
In addition they propose to set up Assembly Plants at Madras and Delhi to meet 
the demands of the markets in South and North India. They further propose to 
set up a complete new plant in Bengal to meet the requirements of the markets 
in Eastern India, Burma and Malaya., Their total capital investment when 
these projects are completed would exceed a crore of rupees. 

72. Messrs. Alwyn Steel Works plan to double the capacity of their plant. 
Messrs. The Noble Steel Products of Bombay plan to manufacture sanitary 
fittings and hardware of stainless steel in addition to expanding their capacity 
for domestic and hospital furniture and fittings. 
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73. Our own recommendations to the Government of India. are that 
these plans should be allowed to develop to their optimum capacity, in order 
that units may be set up in various parts of the country under ma.nage~e;'lt, 
which has already half a. century's experience behind it. Because, the e~trng 
ma.nnfa.cturers are to be allowed to raise their production to the ma.xunum 
capacity, it does not necea.•arily follow that the manufacture of steel furniture 
and fittings should be confined to them. Because we are unable to e:q>ress 
in precise terms the demand for these consumer goods, we have no desrre to 
keep out the new manufacturers in preference to those wh9 are already esta
blished in this country.· But the scope of its development depends on the 
ability to move the basic steel from the primary producers to the fabricators 
plant and on the proximity of markets. These conditions should be satisfied 
before any further new production units are ·established. 

74. State Aid: The industry has submitted to the Panel that they should be 
permitted certain facilities in respect of raw materials required in their manu
facturing processes. Firstly, they desire facilities for unrestricted import of 
special paints and enamels, some steel products, gun-meta.!, nickel-silver ingots 
and phosphor bronze wires because these items are not produced in India.. 
They therefore urge that the Government should give them immediate facilities 
to import such of the industria.! raw materials described above and particularly 
cold-rolled mild steel sheets, synthetic glossy paints and specialized machine 
tools. 

75. We are in full agreement with the representation made by the indus
try. They have specifically stated that whereas foreign mannfa.cturcrs are able 
to obtain their requirements of gun-metal and nickel-silver ingots at Rs. 42 
and Rs. 54 per cwt. respectively, the price of same metals available from the 
importing houses is Rs. 80 and Rs. 160 per cwt. respectively. 

76. However, the representation of the industry in regard to the supply 
of sheets and plates which are manufactured in the country requires careful 
consideration. They have submitted that in view of the difficulty experienced in 
working with locally made sheets and plates and the extra expenditure involved, 
they should be allowed to import these sheets from abroad. A written statement 
from the industry on the subject has been submitted. On the other hand we 
are informed by the primary producers that if additional treatment is required 
on the sheets supplied to the mannfacturers of furniture and fittings, it is simply 
because the fabricators are using ordinary mild steel sheets manufactured for hazar 
consumption. These sheets are not meant for manufacture of high-grade 
furniture. In our opinion the question revolves round the price at which the 
primary producers can supply these specially processed sheets and this is a. 
matter for an enquiry by the Tariff Board. 

77. The industry has not submitted any representation for assistance 
~om th~ State f~r the supply ?f ~ectri~ power, technical advice, tariff protec
tion, railway freights and restnction of Imports. We do not think any recom
mendations from us on these matters are necessary. 

Chapter IX-Haud Tools 
. ~78. Mannfacture of simpler types of hand tools used for agricultural and 

building purposes was known to the blacksmiths throughout the country and 
such tools have been manufactured for centuries. When the first Tariff Board 
con.•idered .the grant of protection to the ~tee! indll:"try in 1933, two applications 
for protection from ma.nufa.ct~ers of agncultura.l1mplements including plougha. 
and hand tools such as kodalis, powrahs and hoes were received from Messrs 
Kirloskar Brothers Ltd., a;'ld from. the Agricultural Implements Ltd. The Board 
refused to accord protection to the manufacture of ploughs and in regard to 
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the agricultural implements the ad valorem duty of 15 per cent was raised to 
25 per cent; for other items, instead of 35 per cent as demanded by the industry. 
The Board complained about their not being able to obtain tru•tworthy statistics 
of consumption of these hand tools. Though 20 years have elapsed since then, 
we are faced with the same dilliculty in not being able to obtain any reliable 
information regarding the consumption of these hand tools in the country. 

79. The "Agrico" however inform us that before the war local manufacture 
of picks and hoes and hammers was 90 per cent and 60 per cent respectively 
of the total demand in the country. · The extent to which production has 
increased in this factory which ia to-day the largest manufacturers of hand tools 
cau be me.asured by the increase in the labour strength employed during the 
war which was 960 as agaiust 280 in 1938-39. Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers and 
Messrs. Metal Industries of South India also expanded their capacity. New 
factories came out during the war under the aegis of the Supply Department, 
one of which Messrs. Kamani Engine,ering Corporation of Lahore which manu
factured hammers of all sizes, augers, vices, jacks, etc. The Mysore Implements 
Factory at Hassan also manufactured. these hand tools but the plant was a very 
old one and 90 per cent of the work had to be done by hand. · 

80. Post-war Target: Unfortunately .we have no data on hand to calculate 
the number of hand tools that would be required to carry out various develop
ment projects and therefore we cannot say what productive capacity would 
be required to make India· self-sufficient. The problem however· ia somewhat 
simplified by one fact namely. that machinery required for. the manufacture 
of these hand tools is of a simple nature and such as can be iustalled quickly to 
produce about half a million units per annum. ·Again manufacture of hand tools 
can be taken up as a departmental activity of a major plant manufacturing 
agricultural and gardening implements. 

81. Therefore in the absence of any tangible data, the manufacture of 
hand tools must be developed by stages. In the first stage the existing 
factories must be permitted to put into operation ·.their. schemes of expansion to 
enable them to achieve maximum economy in production and bring their goods 
within the reach of artisans and others who need them. Secondly, the produc
tion should be taken up in those provinces where indigenous implements have 
to be supplemented with the imported ones to meet major demand. 

82. In the event of India's requirements of hand. tools exceeding the 
productive capacity of the existing plants, we suggest that production should 
be taken up in small scale factories of the type which the Mysore Government 
have established at Hassan and which they want to expand during the post-war 
period. Such plants in the first instance should be iustalled in the agricultural 
provinces as it would. be nece~sary · ~o bring under the same roof the manu
facture of agricultural implements, and carpentry and workshop tools. The 
desire to. set up such factories would appeal immediately to other Provincial 
and State Governments as the type of industry which will help the well-being 
of the majority of the people but the success of providing suitable tools will 
depend largely upon the price at which they cohld be marketed. It would be 
therefore essenLial for the various Provinces and States to examine the feasibility 
of manufacturing artisan tools at a price which will enable them to hold their 
own against tools manufactured in mass production factories. In our opinion 
it is desirable and essential that in an agricultural country like India, factories 
should exist in various parts of the country to manufacture agricultural tools 
and implements for the masses, but desirable and essential though this may be, 
it would be contrary to national well-being if such a laudable purpose should 
be defeated by forcing the tiller of the soil and the artisan to purchase his tools 
at pricee higher than would be payable if produced on mass production scale. 



Therefore the setting up of such factories should ~e undertaken only when it ~ 
established that the tools produced in such factones would be sold at competi
tive prices. 

8."3. Government Assistance: The manufacturers of hand tools in Northern 
India have indicated to us that they should get the raw mate<;ials a~ . the 
aame price at which the primary producers were supplying to th~Ir subsi~~ry 
and that, if the industry on the whole is to t~ve, then a~ the l!"'t~ co~pnsmg 
it should have their basic steel at the same pnce. On mvest.gating mto the 
matter, we found that there was no truth in the complaint. But all the same 
on a matter of principle we submit that all manufacturers of hand tools should 
be able to obtain their requirements of basic steel at uniform prices. 

84. Technical Assistance : Messrs. Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., submitted 
on behalf of even a well established industry as the " Agrico " that unlike 
labour in other industries, labour in Edge Tool Industry has to be trained 
with great pains and when a man is fully trained, he almost becomes indispens
able to the factory. The output of tools in "Agrico " is therefore dependent 
upon the presence of trained men and even if a few such men are absent, it 
makes a good deal of difference in the production of tools. Such being the expe
rience of the largest producers of hand tools in the country, we feel it necessary 
that provision should be made by the Government to get a certsin number 
of apprentices trained every year at the "Agrico" in order that other tools 
manufacturers can so maintsin the quality of their production to compete 
with the best Indian made products aud imports as well. 

85. Protection to the Industry: Under the prevailing economic condi
tions the need for tariff protection to this industry has not been claimed by 
any of the existing units. We do not think that the question of protection 
would arise for a long time to come but even if our expectations are falsified, 
the Tariff Board is always there to assist the industry. 

86. Control of Industry:-
(1) Prioe: What has been stated in the case of other industries may be 

reiterated here, viz. that if basic steel is provided at low prices commensurate 
with the cost of production and not with imported price of foreign steel, then 
the benefits should be passed on to the consumers of the finished products of 
this industry as well. 

87. (2) Control of btUio materials : Control of basic materials for 
equitable distribution among the various manufacturers is not necessary under 
normal conditions because the quantity involved is small as compared to the 
total output of the bar mill products of the primary producers. If the "Agrico " 
and other manufacturers are not receiving their full requirements of basic 
ste7l to-.day, !tis because of the univeraa~ shortage o~ steel, coal and transport 
which IS bemg felt by all the mdustnes. There IS therefore no particular 
advice to be tendered on this subject. 

. 88. (3) .EzJ?ort•: ~ontrol ?f exports of p~oducts of this industry is 
de~Irable and_Justifie~ until such t~e as the tota~ mternal demand is fully met. 
This control IS e~sentml more than m any other mdustry, simply because hand 
tools are essential to the mass of the country's population and it is imperative 
that the supply of powrahs, kodalis, hammers, crow-bars etc. should . be 
available to them at all times. Embargo on the export or' tools should only 
be lifted when the capacity of the industry has increased beyond the country's 
needs. 

89. (4) Imports: A suggestion was made to prohibit imports. One of 
the firms stated that in spite of the fact that they are able to market their 
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products at the same prices as those of imported materials, preference by the 
~o!'8umers is _given to the latter. If preference is given to imported materials, 
It 18 because Imported products are more durable, made to standard specifi
cations and have better finish and appearance. We are therefore not in 
favour of restricted imports of products which are consumed mainly by those 
living on the land, by those working on the roads, permanent ways, canals, 
etc. It is only when foreign manufacturers make an attempt to market their 
products at uneconomic prices that we think control of imports should be con
sidered and that too by protective duties. At the moment such conditions do 
~ot exist and we are not in favour of protecting the industry nor of restricting 
Imports. 

Chapter X-Export Possibilities 
90. We were specifically asked to examine whether or not the industries 

with which we are concerned should cater for the export market and if so whether 
they should be developed on similar lines to those adopted in Japan. The rapid 
rise of Japan as an industrial power took place mainly during the two decades 
preceding World War II.. The structure of Japanese industry was so built 
as to permit large modern indus tries to work alongside cottage and small scale 
industries. She so developed the technical details so far as the export market 
was concerned that the large and small industries worked as partners and not 
as competitors. In 1932, the last year for~which a census was published 13 per 
cent of all registered workers were in small industries employing from 5 to 9 
persons ; 26 per cent were in workshops employing from 10 to 49 persons. 36 
per cent were employed in medium size industries employing from 50 to 500 
persons, leaving a. bare 26 per cent for the large scale factories employing more 
than 500 workers. Thus 7 4 per cent of her industrial population was in small 
scale factories employing less than 600 persons and of these 39 per cent worked 
in factories employing less than 60 persons. Of the " miscellaneous industries " 
manufacturing export goods on an extensive scale which were a threat to world 
markets, only 12 per cent was produced in large scale ; 52 per cent in medium 
scale and 36 per cent in small scale factories. A strikingly successful feature 
of this industrial structure was that the products of all these large, small and 
cottage scale factories had for export purposes a uniform standard for quality, 
packing, etc. 

91. Various reasons have been advanced for such an industrial develop
ment in Japan. Chronic depression in agricultural occupations, coupled with 
imperfect factory legislation, permitting exploitation of the workers have ·been 
suggested as causes. Widespread hydro-electrification of the country, the use 
of water-wheel for motive power-which doubled during the last 20 years
were quoted as other reasons. The Japanese Government also assisted the 
industrial growth of the country by making available overland and overseas 
transport facilities as public utilities. They offered concessional rates for trans
port of raw materials to and from any part of the Japanese Empire. Any loss 
to the transport services was made good by subsidies, bounties and loans to the 
Japanese Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries and also to her railways. The 
formation of Co-operative Societies for industrial finance and the utilization of 
the world renowned " Zaibatsu " Organization of a dozen or so multi-millionaire 
industrial financing houses was also a feature of the Japanese Industrial 
growth. 

. 92. We have in this country the nucleus of an industrial structure for 
the development of industries with which we are concerned more or less on the 
same lines as successfully adopted by Japan. In our opinion we can with cer
tain modifications adopt Japanese structure to snit the peculiar needs of this 
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country. Bare subsistent wages and longer hours to work were. undesirable 
features of the Japanese pre-war industrial machine .. Under no cuc~stan~es 
can they be considered suitable for adoption in this country wh.ere the mdustrial 
planning is based on reasonable standard of living of the working class people. 

93. But other features could be safely adopted and are already being 
planned, e.g. widespread hydro-electrification of the country, develo:pment of 
the small workshop, concessional rates for tran.sport of raw mat~mals, sub
sidies, bounties and loans for the shipping and shipbuilding in?~t':es or State 
participation in capital, growth of co-operative societies and. utilization of large 
capitalists in this country for development of certain indlliltries. 

94. As far as the Steel Industries with which we . are concerned, India 
has a great opportunity to sell their products in the markets of the B.ri~h 
Empire in East Africa, Egypt, Palestine, Iraq, Persia and on the other stde m 
Burma, ·the Strait Settlements, Java, Sumatra and in South China including 
Hong Kong. Undoubtedly our chief objective must be first to satisfy our own 
markets but we must also emphasize strongly the necessity of extending our 
markets in foreign countries because it forms an intportant basis of the post.: 
war industrial planning. A large volume of machinery and capital equipment 
which we would require to raise the tempo of our industrial production, requires 
our having large surpluses of purchasing power in foreign countries. This could 
only be created by a favourable balance of trade whereiri. exports of manu
factured goods particularly must create a balance of payment in favour of India. 
This can only be achieved by export of products of such industries in which 
India has a natural advantage in respect of the availability of raw materials 
and low cost of production. Two such industries are textile and steel though 
at the moment both of them are unable even to feed the internal market. 

95. In 1934, .the last year for which detailed statistics for e:x:Ports from 
Japan are available, the British Empire in the Middle East, South East Asia 
and Australia imported 44·6 per cent of her total exports. The Dutch Empire 
intported 16 per cent ; Chins intported 9 per cent ; the U.S.A. 12·8 per cent and 
the rest of the world 17:6 per cent. If the tempo of production is increased, 
India can build up very profitably export markets with the countries of the 
British and Dutch Empire in the South East Asia and in the Middle East where 
60 per cent of Japanese exports went. The reports submitted by onr Trade 
Commissioners at the request of this Panel to the Industrial Adviser. to the 
Government of India, indicated that all these. markets are ready for absorbing 
India's products and in their opinion the .time is now ripe for India to fill up 
the gaps created by the withdrawal from international trade of two of the com
mercially .most powerful nations namely Japan and Germany. We therefore 
feel that It should be a cornerstone of Government's industrial policy to see 
that at least "general industrial merchandise" including products of the in
dustries in the development of which we are. concerned, are exported to these: 
markets whenever opportunities ,occur. 

96. We admit that as home markets are to be catered first it will not 
be possible to ?'•ely export in the coming few years but during the interint period 
we would advtse the Government to carry out thorough investigations through 
ow; Trade Commis~ioners in the m:'rkets .east of ~uez, about. the type of prod nets 
which cons~er~ m thos~ co_untries. desue, theu quality, price, etc., so that all 
the commerCial informatiOn IS readily available when the industries concerned 
are ready to enter the export market. 

97. Plans sh~uld also be made to work out the most suitable marketing 
methods. Whether marketing should. b~ left to the large merchant hou>es in 
the. po;t~ who have their br.~n?hes in foreign lands or whether it should be left 
to mdivtdual firms or assoctation of such firms, are matters which can only be 
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dealt with after industries are developed on well defined lines as indicated in 
this Report. 

98. In the case of indtL~tries which are likely to develop on a small scale 
such as the manufacture of domestic hardware, cutleryware, surgical instru
ments, etc., we submit that the Directors of Industries in the various Provinces 
and States interested in their development should form a co-operative marketing 
organization or bring about an association of manufacturers who would them
selves arrange for a marketing organization. 

~9. In our opinion no endeavour to establish market abroad would be 
successful if individual firms with very limited resources try and capture what
ever trade they can. The reports from our Trade Commissioners already in
dicate that some such attempts have been made in the past with the result 
that many of the products of the Indian industries have gained a bad reputation 
oi have been superseded by goods imported from other countries even at a 
higher price. 

100. Standardization of production and the quality of the products are 
matters in which the departments concerned should actively interest themselves 
for the benefit of industries which are likely to be set up in the various Provinces 
and States. 

WI. To sum up there is a definite scope for the products of the industries 
with which we are concerned to enter markets east of Suez. In our opinion it 
is essential that India should take her proper place in the export markets of 
countries for which she is geographically best suited to· supply her products. 
Some time must elapse before such a condition can arise and so, during the in
terim period, we advise the Government to explore all marketing possibilities. 

102. We would also suggest that it would be of the greatest value if the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Industry and Supply invite the Directors 
of Industries of the various Provinces and States interested in the deval >pment 
of the Iron and Steel '(Minor) Industries to formulate an all-India Plan for 
standardizing and marketing the products of these industries. We feel that 
until some general and fundamental conditions are agreed to by all the Provinces 
and States concerned, the possibilities of entering int<> export markets must be 
limited. Standardization of products and their marketing through proper 
channels are matters on which there should be no difference of opinion prevailing 
among the people who are interested in the development of these industries, 
whatever be their ':Province or State. It is only by such means that export 
possibilities can be conve.rted into realities. 

Appendices 
103. Messrs.M.N.RakhsitandH. Chiswell-Joneshavesubmitted two sepa

rate brief notes on the present relations between employers and employees in 
Indian Industries and on employment of foreign capital. Shri Rakshit wanted 
us to write a separate chapter on the problems relating to Labour in the various 
industries dealt with in this Report. As the Ministry of Labour have been 
carefully examining labour conditions and as the matter is already >receiving 
the attention of our National Government, we do not consider it necessary to do 
so. So the views which Shri Rakshit holds on the subject have been added as 
an Appendix "A" to the Report. 

104. In regard to the employment of foreign capital, we are of the 
opinion that considering the small amonnt of capital required for the develop
ment of various industries discussed in this Report, it could easily be raised in 
this country and therefore indigenous capital should be employed hereafter. Our 
colleague Mr. Chiswell-Jones disagrees with us and states that what we believe 
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might "retard their economic progress·~. In support, he quotes one of the 
financial weeklies of Great Britain which suggested that " American companies 
be encouraged not only to set up their. own factories in Britain but be con
trolled by them ". Thiij according to him, is the realistic outlook on a problem 
often clouded by nationalistic ideal•. In his opinion " co-operation not res
triction should he the ideal, for by this means partnerships will be hnilt lip, 
which will endure and which cannot fail to bring increasing efficiency and 
prosperity to indwitry ". 

105. Mr. Chiswell-Jones has agreed with us on all the points on which 
we have tendered advice to the Government in this Report excepting the 
subject matter of the Appendix "B ". 


